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IT’S UP TO YOU…
One song can spark a moment; one flower can wake the dream,
One tree can start a forest; one bird can herald spring.
One smile begins a friendship; one handclasp lifts a soul,
One star can guide a ship at sea; one word can frame the goal.
One vote can change a nation; one sunbeam lights a room,
One candle wipes out darkness; one laugh will conquer gloom.
One step must start each prayer; one hope will raise our spirits,
One touch can show you care; one voice can speak with wisdom.
One heart can know what’s true; one life can make the difference,
You see, It’s up to you…!!

(Author Unknown)
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Abstract
The process of directing human capital in creating wealth for self, organizations
and economy is laden with challenges that demand Transformational and
Practicing Leadership to have vision, passion and perseverance; all together. This
study assesses the Adversity Quotient® (AQ®), a measure of one‟s ability to
prevail in the face of adversity, of 131 top management professionals/Leaders
engaged in adding value to their people & business. Findings offer strong support
to the view that one‟s AQ®, particularly as it relates to the “Control, Reach
Ownership and Endurance over one‟s adversities”, reliably can be used as a
yardstick to identify leaders who create “sustainable optimism” in their people &
organization and direct them to excellence in overall performances & growth.

1.2 How This Study Was Conceived:
The researcher has work experience in the corporate world in financial services
and Information technology industries, both new generation growth leaders
globally.
The res
earcher‟s Human Resources practices related career commenced in a mid size
software solutions company where she worked since its inception and up to 12
years

of

continuous

growth;

having

left

the

organization

as

Head

HR.

Subsequently, she continued her journey as an HR Professional in the consulting
space and also contributed as an Office Bearer and President of a national level
association of HR Managers in the IT & ITES Industry. All of this had given her
tremendous opportunities to connect with the top management professionals of
various organizations. The interactions on various instances would lead to
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discussing current HR challenges and exchanging time tested solutions in the
group.
Over the past years, the most crucial subject which would spring forth time &
again was on Leadership, the crunch all industries are facing in today‟s time and
how could we fill this gap. In pursuit of finding a long lasting & tested solution to
this challenge, the researcher embarked on the journey of evaluating Leadership
styles, personality traits of successful leaders and how certain organisations
create stronger leaders and higher management bandwidth than others etc.
In his book “Leadership in the Era of Economic Uncertainty”, the author Charan
(2009) has highlighted how more than ever why the top people are crucial to the
success of their company. He adds that every senior manager must have both the
skills and the psychology to cope with hard conditions and remain optimistic and
focused on the future.
In recent years HR Mangers, Head Hunters and Industry Leaders are silently
looking for management tiers that are apt in managing business and growing the
same under unpredictable operational hazards which slows down a sector, an
industry and a country. While delving deep into this dimension of leadership traits,
the researcher came across the studies conducted by Dr. Paul Stolz in USA under
his banner of AQ®: The Adversity Quotient® that helps to identify Leaders and the
specific trait to remain focused & strong in the times of Adversities that make
some business leaders more successful than the most. Stoltz, (1997)
The next issue was to see if the AQ® concepts apply to India, to different business
segments and to the width of management tiers. If so, AQ® related methodologies
can than be marshaled for improvising HR practices in Indian businesses, related
to candidates‟ evaluation, induction, mentoring, goal setting, performance
management,

counseling,

training,

succession

planning

and

leadership

development etc.
This strong desire led the researcher to embark on the path of conducting this
study of AQ®. The researcher sincerely believes and hopes that this study, its
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reference material and its future versions will help in building a new dimension in
producing strong business leaders of future.

1.3 Introduction:
“It’s not the strongest of the species that survives, or the most intelligent, but the
most responsive to change” emphasized Darwin (1859) in “The Orign of Species.”
Over last 100 years of global economic development, the phase of people
management changed from industrial relations to human resources development
to people relationship management. The changes in people management
processes have not been just cosmetic, but have been driven by changing level of
automation and increasing value for HR processes and knowledge management.
Last one decade however has seen a completely new crop of business
challenges/risks that international trade has witnessed. These challenges have
occurred mainly due to opening of economies to global competition, financial
industry frauds that have led to downfall of organizations as well as the countries,
failure of business models on which billions of dollars of VC money was
euphorically invested and terrorist actions that created a chain reaction of
economic slow down worldwide.
Along with many uncertainties being witnessed in the economic, political & social
arena, there have been innumerable natural calamities that have shaken the
entire world. It took just a few seconds for an earthquake to erase everything to
the ground in north Japan. The recent earthquakes and tsunami in Japan have
shaken us out of our complacency. As Japan picks up the pieces after the
devastation, the disturbing pictures push us to take stock of the situation back
home. A quick recce of the situation reveals that mega cities like Delhi, Mumbai,
Kolkata, Chennai and Bengaluru are living on the edge, caught in an endless
debate on development vs environmental protection reported Indrani, (2011).
The industry & commerce globally has dealt with such adversities each time and
has come out with new measures to deal with larger challenges, for the purpose
of business continuity & growth and thereby create stronger economies.
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Therefore, business being entirely people centric, is witnessing a paradigm shift in
people management processes too. As per Rajan (2009), in times of adversity, for
organizations that respond strategically and decisively with an unrelenting
execution focus, opportunities abound.
An article titled “Companies Come to Terms with Leadership Problem” by Pathak,
(2011) covered details of a recent survey conducted by Harvard Business
Publishing. There were 24 companies who had been interviewed during this
survey. These companies included public sector units and multinational companies
of all kinds – IT/ITeS, FMCG, Insurance, telecom and heavy engineering sectors.
The findings brought out that gap in an organization‟s leadership pipeline emerged
as the biggest human resource challenge. The survey also showed that most
organizations are trying to build a leadership pipeline internally, rather than
buying it through a recruitment strategy. Leadership development was cited as a
priority for most organizations. More than 50 percent of organizations saw a need
to create a culture that encouraged and implemented a “Leader as Teacher”
model. The survey also stated that many organizations saw that leadership was
most effective when transferred from an organization‟s leaders.
This study focuses on establishing if there exists a Strong Relationship between
Successful Managers having Traits to manage Adversities successfully. This aspect
although having being dealt by HR community for decades at surface levels in
many names & forms, requires to be brought in the fore front as a measurement
tool that helps to identify and build strong business leaders of future.

1.4 Evolving of Human Personality…

a

process

of

Self

Destruction to Rise Again
What the caterpillar calls the end of the world, the master calls a butterfly.
-Richard Bach
Huddle (1995) in her book “Butterfly”, has pictured the self struggle of a
caterpillar to transform itself into a perfect butterfly. It expresses that when a
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caterpillar comes to the end of being a caterpillar, it consumes many times its
own weight in food and then collapses into a cocoon. Eventually new cells
different from the caterpillar cells called “imaginal cells” start to emerge and
resonate at a different frequency. Its immune system thinks they are enemies and
gobbles them up. These new imaginal cells continue to appear at a faster pace
and the caterpillar‟s immune system is unable to destroy them as fast. These
imaginal cells then clump together and soon the entire long string of imaginal
cells suddenly realizes all together that it is something different from the
caterpillar. Something new, something wonderful, in that realization it dawns the
birth of the butterfly. One metaphor for our changing world of today with all its

uncertainties is Norie Huddle's story (Butterfly) of a caterpillar's metamorphosis into a
butterfly.
In her book “Conscious Evolution” Hubbard (1998) brought out that as people
started waking up, they became imaginal disks in the body of society. The
environmental movement, the anti-war movement, the Apollo space program, the
Women‟s movement, the civil rights and human rights movements, new music,
transcendental meditation, yoga and mind expanding substances, all encouraged
a young generation to act as instruments of social change. The author has
presented five elements for moving towards conscious evolution, the fifth element
being an invitation for each person to find out and fulfill the life purpose through
organizations, activities and teams already moving towards conscious evolution.

Evolving Learning & Dependencies in Human Behaviour
Donnes' (1572 – 1631) meditation from Devotions upon Emergent Occasions
stated “No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent,
a part of the main…” This quote symbolize that humans, as social animals, have a
high need to co-exist with other humans on a continuous basis. Humans do not
thrive when isolated from others. Throughout the phases of life, they need the
existence & support of other humans.
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As per Dr. Tyrer (1983), man is a social being and lives best in groups, but not
when they are very large. Too many people packed into too small a space
becomes stressful for everybody. Because stress follows change and because the
amount and speed of change is much greater in cities than the rural areas, all
problems of stress are greater in the cities.
Baltus (1983) has very beautifully brought out the 13 Life Styles in the Life Span
Dependence–Interdependence curve.

Although we start out life almost totally

dependent on others, there is a natural striving for independence that becomes
evident very early in life. So as one grows from Infancy, Childhood, Adolescence,
Young adulthood, Adulthood, Middle age, Young old, Old and Late old age the
extent to which a person can be dependent, independent or voluntarily
interdependent at various times during his or her life span is shown by the circles
on the growth line below.

Figure 1.1: Life-Span Dependence/Interdependence Curve

(Source: Rita K. Baltus (1988), “Personal Psychology for Life and Work”, 273)

As a small child, the dependency is highest on the mother, who is required to
nourish the child into a strong kid, instill the right values & culture, provide the
basic language orientation and bind the child with the other siblings and the entire
family. In this growing stage of life, the learning‟s happen more from doing what
is told & seen.
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In the days of growing as an enthusiastic teen, the dependency for existence
comes from the family as well as the society in the form of support given &
mentoring provided by the teachers, friends, neighbors and one‟s role-models. In
this stage of life, the learning‟s happen more from listening, seeing & doing.
As a budding professional and later a grown up adult, while one has to make a
mark as a true leader in an organization or establish being a successful
entrepreneur, simultaneously one also has to own the responsibility of nurturing
one‟s parents, building one‟s immediate family (spouse, children), being available
to the neighbourhood for any help and also being a responsible, ethical & law
abiding citizen. While dealing with all these developments, one has to constantly
take support of family, neighbours, society, team, organization and the resources
available to excel. In this phase of life, the learning‟s come from living one‟s own
experiences or from hearing or seeing the other‟s experiences.
Nierenberg (1968) commented that the learning about man is as diverse as man
himself. We learn by reading, by listening, by feeling, by observing, by finding out
how people react – and have reacted – in certain situations. Our personality traits
come in opposites. We think of ourselves as optimistic or pessimistic, independent
or dependent, emotional or unemotional, adventurous or cautious, leader or
follower, aggressive or passive. Many of these are inborn temperament traits, but
other characteristics, such as feeling either competent or inferior, appear to be
learned, based on the challenges and support we receive in growing up. The man
who did a great deal to explore this concept is Erikson (1959). He felt the course
of development is determined by the interaction of the body (genetic biological
programming), mind (psychological), and cultural (ethos) influences.
Baron (1962) in his book “Psychology” informs that psychologists often wondered
about what goes on in the brain when we think, experience emotions, understand
speech or produce it, or bring memories to mind; but they had few tools for
answering such questions. This situation has changed dramatically in recent
decades, as modern technology has provided impressive new tools for studying
the living brain – for seeing where activity is centered as people solve problems,
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listen to music, reason, or memorize new information. There is a lot of connection
between the brain and behaviour through the function of neurons in the nervous
system.
Anicic view about life is being a continuous occurrence of events happening at
each moment is very true. These events lead to each ones experience. People
learn best from their experience but sometimes, even after plenty of experiences;
it is still not clear how to react in some situations. Due to this many-a-times one
does and says things that one will have to be able to live with, when it is thought
about later. However, these emotional troubles are not new and everyone goes
through them, even the strongest among all.
As humans, we inevitably are bound by the limitations of our knowledge and the
complexities of the environment, be they social, economical or political. As we go
about doing our everyday work; our actions, focus and priorities for each task
undertaken, is because of the responsibility we have towards either Self, Family,
Society, Team, Organization or the Planet.

1.5 Stress: The Inevitable
Today, people are living in the „Age of Stress‟ (Pestonjee, 1999). Owing to the
daily adversities one has to go through, a lot of stress is felt. Stress is a many–
faceted process that occurs in relation to events or situations in our environment
termed stressors. An interesting feature of stress is the wide range of physical
and psychological reactions that different people have to the same event; some
may interpret an event as stressful, whereas others simply take it in stride. Stress
can be triggered by both desirable and undesirable events in life. (Selye, 1975)
Stress resulting from desirable events is called Eustress (meaning good stress).
Eustress is pleasant and has curative effects. On the other hand, stress resulting
from undesirable events is called Distress (meaning bad stress). Distress has bad
effects on the individuals concerned.

(Tyrer, 1983) identified that the key

difference between healthy and harmful stress is that in healthy stress there is
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rapid adjustment to the change and in harmful stress there is little or no
adjustment.
Work pressures, tough targets and deadlines, a team that‟s trying to stay united
and committed irrespective of the team conflicts… stress is all around. The
challenge lies in channeling the team efforts with effective leadership. Several
studies have found that apart from the stressors at work, we suffer greatly due to
elements of the daily grind that are beyond our control such as interruptions,
traffic jams, missing the bus, smog, and noisy or flickering fluorescent lights.
Because we can‟t recover with time, these continuous low-grade stressors can
actually deteriorate health to a greater extent. People who perceive the negative
experiences in their lives as the result of uncontrollable forces are at a higher risk
for depression than those who believe they have control. They are also less likely
to suffer heart attacks and more likely to suffer weakened immune systems,
asthma, arthritis, ulcers, headaches or backaches. The key is to cultivate “learned
optimism” by adjusting vision to have control rather than passively suffering the
shocks of life. (Iyengar, 2010)
Occupational stress is defined as the perception of a discrepancy between
environmental demands (stressors) and individual capacities to fulfill these
demands (Topper, 2007; Vermunt and Steensma, 2005; Ornelas and Kleiner,
2003; Verca, 1999) Increasing individual coping skills is another intervention
which will be sued by the management to minimize stress. (Topper, 2007) defines
stress as a person‟s psychological and physiological response to the perception of
demand and challenge. Ornelas and Kleiner (2003) argued that stress is the byproduct of modern life that results from our efforts of trying to balance the
demands of the workplace and of family life. Factors like individual and family
factors, socio-economic and financial status, mental and physical health factors
contribute greatly to occupational stress (Manshore, 2003). Stress is caused due
to unexpected changes in technology, downsizing, sudden reorganization,
changes in work schedules, competition for promotional opportunities, lack of
participation in decision making, lack of employee empowerment, inadequate time
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to accomplish tasks, violence in workplace etc. contributes a lot to employees‟
stress level.
A particular person may react quite differently to the same stressor at different
points in time. Although we normally think of stress as stemming from negative
events in our lives, positive events such as getting married or receiving an
unexpected job promotion can also produce stress (Brown & McGill, 1989).
It is important to know that stress is not necessarily bad. Some amount of stress
is necessary to get the best out of us. Unless some amount of stress is
experienced, a student cannot prepare himself adequately for the examination, a
promotional candidate cannot do well in the interview, a manager cannot
demonstrate in what way he is different from other employees, a writer cannot
write and a painter cannot paint. In all such cases stress works as a motivating
force. In his book “Coping with Executive Stress” Dastane (2003) brings out that
we all know that in the absence of stress our lives would become monotonous.
That is why healthy people show an inclination to encounter some amount of
stress.
Stress has always been a part of human existence. Its origin can be traced in the
literature to the 17th Century when it was identified with hardship, straits,
adversity or affliction as meant by the Latin word “Stringere.” In the 18th and
19th Centuries, the meaning of stress changed to denote force, pressure, strain or
strong effort with reference to an object or person (Hinkle, 1973). The concept of
stress was transferred from physicists to social scientists (Cooper & Marshall
1978). The first reference to Stress in humans was made by Selye (1936) who
conceptualized it as a nonspecific response of the body to any demand made
upon. The modern view of stress is that it arises from a lack of fit between a
person and his/her environment when there is an inability to cope with the
demands made (Harrison, 1978).
Stress

cannot

result

from

any

opportunity/challenge/constraint/demand,

whatsoever, unless its outcome is perceived to be both important and uncertain at
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the same time. (Schwarzer, 2009). Stress is a part of our everyday life. Moderate
level of stress is in fact necessary for an individual to stay alert and active. High
level of stress, on the other hand, would lead to impairment of human wellbeing
and performance. (Srivastav, 2010)
Despite the wide range of stimuli that can potentially produce stress, it appears
that many events we find stressful share several characteristics:


They are so intense that they produce a state of overload – we can no longer
adapt to them.



They evoke incompatible tendencies in us, such as tendencies both to
approach and to avoid some object or activity.



They are controllable – beyond our limits of control. Indeed, a great deal of
evidence suggests that when people can predict, control or terminate an event
or situation, they perceive it to be less stressful than when they feel less in
control (Karasek & Theorell, 1990; Rodin & Salovey, 1989)

1.6

Team Management

A leader is interpreted as someone who sets direction in an effort and influences
people to follow that direction. They set direction by developing a clear vision and
mission, and conducting planning that determines the goals needed to achieve the
vision and mission. Leaders improve by getting feedback and using it.
The qualities of a good leadership may vary from person to person according to
the background in which he was brought up and molded. Likewise, the leadership
qualities of a political leader or a business magnet or a religious leader or a
sportsman e.g. cricket captain, may vary since their area of operation and
expertise is entirely different from one another. However, there are some
common qualities of a good leadership which remain the hall mark of most of the
leaders. Generally a good leadership is a combination of many qualities like
charisma, extra ordinary intellectual skills in oratory, writing, decision making,
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besides being strategic, tactful, steadfast, resourceful, sincere, committed,
knowledgeable and above all with a fine memory, sense of wit and humor and a
bundle of common sense. A good leader is a fine administrator and is also known
for his time management.
The best leaders seek feedback from their boss, their peers and their
subordinates. Then they modify their behavior so that they get better results.
Leaders learn by trying things out and then critiquing their performance. Stress is
all around! The challenge lies in channeling the team efforts with the right coping
behaviour leading to effective leadership.

Figure 1.2: The Seven Spheres of Leadership Mastery

(Source: Philip Ralph (2009), “The Leadership Sphere”)

Philip Ralph (2009) opined that Leadership is a shared relationship, where people
are positively influenced to mobilize themselves around their toughest challenges,
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in service of a mutual purpose consistent with fundamental values. He has
developed the seven spheres of Leadership Mastery as detailed under:
The first sphere of Leadership Mastery is Manage and Lead Change. The ability to
manage and lead change is an ongoing demand on leaders. There is nothing more
true than the statement „change is constant‟ - in fact disequilibrium is the new
„normal‟. The number one issue facing senior leaders is dealing with „adaptive
challenges‟ and ambiguity. The second sphere of Leadership Mastery is being
Action Orientated. Sound execution of strategy combined with effective change
management is essential for success. While many leaders and teams develop
sound plans and strategies, few actually then execute effectively. A principle that
helps ensure that entropy, or a loss or leakage of energy in a system, is
minimized is alignment.
The third sphere of Leadership Mastery is Creating Synergy. Leaders create
synergy by building meaningful relationships and high levels of trust. The most
effective leaders have competencies in both interpersonal skills as well as a focus
on results. Sometimes leaders must give up some of their relational equity in
service of something bigger. The fourth sphere of Leadership Mastery is being
Truthful. Truth is about connecting with ones purpose, values and core strengths
in areas that make a difference. Purpose is something leaders need to discover
and is beyond a job or even career. It includes a reason for being that drives
action beyond oneself. It is only with this clarity that extraordinary performance,
both in business and personal life that can occur.
The fifth sphere of Leadership Mastery is High Engagement. Leaders need to be
able to create a compelling vision, or picture of the future that creates a highly
focused, results-driven culture. An organization's vision needs to be a picture that
energizes people. Telling the story about a compelling mission, vision and values
can energize entire organisations when done well. The sixth sphere of Leadership
Mastery is Building Resilience. Sound energy management practices help people
to achieve

sustained performance, energy, and enjoyment. Sound energy

management means addressing all four domains effectively - physical, emotional,
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mental and spiritual (head, heart, body, meaning). The seventh sphere of
Leadership Mastery is managing the “You”. Many people tend to split the act of
leadership from the person. The two are inseparable. Many-a-times leadership is
seen as only an external event, as something one does. However leadership
comes from a deeper reality as it comes from ones values, principles, life
experiences and essence. It is a whole-of-person action.
Leaders of high performing teams with high employee engagement have a
common feature which is their ability to build trust and convert potential of their
team members to performance. (Bhattacharya, 2006)

1.7 Coping Behaviour
“We cannot cast out pain from the world, but needless suffering we can. Tragedy
will be with us in some degree as long as there is life, but misery we can banish.
Injustice will raise its head in the best of all possible world, but tyranny we can
conquer.” – James A. Michener
Positive Attitude
As per (Baltus, 1988) a sure shot way of conquering adversities is by having a
positive attitude. An attitude is a readiness to act; it involves both thinking and
emotion. It is a tendency to respond in a particular way to an object, a person, a
group, an idea or an event. These attitudes are acquired over a period of time and
they are influenced by four different factors; family, peers, experience and
culture. There is a famous saying that goes, “Watch your thoughts, they become
your words; Watch your words, they become your actions; Watch your actions,
they become your character; and character makes you the person you are.”
Thoughts are governed by ones attitude and the resultant is behaviour. A positive
attitude is essential to career & life success. People who are usually cheerful and
positive towards work and life are called optimists; those who habitually display
negative attitude are called pessimists. (Baltus, 1988). It‟s the Leader who has
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sustainable optimism who makes the difference to an organization and who
creates unceasing value.
Pestonjee (1992) has brought out various coping styles and strategies. Coping
refers to efforts to master conditions that tax or exceed adaptive resources
(Monat and Lazarus, 1977). Coping has been used to denote the way of dealing
with stress, or the effort to master conditions of harm, threat or challenge when a
routine or automatic response is not readily available. Lazarus (1974b) has
emphasized the key role of cognitive processes in coping activity and the
importance of coping in determining the quality and intensity of emotional
reactions to stress. Although there are many ways to classify coping responses
(Moos and Billings, 1982) most approaches distinguish between strategies that
are active in nature and oriented towards confronting the problem and strategies
that entail an effort to reduce tension by avoiding dealing with the problem.
Pareek (1983b) proposed two types of coping strategies which people generally
use in order to handle stress i.e. dysfunctional and functional coping styles.
Lazarus (1975) has suggested a classification of coping procedures which
emphasizes two major categories, namely, direct actions and palliative modes.
Latack (1986) presented construct validity evidence of three measures of coping
behaviour related to job stress: Control, Escape and Symptom Management.
Route of IQ to EQ
Initially people felt that the only thing one needed to be actually born with in
order to be a leader later in life was intelligence. Intelligence can be defined as a
true biologically based mental faculty that can be studied by measuring a person's
reaction time to cognitive tasks (Galton, 1869). It is defined as a very general
mental capability that among the other things, involves the ability to reason, plan,
solve problems, think abstractly, comprehend complex ideas, learn quickly and
learn

from

experience.

It

reflects

a

broader

and

deeper

capability

for

comprehending ones surroundings (Mainstream science on intelligence-1994).
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Intelligence is an umbrella term describing a property of the mind including
related abilities, such as the capacities for abstract thought, understanding,
communication, reasoning, learning, learning from the experience, planning, and
problem solving (Wikipedia, 2010 - A study on Interrelationship of Leadership
Traits, Behavior and Subsequent Performance of the Leader).
In later stages it was felt that while a leader is high on IQ, there was a need for
such a leader to be mature on the emotional front too. Emotional Intelligence is
an associative form of thinking which links one's emotion with another, emotions
with physical feelings and with the environment. If one recognizes a consistent
successful way of performing a work, one would tend more to perform it that way.
It is a response to certain stimuli which is more or less habit bound. Associated
thinking helps one to deal with ambiguous or complex situations. One can relearn
an emotional thinking, but is time bound and needs proper direction and training.
Since associative thinking is said to be tacit in nature, it cannot be shared at all
times and one needs to learn by himself/herself. EQ as told; accounts for more
than 85% of the exceptional achievers. More complex the task, more important is
the level of EQ. Goleman (1995) conceptualized the five main domains of EQ as
Self awareness, Managing Emotions, Motivating oneself, Recognizing emotions in
others (Empathy) and Handling relationships. It has been established that people
with an high EQ are motivated, self disciplined, aspire to excel while continually
requiring to upgrade skills, learn and add value.
Right Style of Leadership
Leaders carry out their roles in a wide variety of styles, e.g., autocratic,
democratic, participatory, laissez-faire (hands off), etc. Often, the leadership style
depends on the situation, including the life cycle of the organization. There are
many views about what characteristics and traits that leaders should have. There
are also numerous theories about leadership, or about carrying out the role of
leader, e.g., servant leader, democratic leader, principle-centered leader, groupman theory, great-man theory, traits theory, visionary leader, total leader,
situational leader, etc.
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In the Indian setting, some studies emphasized effectiveness of participative style
(e.g. Daftuar & Krishna, 1971; Pandey, 1976; Pestonjee, 1973; Singh &
Pestonjee, 1974) others (e.g. Saiyadain, 1974) showed other styles (e.g.
autocratic) to be more effective. According to Sinha (1974) the participative style
might not work in the cultural values and beliefs in India. As a consequence, an
alternative theory of nurturant-task leadership (NT) (Sinha, 1980) was developed
which has focus on task as well as nurturance (interpersonal relationship
orientation) by the leader. Subsequent studies (e.g. by Sinha, 1999) have shown
that in the backdrop of Indian cultural and social values, nurturant task leadership
style is more effective.

Overcoming Adversity
The dictionary defines “Adversity” as a great affliction or hardship; a misfortune.
Everyone experiences a form of loss, set-back or adversity at some point in their
lives. It usually strikes without notice and can hit anywhere; in a relationship, a
career, a loved one, health, job, financial status, business etc.
Everyone's adversity is unique because it's seen from ones own eyes. What may
be a catastrophe for someone could be only a bump in the road for someone else.
For example, circumstances could force someone to move across the country.
That would be fine for the person who loves to travel, but a disaster for the one
who's lived in that same town their whole life. For one it's an adventure, for the
other it's an adversity. What's important is not the particular circumstance, but
the state of mind as how one would perceive the adversity. (Stoltz, 1997)
Adversity is a state of hardship or misfortune. It can be small things like leaving
keys at home or failing a test however it can also be huge obstacles like a loved
one dying or coming home to see that one‟s house has been in a tragic fire. Every
problem in life can be described as adversity however it's how one looks at these
obstacles that makes life easier. If one has the ability to turn adversity into a
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challenge instead of becoming depressed every time something goes wrong, the
smaller problems in life won't be a problem at all and the larger problems will be
easier to deal with. It can be also described as bad luck such as an unnecessary
and unforeseen trouble resulting from an unfortunate event. It can cause a state
of great suffering and distress. Adversity is anything that will make ones life
harder.
Human Effectiveness
Right from the time we wake up in the morning till the time we go to sleep in the
night, we have overcome a number of adversities. There are many realities of the
entrepreneurial and high velocity new economy, which a leader has to absorb and
go through on a daily basis. Each day demands greater speed, capacity and
capabilities. Our lives are full of adversity. People tend to crack under the
pressure and to surrender more or less quickly. Few can keep up without taking a
tremendous toll upon themselves and those around them. (Stoltz, 2000)
The fear of adversity leading to failure casts a terrible shadow on all the days of
our life. Its shape and colors are varied, imaginary and real, confused and clear,
temporary and permanent. Adversity terrorizes the worker struggling to keep his
job, the father praying that he can feed his family, the merchant hoping he will
sell his goods, the soldier leading others into battle. It tortures everyone alike,
prince and pauper, sage and fool, saint and criminal (Og, 1989). There is no
better school than adversity. Every defeat, every heartbreak, every loss, contains
its own seed, its own lesson on how to improve performance the next time.
Adversity is with everyone right from birth to burial. Just as the gem cannot be
polished without friction, people cannot be perfected without trials.
The real challenge in life is not just getting what one wants, but continuing to
want what one has. Many people have learned how to get what they want, but
when they get what they want, then they no longer enjoy it. Whatever they get is
not enough, there is always another need already ready before the sweetness of
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the older accomplished want has been satiated. Such people normally end up not
being happy with themselves, their relationships, their health or their work.
Gray (1999) in his book “How to Get What You Want and Want What You Have-a
practical guide to Personal Success” explains Personal success is measured by
how good you feel about who you are, what you have done and what you have.
He further brings out four steps to greater success in life which are; Setting one‟s
intention, Getting what one needs,

Getting what one wants and removing the

blocks to success such as blame, depression, anxiety, indifference, judgement,
indecision, procrastination, perfectionism, resentment, self-pity, confusion and
guilt. Being alive means movement. The secret of success is staying in touch with
one‟s inner peace, joy, love and confidence.
Adversity does not create insurmountable barriers. Each hardship is a challenge,
each challenge an opportunity, and each opportunity embraced; Change is a
welcome part of the journey. Unfortunately, when faced with life‟s challenge, most
people stop short before they have tested their limits and contributed their
utmost. (Stoltz, 1997)
Wise and clever people learn from their mistakes and thorough reflections.
Through the process of trial and error followed by careful analysis, people are
capable of finding ways and means to avoid repeating mistakes, thereby paving
the way forward to success.
Often the extent of damage caused to one‟s performance by adversities is quite
ignored. IQ is inherent, EQ can be developed but reacting in the right manner at
the right time can prove beneficial to one‟s health, relationships and performance.
It not only helps to understand and control oneself but also others. If we are able
to channelise our reactions to events in a productive manner, other benefits will
follow. (Stoltz, 1997)
Over a long period of history, the Intelligence Quotient (IQ) remained the most
powerful tool of recruiting & nurturing the best managerial talent across
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industries. In last two decades or so, with mushrooming of knowledge based
industries, a significantly refined tool of Emotional Quotient (EQ) has been
prevalent in people management.
The HR process now requires introducing a new parameter in recruitment, training
and performance management that provides industry managers the ability to
absorb & innovate constantly for business continuity and expansion in the face of
any adversity. This measure of managerial competence in the last few years is
fast becoming a new mantra for developing a strong managerial workforce and is
known as Adversity Quotient® (AQ®)

1.8 Concept of Adversity Quotient®:
Paul G. Stoltz, author, Adversity Quotient®: Turning Obstacles into Opportunities
has developed an assessment that measures a person‟s ability to cope when
dealing with adversity. The Adversity Quotient® is based on the research from
cognitive psychology, psycho-neuroimmunology, and neurophysiology. It is a valid
measure, a tool to ascend and a new theory of effectiveness. it is a scientifically –
grounded method for strengthening patterns of response to adversity. (Stoltz,
1997)

As adversity intensifies, most people‟s existing and accessed capacity decreases –
it contracts when it needs to expand. It is a paradox. As the required capacity
demanded of a person expands, that person‟s (as with most people) existing and
accessed capacities shrink. (Stoltz, 2000)
Everybody is having trouble meeting the demands required today. It has become
an impossible task to manage all the chaos, uncertainty, and complexity an
individual faces each day. Most people suffer from a capacity gap between what is
required and what they have. Dr. Paul Stoltz, based on the observations made
over several studies, concludes that the secret of expanding one‟s existing and
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accessed capacities to meet the demands of required capacity is to increase one‟s
AQ®. Sustainable optimism depends on high AQ®.

Core human drive
Core human drive for the individual, as defined by Stoltz (1997), is a person‟s
purpose in life, the “why” for which a person exists.

He further symbolizes a

person‟s purpose to that of a mountain and emphasizes that everyone has a
personal mountain to ascend. Giving an example, he explains that if a leader
manages 46 people, 46 different mountains show up to work each day (not
counting the leader‟s own mountain.) In addition, there is the collective mountain
of the organization in the form of the organization‟s mission. But the collective
mountain of the organization is not what is on the minds of the 46 workers, their
own mountains are what they intend to ascend.

He stresses that many people

come up short when asked how their individual mountain links to the
organization‟s mountain.
The important question put forth by Dr. Stoltz is that who is going to tap existing
capacities – people who find high alignment between their own mountains and the
organization‟s mountain, or people who have little or no alignment between the
two?. Dr. Stoltz clarifies that High alignment between an individual‟s core human
drive (mountain) and the organization‟s mission (mountain) defines a given
individual‟s sustainable motivation to be there.
Yun-Wah (2010) opinioned that through the years there are three different
scenarios which normally occur: (1) genuinely the sage person is able to make
sound judgments and accurate predictions before things go awry or a crisis arises.
By following the wisdom and leadership of people such as these, the world could
become a better place and corporations could outperform their competition. But
there are only a handful of people like this;
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(2) People respond to crises or errors. They learn and discover that mistakes
occur, and are awakened to the need to make adjustments and change charted
courses. By doing so they salvage or rectify troubled journeys;
(3) Most people have become set in their ways or hardened their hearts, leaving
them

incapable

of

learning;

perhaps

overlooking

errors

along

the

way.

Consequently, mistakes recur. Those people unfortunately lack the capacity for
preventing disasters and become the source of much waste and frustration.
Understanding the Performers and Non-Performers: From the Lens of
Coping Up in Adversity
A growing gap between individual mountains and the organization‟s mountain
results in three categories of people: Quitters, Campers and Climbers. Living with
a relentless sense of purpose is hard, only about 5% of a given population do it.
And the weather on the mountain is growing increasingly more intense (greater
adversity in the forms of becoming more complex, erratic and uncertain). As the
weather grows intense (and they are living without a sense of purpose), some
people quit; they face some obstacle along the way and they give up. (Stoltz,
1997)
Quitters
Quitters can be described as being lethargic, not motivated, complacent, retired
on the job, thinking of themselves as victims, beaten down, exhausted, and often
in poor health. They do just enough to get by. Quitters lead compromised lives.
They have abandoned their dreams and selected what they perceive to be a
flatter, easier path. Unfortunately, Quitters suffer far greater pain than that which
they tried to avoid by not climbing. Quitters can compose about 15% of any given
work force. (Stoltz, 2000)
Campers
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Campers are a group of people who have taken on the mountain; they grow, they
strive, they improve for years or decades. Their performance is solid and getting
the job done, but not tapping much of their capacity is not growing. Most of us
camp in some facets of our lives. The gravitational pull of a campground is huge –
our friends are there. The campers‟ assumptions are that the mountain will
remain stable.

But the mountain is experiencing an avalanche of change, the

weather is intensifying. The longer a person camps in one place the greater the
deterioration of his or her capacities; the person actually experiences atrophy.
Campers make up about 80% of any given work force. (Stoltz, 1997)
Climbers
Climbers are people who are dedicated to a lifelong ascent. Climbers are
described as enthusiastic, innovative, energetic, robust, passionate, thriving on
change, taking risks. They never allow any obstacle to get in the way of the
ascent. Climbers create change, and the change either inspires or threatens the
campers. Change often results in turnover of people. If the people who leave the
organization are campers, it may be because the campground is being shaken up.
But if the climbers are leaving, the future of the organization is being lost. (Stoltz,
1997) Regardless of background, advantages or disadvantages, good fortune or
misfortune, climbers always continue the ascent. Stoltz describes them as “the
EnergizerTM Bunnies” of the mountain and possibility thinkers.
No organization can have 100% Climbers. The incentive to camp is too great. But
if an organization can increase its percentage of climbers from 19% to 30%, it will
experience a significant improvement in organizational outcomes.

Creating High Sustainable optimism

As adversities intensifies, the number of people willing to stay with an
organization declines. This phenomenon is called the Adversity Dilemma®. What
one needs to have is an organization where, as adversity intensifies, the number
of people stepping up to face the challenge increases. To counter Adversity
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Dilemma®, sustainable optimism must be generated and fostered. Sustainable
optimism is that quality inside individuals that enables them to grow with every
single adverse situation they face. People display all different patterns in how they
respond to life's challenges. But a person's ability to sustain optimism is directly
correlated to his or her AQ®… higher the AQ®, greater the sustainable optimism.
(Stoltz, 1997)
The

scientific

building

blocks

of

AQ®

are

psychoneuroimmunology

(PNI),

neurophysiology (NP), and cognitive psychology (CP). Each of these building
blocks have been described below: (Stoltz, 1997)
PNI research shows that there is a direct, measurable link between what one
thinks and feels and what goes on in ones body. It explains why some people
seem to weather major surgery better than others; why some people remain
robust into old age while others become ill and frail; how brain activity affects the
likelihood that a person will contract cancer, diabetes, or other disease; what
effects specific patterns of thought or emotion have on a person's health. (Stoltz,
1997)
NP is the science of the brain. NP research shows that habits can be formed in
less than one second - a hundred milliseconds to be exact. All it takes is an
experience that interrupts the subconscious thought pattern at the basal ganglia
and brings it to the conscious region of the brain (the cerebral cortex). The
implication of this research is that a person's AQ® (similar to changing or
developing a habit) can be changed instantaneously, and thus alter that person's
life. (Stoltz, 1997)
CP is comprised of research related to the human need for control or mastery over
one's life, and includes concepts for understanding human motivation, effectiveness, and performance. CP accounts for learned helplessness - the belief that
what one does, matters not. CP explains why many people give up, or stop short,
when faced with challenges. CP is the most important ingredient in the formation
of AQ®. (Stoltz, 1997)
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Four key facts
There are four key facts that emerge from the convergence of the above three
building blocks of AQ® (Stoltz, 1997):
1. We respond to adversity in hard-wired patterns.
2. We are often poor judges of these patterns.
3. These patterns can be measured.
4. These patterns can be rewired and improved.
The defining moment for every individual is when he or she faces adversity. At
that moment a very precise, hard-wired pattern is triggered that ripples
throughout the person's entire being. It is called Adversity Quotient®.
AQ® serves as a predictor of 13 factors that influence a Leader or a team which is
Performance, Longevity, Learning, Productivity, Health, Improvement, Resilience,
Change, Tenacity, Effort, Agility, Hope and Innovation. (Stoltz, 2000)

The Dimensions of AQ®:
There are four dimensions that make up AQ®: Control, Ownership, Reach, and
Endurance (CORE®).
Control determines how much control one has over the adversity. Those with
higher AQ® perceive they have significantly more control and influence in adverse
situations than do those with lower AQ®.

Even in situations that appear

overwhelming or out of their hands, those with higher AQ® find some facet of the
situation they can influence. Those with lower AQ® respond as if they have little
or no control and often give up. There are two kinds of control: one is to what
extent you perceive you can influence the situation no matter how impossible it
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is; the second is response control, or controlling your response to the adversity.
(Stoltz, 1997)
Ownership determines to what extent you take it upon yourself to better the
situation. Ownership rolls into accountability. Accountability is the backbone of
action.

Those with higher AQ® hold themselves accountable for dealing with

situations regardless of their cause. Those with lower AQ® deflect accountability
and most often feel victimized and helpless. (Stoltz, 1997)
Reach is how far adversity reaches into other parts of your life. Keeping the
fallout under control and limiting the reach of adversity is essential for efficient
and effective problem solving.

Those with higher AQ® keep setbacks and

challenges in their place, not letting them infest the healthy areas of their work
and lives. Those with lower AQ® tend to catastrophize, allowing a setback in one
area to bleed into other, unrelated areas and become destructive. (Stoltz, 1997)

Endurance means how long the adversity will last. Seeing beyond even
enormous difficulties is an essential skill for maintaining hope. Those with higher
AQ® have the uncanny ability to see past the most interminable difficulties and
maintain hope and optimism. For low AQ® people, the adversity last forever or at
least for indefinite periods. High AQ® people limit the time adversity lasts to short
periods. The difference is that low AQ® people tend to see the adversity as a
permanent state, while high AQ® people perceive the adversity as a temporary
condition. (Stoltz, 1997)
In the researcher‟s mind, India is fast emerging as a leading economy of the
world and hence offers new opportunities for personal growth to talented
professionals. While offering such opportunities, it is also making severe demands
on new generation Leader-managers to be able to cope with multitude of
challenges. These challenges are faced every day due to increasingly competitive
business landscape which is full of operating hazards and difficulties. Hence in
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current times, it would help a leader to know his/her AQ® and use the AQ
Advantage® to help keep progressing successfully at Work and in Life.
Leaders need to rethink on how to make decisions, solve problems, plan for the
future, communicate successfully, allocate time efficiently, manage politics and
get the most of other people and themselves as effective leaders. It is now that
the position of organizational heads has become quite demanding as they are the
ones who are expected to lay down good systems and workable procedures within
their workplaces, re-organizing their thinking, behaviour and styles of functioning.
And this is possible only when heads as transformational leaders initiate the
process by understanding their workplaces and people within. (Diwan, 2000)

1.9 How This Study Progressed and Completed
Selecting Geography of Conducting the Study
Having embarked on the journey of researching on AQ® and it‟s impact on Leader
Performance, the next step that the researcher had to take was to finalize the
geography of conducting this study. The subject of AQ® linked to performance in
India has been unheard of. There are several high pressure challenges Indian
leaders are facing in order to manage their organizations business sustenance and
growth in a global economy.

A huge scope for research in this area amongst

Leaders in the city of Mumbai was envisaged by the researcher.
We are all aware that Mumbai, formerly known as Bombay is the Capital of
Maharashtra and the financial capital of the country. It is the cosmopolitan city
with the potpourri of cultures and glamour and which has welcomed people from
all over India overtime. Foreign investors tend to look at India with the prism of
Mumbai. A research study conducted on Mumbai, formerly Bombay, by Dr. Jadhav
(2005) brought out that Mumbai accounts for about 1% of the total population of
India. Further estimates of the UN suggested that Mumbai is likely to have a
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population of around 27 million inhabitants by 2020 and will be the world‟s second
most populous city after Tokyo.
The Legatum Institute had very recently published a report (2010) titled “The
Broken Lader” on a major international study by Legatum Institute Adjunct Fellow
Joel Kotkin, of how increasing urbanization in the world is affecting the prospect of
upward mobility for ordinary families and individuals. The study focused on the
key social and economic developments in three major global cities of London,
Mexico City and Mumbai. It further provided analysis on the current state of social
mobility in each. The findings brought out that India's global success is owing to
the power of its leading cities of which Mumbai is at the fore. However, as "two
thirds of the population live on a bare 5% of the land", the challenges of
infrastructure and congestion in Mumbai have heightened, while poverty and
slum-dwelling remain a persistent problem. The report concludes that the outlook
for Mumbai is good: The opportunity for upward mobility is better than in London
or Mexico City, and Mumbai‟s financial position is strong even in the wake of the
global financial crisis.
Mumbai‟s prosperity and employment generating potential attracts migrants from
across the country. Once the textile manufacturing hub, the city‟s socio-economic
structure has witnessed a sea change due to the paradigm shift in business
activities – a switch from “Manufacturing activities” to “Services”. This has
resulted into a dramatic change in employment opportunities and job profiles
virtually in every sector. This study was conducted in organizations from the IT,
Hotel, Hospital, Retail and ITES industries, all being service oriented and having
seen a huge transition over the last decade.

The Extent & Depth of Studies Conducted on AQ®
The work done on AQ®, builds upon the landmark research of dozens of top
scholars and more than 500 studies from around the world. As a result of 19
years of research and 10 years of application, AQ® is a major breakthrough in
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understanding of what it takes to succeed. According to Dr. Stoltz, success in
work and in life is largely determined by Adversity Quotient®. (Stoltz, 1997)


AQ® tells how well one withstands adversity and has the ability to surmount it.



AQ® predicts who will overcome adversity and who will be crushed.



AQ® tells who will exceed expectations of their performance and potential and
who will fall short.



AQ® predicts who gives up and who prevails

The following chapters of this thesis document unveils an extensive literature
review undertaken for related topics, it highlights major studies conducted
globally on Adversity Quotient®, brings out the research design & methodology
adopted, application of statistical analysis and interpretations arrived at with
conclusions, suggestions for further research and suggestions to employers.
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Review of Related Literature
2.1 Introduction:
Once the researcher had formulated the problem/purpose, a brief summary was
written down. The researcher then developed the Synopsis of the study for
submission.

While creating the synopsis itself, the researcher undertook

extensive literature survey connected with the problem/purpose.
Literature

Review

is

the

method

of

reading,

examining,

assessing

and

summarizing scholarly materials about a subject, a challenge, an area of research
or theory similar to the research study being undertaken. Literature review is
undertaken by reading relevant articles from various sources such as new papers,
books, magazines, periodicals, journals, dissertations, reports, internet-based
material, association reports, letters, conference presentations etc.
The researcher reviewed literature through primary and secondary sources. The
sources that were used to review related literature were previous studies,
dissertations, journals, magazines, newspaper articles and internet based studies.

The literature review helped the researcher to;
1. Place each work in the context of its contribution to the understanding of the
subject under review.
2. Give credits to those who have laid the groundwork for the research.
3. Show understanding on the theoretical and research issues related to the
research purpose.
4. Exhibit the ability to critically evaluate relevant literature information.
5. Convince readers that the proposed research will make a significant and
substantial contribution to the literature. (Cooper & Schindler, 2008)
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Tracking Evolvement through Published Literature:
The researcher reviewed literature that was related to the study, expertly
completed and reported in order to gain understanding of the various studies that
have been conducted on the Leadership Challenge, Human Development, Coping
Behaviour, Leadership Styles, Intelligence Quotient, Emotional Quotient and
Adversity Quotient®. This helped the researcher in presenting a distinct study
from those that have been done before.

2.2 The Leadership Challenge:
Dr. Wayne Dyer (1980) emphasizes that Learning to welcome change may be a
big new and crucial step in each one‘s life. Our world is a fast changing place,
requiring people who are not threatened by change. Trying out new experiences,
taking risks and most importantly doing things differently, which can be
significant, regardless of how others view them, will give each one more and more
meaning in everyday life.
Of the 5 key resources, the 5 M‘s (Money, Material, Man, Market and
Management) used to create an enterprise, the most crucial to obtain, sustain and
retain is ―Man‖, this resource is the only active & most challenging amongst all the
5 resources. The reason for this has been explained in the study titled ―Employees
Perspective on Human Resource Procurement Practices as a Retention Tool in
Indian IT sector‖ carried out by B. K. Punia and Priyanka Sharma (2008)
published in Vision. In a world where technologies, processes and products are
quickly duplicated by the competitors, and the pace of change and level of
competition are constantly increasing, people are the key to the most reliable
sources of advantage – better service, increased responsiveness, stronger
customer relationships and the creativity and innovation that keep a company one
step ahead. Identifying & appointing the right people to lead the company‘s
business is of utmost importance. Teams, Companies, Industries, Economies and
Nations need Leaders who can drive their vision, the key of their existence with
innovation, passion & pride.
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A ―Leader‖ is a person who influences the attitudes & behaviour of others in group
activity. Leader creates and sustains enthusiasm among the people and gives
their efforts a purpose (Muvugan 1992.) ―Leaders‖ are creators of new reality. By
shaping the collective mind of an organization, they influence the behaviour of
people. This manifests as an organizational environment, which further shapes the
behaviour of people (Waklu, 1999)
It‘s said that Leadership is all about ―Managing your flock well.‖ A good leader is
able to create more leaders by nurturing, inspiring & mentoring one‘s team well.
Organizations thrive even in the most adverse environments against tough
competitions and come out as Market Leaders solely because of the contributions
of their internal leaders who propel their organization towards such growth. To
know more about this unique creature called ―Leader‖ and its way of life called
―Leadership‖, there are many questions which arise in one‘s mind such as;
i

Are Leaders born or are they made?

ii

Do Leaders possess traits distinct from others?

iii Is there a ―Best Leadership style‖ that Leaders practice?
iv Do Leader‘s face bigger challenges to succeed in today‘s environment?
v

Does the Leader‘s performance impact people and organizations?

2.3 Re-examining Human Development… Are Leaders born
or are they made?
Hughes, F. P. & Lloyd D. Noppe (1985) brought out that the development of the
individual is a process of constant integration of current experience into previously
formed structures. It is a continuous unfolding, beginning at conception and
ending at the moment of death.
Though there have been many proposals throughout the ages, everyone has been
able to agree on the fact that our minds undergo rapid growth and change as we
morph ourselves from children to adults. Since philosophy and religion, the field of
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psychology has been interested in "the scientific study of age-related changes in
behavior, thinking, emotions, and personality. (Boyd & Bee, 2005)
Centuries ago, children were often viewed simply as smaller versions of adults
and little attention was paid to their advances in cognitive abilities, language
usage, and physical growth. Interest in the field of child development began early
in the 20th-century. A few child development theories have been proposed by
theorists and researchers.
The theories proposed by Sigmund Freud (1915) stressed the importance of
childhood events & experiences. Freud described child development as a series of
'psychosexual stages‘ and outlined the growth stages as oral, anal, phallic, latency
and genital. Each stage involved the satisfaction of a libidinal desire and later
played a role in adult personality.
Behavioral

theories

of

child

development

focused

on

how

environmental

interaction influenced behavior and were based upon the theories of theorists
such as John B. Watson (1928), Ivan Pavlov (1935) and B. F. Skinner (1938).
These theories dealt only with observable behaviors. Development was considered
a reaction to rewards, punishments, stimuli and reinforcement.
John Bowbly (1940) proposed one of the earliest theories of social development.
Bowlby believed that early relationships with caregivers played a major role in
child development and continued to influence social relationships throughout their
life.
Theorist Erik Erikson (1959) proposed a stage theory of development which
encompassed development throughout the human lifespan. It‘s quite interesting
to observe that in all the 8 stages of development, humans grow experiencing
different psychosocial adversities, change significant relationships as per their
needs, exhibit different psychosocial modalities and imbibes various virtues
leading to varied behaviour as per the events.
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Table 2.1: Erikson’s Eight Stages of Psychosocial Development
Stage (age)

Psychosocial

Significant

Psychosocial

Psychosocial

Maladaptations

crisis

relations

modalities

virtues

& malignancies

I (0-1) --

trust vs

infant

mistrust

II (2-3) -toddler

mother

autonomy vs
shame and

parents

doubt

III (3-6) --

initiative vs

preschooler

guilt

family

IV (7-12 or

to get, to give in
return

go

determination

compulsion

to go after, to

purpose,

ruthlessness --

play

courage

inhibition

to complete, to

neighborhood

school-age

inferiority

and school

ego-identity vs

peer groups,

to be oneself, to

role-confusion

role models

share oneself

intimacy vs

partners,

isolation

friends

generativity vs

household,

to make be, to

self-absorption

workmates

take care of

integrity vs

mankind or

despair

―my kind‖

so) -adolescence
VI (the 20‘s)
-young adult
VII (late 20‘s
to 50‘s) -middle adult
VIII (50‘s and
beyond) -old adult

-- withdrawal
impulsivity --

industry vs

V (12-18 or

sensory distortion

to hold on, to let will,

so) -child

hope, faith

make things

Competence

together

fidelity, loyalty

to lose and find
oneself in a

Love

another

Care

to be, through
having been, to
face not being

Wisdom

narrow virtuosity
-- inertia

fanaticism -repudiation

promiscuity -exclusivity

overextension -rejectivity

presumption –
despair

(Source: Erikson's (1959), ―Identity and the Life Cycle”, Psychological Issue, vol 1)

Erikson (1959) believed that each stage of development was focused on
overcoming a conflict. Success or failure in dealing with conflicts impacted overall
functioning. Erikson also described the development outcome related to each
stage as given in the table below.
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Table 2.2: Development Outcome Description in each stage
I. Infancy

II. Early Childhood

If one passes successfully through this stage of

In this stage, along with learning to walk, talk and

life, they learn to trust that life is basically okay

feed, one has the opportunity to build self-esteem

and have basic confidence in the future. If one

and autonomy as one gains more control over

fails to experience trust and are constantly

their bodies and acquire new skills. However, if

frustrated because their needs are not met, they

one is shamed in the process of learning, one may

may end up with a deep-seated feeling of

feel great shame and doubt their capabilities

worthlessness and a mistrust of the world.

suffering low self-esteem.

III. Play Age

IV. School Age

In this stage one experiences a desire to copy the

Often called the Latency stage, one is capable of

adults around and take initiative in creating play

learning, creating and accomplishing numerous

situations. One usually become involved in the

new skills and knowledge, thus developing a sense

classic struggle and resolves this struggle through

of industry. This is also a very social stage of

"social

development

role

identification." If frustrated

over

and

one

experiences

unresolved

natural desires and goals, may easily experience

feelings of inadequacy, inferiority among peers

guilt.

and can have serious problems in terms of
competence & self-esteem.

V. Adolescence

VI. Young Adult

In this stage as an adolescent, one may struggle

In this stage, one tend to seek companionship and

to discover and find his or her own identity, while

love thus beginning to ―settle down‖ and start

negotiating and struggling with social interactions

families, although seems to have been pushed

and ―fitting in‖, and developing a sense of

back farther in recent years. Young adults seek

morality from right to wrong. Those unsuccessful

deep intimacy and satisfying relationships, but if

may tend to experience role confusion.

unsuccessful, isolation may occur.

VII. Middle Adulthood

VIII. Late Adulthood

Career and work are the most important things at

This stage involves much reflection.

this stage, along with family. Middle adulthood is

adults, one may look back with a feeling of

also the time when people take on greater

integrity — that is, contentment and fulfillment,

responsibilities and control. Major life shifts can

having

occur during this stage, children may leave the

contribution to society. Others may have a sense

household, careers may change, and so on, some

of despair during this stage, reflecting upon their

may struggle with finding purpose.

experiences and failures. They may fear death as

led

a

meaningful

life

and

As older

valuable

they struggle to find a purpose to their lives.

(Source: Erikson (1959), ―Identity and the Life Cycle”, Psychological Issue, vol 1)
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Theorist Jean Piaget (1977) suggested that children thought differently than
adults and proposed a stage theory of cognitive development. He was the first to
note that children played an active role in gaining knowledge of the world.
While discussing human development, Ridley (2003) opined that it was ideal to
keep in mind the classic debate of nature vs. nurture. On one side the debate
supported people arguing that everyone is born with personality traits and that
the psyche is shaped purely by internal biological factors like DNA. On the other
side some people argued that each personality has been moulded purely by
external factors such as family, friends, teachers, and society as a whole. The
general modern scientific consensus on the debate is that personalities are not
shaped entirely by one or the other but rather by a mix of both biological and
environmental factors.
In the book Infancy (Bremner, 1994), it‘s quite intriguing to note that ultrasound
has shown that infants are capable of a range of movements in the womb, many
of which appear to be more than simple reflexes. By the time they are born,
infants can recognize and have a preference for their mother's voice suggesting
some pre-natal development of auditory perception.
Baron (2006) agreed that during the past decade there has been growing
recognition among psychologists of the potential role of genetic factors in many
aspects of human behaviour – including complex processes such as creativity.
While our biological nature is partly inherited, learning and the effects of
experience rather than genes is the main source of our behaviour. Every human
being is unique; each of us possesses a distinctive combination of traits, abilities
and characteristics. Everything that we think, feel or do has a basis in biological
processes and events – and primarily in activities occurring in our brains and
other portions of the nervous system which has already been tuned according to
our past experiences.
Lots of people wake up every day and let the world happen to them. By the time
a person becomes an adult, by their behaviour and disposition itself, one can tell
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if they can help other people achieve results, achieve success through a group,
help their subordinates grow and develop, achieve objectives, make decisions.
And these are the building blocks, the basic qualities that transform a person into
an effective, practicing Leader, accepted by masses. The person who emerges
from adolescence into young adulthood has the psychological and character traits
which they would demonstrate for the rest of their life. Some of these traits do
matter for leadership.
Dr. Stoltz (1997) believed that for centuries people have debated whether leaders
are born or made. Several decades ago researchers started trying to answer the
question. Though the debate goes on, it turns out to be a little of both. Leaders
are sort of born and they're always made. No matter how they measure up on the
key essentials, no one emerges from the womb or from adolescence with all the
skills in place to be an effective leader. Everybody has to learn the job. That's why
leaders are always made. Like genetics, upbringing can influence intelligence, the
formation of healthful habits, character development and the resulting skill, desire
and performance.
Though a child may inherit some of the leadership qualities of his parents through
genes, the background in which the child is brought up and other interpersonal,
social and economic factors actually mould him into a leader. Therefore a man
develops his leadership qualities by virtue of his education, his family background
and due to various social, political and economic factors that he is exposed to in
his day today life.
Halford‘s (1965) study on Management and its people: Evolution of a relationship
concluded that Leaders learn about 80 percent of their craft on the job. Leaders
learn from watching other leaders and emulating their behavior. They choose role
models and seek out mentors. They ask other leaders about how to handle
situations. It is believed that supervisors can be conditioned to perform in the
manner which management desires, but management will have to create the
―social climate.‖
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2.4 Understanding Coping Behaviour… Do Leaders possess
traits distinct from others?
Traits refer to recurring regularities or trends in a person‘s behavior (Hughes,
Ginnette, & Curphy, 2002) Exhibiting leadership traits is strongly correlated with
people‘s desire to follow the leader, it also inspires confidence in one‘s leadership.
Personality traits are useful for explaining why people act fairly consistently in
different situations. Knowing differences in personality traits can help predict
more accurately how people will tend to act in different situations. (Wikipedia,
2010)
Leadership traits are a function of intelligence, personality, emotional intelligence,
values, attitudes, interests, knowledge, and experience. Leader behavior reflects
an interaction between personality traits and various situational factors. Over
time, leaders learn and discern the most appropriate and effective behaviors
(Norris, 2000). Individual difference and situational variables play a pivotal role in
a leader‘s behavior. Changing behavior, especially long-standing patterns of
behavior, can be quite difficult. Learning how to change one‘s own behavior and
others‘ behaviors is a key leadership skill. Knowing how to change and modify
followers‘ behaviors so that it helps the followers and the organization‘s success is
very important. Behaviors are thought to be more malleable than traits, thus they
can be taught to managers to increase their leadership abilities and effectiveness.
(Wikipedia, 2010)
Some of the physical traits which help leaders ooze confidence are their eyes,
hair/beard, posture/figure, smile, facial countenance, bearing, size, grooming,
complexion, voice, general image etc. A leader also needs to have strong mental
traits to help their followers feel secure such as patience, integrity, tact, courage,
memory, discipline, decisiveness, fairness, consistency, ability to take pressure,
bounce-back

ability,

willingness

to

accept

responsibility,

determination,

willingness to take risks, positive attitude etc.
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Thus to be a successful leader, one has to capitalize on their different physical
traits as well as feature their best mental traits. (Heim P. & Chapman E. N., 2005)
in their book ―Lead to Win‖ highlighted that a leader has to pass on his or her
charisma and that personality consists of all physical and mental characteristics of
an individual that are transmitted as images to another person. Charisma occurs
when a mix of a few attractive characters ―blend together‖ to create a special
charm.
Table 2.3: Leadership Traits – A comparison
Source

Slim

Qualities

Courage

Will Power

Judgement

Tead

Foyal

Barnard

Physical and Health and Vitality
nervous

Physical

energy

fitness

Friendliness

Intelligence

and

and mental

affection

vigour

Sense

of Moral

Hill

and Knowledge

endurance

of men

Decisiveness

Self
confidence

Persuasiveness Moral

purpose and qualities

qualities

direction
Flexibility
Knowledge

Technical

Managerial

Stability

mastery

ability

behaviour

Integrity

Knowledge

Intellectual

of Self sacrifice
Paternalism

capacity
Integrity

Technical

Knowledge

Fairness

Skills
Enthusiasm

Initiative

Decisiveness

Decisiveness

Intelligence

Dignity

Faith

Courage

(Source: De, NR (1991), ―Some Aspects of Leadership Qualities‖, Productivity, Vol 4, 29)
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Rob Goffee and Gareth Jones (2006) argued that leaders don't become great by
aspiring to a list of universal character traits. Rather, effective leaders are
authentic: They deploy individual strengths to engage followers' hearts, minds,
and souls. They are skillful at consistently being themselves, even as they alter
their behaviors to respond effectively in changing contexts.
Raymond Cattell, a pioneer in the field of personality assessment, developed the
Leadership Potential equation in 1954. This equation, which was based on a study
of military leaders, is used today to determine the traits which characterize an
effective leader. The traits of an effective leader include the following:


Emotional stability: Good leaders must be able to tolerate frustration and
stress. Overall, they must be well-adjusted and have the psychological
maturity to deal with anything they are required to face.



Dominance: Leaders are often times competitive and decisive and usually
enjoy overcoming obstacles. Overall, they are assertive in their thinking style
as well as their attitude in dealing with others.



Enthusiasm: Leaders are usually seen as active, expressive, and energetic.
They are often very optimistic and open to change. Overall, they are generally
quick and alert and tend to be uninhibited.



Conscientiousness: Leaders are often dominated by a sense of duty and tend
to be very exacting in character. They usually have a very high standard of
excellence and an inward desire to do one's best. They also have a need for
order and tend to be very self-disciplined.



Social boldness: Leaders tend to be spontaneous risk-takers. They are usually
socially aggressive and generally thick-skinned. Overall, they are responsive to
others and tend to be high in emotional stamina.



Tough-mindedness: Good leaders are practical, logical, and to-the-point. They
tend to be low in sentimental attachments and comfortable with criticism. They
are usually insensitive to hardship and overall, are very poised.



Self-assurance: Self-confidence and resiliency are common traits among
leaders. They tend to be free of guilt and have little or no need for approval.
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They are generally secure and free from guilt and are usually unaffected by
prior mistakes or failures.


Compulsiveness: Leaders were found to be controlled and very precise in their
social interactions. Overall, they were very protective of their integrity and
reputation and consequently tended to be socially aware and careful, abundant
in foresight, and very careful when making decisions or determining specific
actions.

Beyond these basic traits, leaders of today must also possess traits which will help
them motivate others and lead them in new directions. Leaders of the future must
be able to envision the future and convince others that their vision is worth
following. To do this, they must have the following personality traits:


High energy: Long hours and some travel are usually a prerequisite for
leadership positions, especially as your company grows. Remaining alert and
staying focused are two of the greatest obstacles you will have to face as a
leader.



Intuitiveness: Rapid changes in the world today combined with information
overload result in an inability to "know" everything. In other words, reasoning
and logic will not get you through all situations. In fact, more and more
leaders are learning to the value of using their intuition and trusting their own
instincts when making decisions.



Maturity: To be a good leader, personal power and recognition must be
secondary to the development of your employees. In other words, maturity is
based on recognizing that more can be accomplished by empowering others
than can be by ruling others.



Team orientation: Business leaders today put a strong emphasis on team
work. Instead of promoting an adult/child relationship with their employee,
leaders create an adult/adult relationship which fosters team cohesiveness.



Empathy: Being able to put yourself in the other person's shoes is a key trait
of leaders. Without empathy, you can't build trust. And without trust, you will
never be able to get the best effort from your employees.
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Charisma: People usually perceive leaders as larger than life. Charisma plays a
large part in this perception. Leaders who have charisma are able to arouse
strong emotions in their employees by defining a vision which unites and
captivates them. Using this vision, leaders motivate employees to reach
toward a future goal by tying the goal to substantial personal rewards and
values.

Jesus said ―If you have faith as a mustard seed, you will say to this mountain,
“Move from here to there,” and it will move; and nothing shall be impossible for
you.‖ (Bible – New Testament - Mathew 17:20) Faith and hope are the greatest
miracle working powers imaginable for leadership. Leaders normally lose hope
and fail when they give up on their faith of achievement. Unfortunate & uncalled
for events which hit Mumbai such as the serial bomb blasts (1993 and 2006),
Mumbai deluge (2005), terrorist attack (2009) etc. completely shattered every
human and brought about a new fear of safety & security in each one. Mumbai
and its people have definitely shown the resilience to rise up each time such a
calamity has struck. Disasters or calamities cannot be predicted, hence Leaders of
organizations in current times have to be prepared for the worst and this can help
salvage a lot of lives and lessen the impact of such events. Being resilient is one
of the most imperative required trait to succeeding in today‘s stressful business
environment. Robert Schuller (1997) believed that by letting faith control every
decision and action one takes, the goals are led by positive possibilities.
Silveira (1998) brought out in his book, ―Personal & Professional Growth‖ that
Control is essential for survival. In one form or another control is a vital ingredient
of human behaviour. Absence of control would lead to anarchy and people walking
over. But excessive control leads to anarchy and people walking over. One
becomes

more

pone

to

intolerance,

destructive

prejudice,

selfishness,

divisiveness, defensiveness leading to being less supportive and collaborative.
Folkman, S. conducted a study on Stress, Coping and Hope in September 2010 in
USA. In this study, he studied hope from the vantage of psychology and stress
and coping theory, underling two assumptions namely hope is essential for people
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who are coping with serious and prolonged psychological stress; and hope is not a
perpetually self-renewing resource; it has peaks and valleys and is at times
absent altogether. The study revealed that the relationship between hope and
coping is dynamic and reciprocal; each in turn supports and is supported by the
other. Also hat hope fosters and sustains coping over the long term.
Personal traits play a major role in determining who will and who will not be
comfortable leading others. However, it is important to remember that people are
forever learning and changing. Being successful also depends on the coping
behaviour of the Leader. Circumstances and persistence are major components in
the developmental process of any leader.
“God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, Courage to
change the things I can and Wisdom to know the difference” ….Reinhold Niebuhr.
Silveira (1998) affirmed that Life is full of transitions. We move into new places
and relationships. We grow out of youth into responsibility. We age. We pass on.
There is no doubt that Change is the only constant in life. Smith (1993) opined
that every change involves a loss or a gain.
The ability to solve problems, to accept what we cannot change and to make
adjustments in ourselves, as appropriate, is called ―Coping‖. Coping is something
that everyone learns to do right from the first breath that one takes. Leaving the
security of the mother‘s womb and entering the entirely different environment of
the outside world is the first major adjustment a human being makes. The
immediate second one is to cope with the spank one gets while catching the first
breath in the outside environment and accepting the change with the cry that
follows. As one moves from the stages of Infancy, Childhood, Adolescence, Young
adulthood, Adulthood, Middle age, Young old, Old and Late old age every moment
is spent having to cope with one event after another.
It is true in life each one has to learn by experience to ―get along‖, ―put up‖ or
―manage‖ the people factor. One cannot run away from people but over the years
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have to learn to cope with them. While working with people, each person is
different and unique from the other. It becomes a big challenge for a leader to
have a distinct approach in coping with his team members, many-a-times
differently for different people. (D‘souza & Singh, 2006) vouched that people love
working with people who do not shy from hard work and from leading by
example.
Sustainability for businesses means the extent to which an organization is
adaptable, flexible and persistent. Sustainable organizations have a number of
characteristics like they are able to manage themselves for continuous economic
growth, able to control and influence their destiny, demonstrate a sense of
longevity and have strong core values that are aligned. (Harrison & Sullivan,
2006) through their book highlighted that for Sustainable corporations, value of
the firm and value of its employees are closely aligned.
Organizational sustainability can be achieved by building resilience in its people.
―Resilience" in psychology is the positive capacity of people to cope with stress
and adversity. This coping may result in the individual ―bouncing back‖ to a
previous state of normal functioning, or using the experience of exposure to
adversity to produce a ―steeling effect‖ and function better than expected (much
like an inoculation gives one the capacity to cope well with future exposure to
disease). (Masten, 2009) Resilience is most commonly understood as a process,
and not a trait of an individual. (Rutter, 2008)
The stresses and strains that a crisis inflicts are considerable, though they can
only be fully appreciated in the midst of events. Stress and depression is
compounded by fear, confusion and shame. (Seymour & Moore, 2000) observed
that people can deal with the pressure and some people do extremely well when
stressed. But due to adversity, some get beat up and burned out, while others
continue to thrive.
Ong, A. D., C. S. Bergeman & S. M. Boker carried out a study titled Resilience
comes of age: Defining features in later adulthood in December 2009 in USA. This
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research focused on ―at-risk‖ children who were exposed to significant and severe
life adversities e.g., extreme poverty, parental mental illness, community
violence. Adulthood resilience was studied. Findings from this research suggested
that resilience is a common phenomenon that emerges from the coordinated
orchestration of basic human adaptive processes.
In all these instances, resilience is best understood as a process. It is often
mistakenly assumed to be a trait of the individual, an idea more typically referred
to as ―resiliency‖. (Masten, 1994) Most research now shows that resilience is the
result of individuals interacting with their environments and the processes that
either promote well-being or protect them against the overwhelming influence of
risk factors (Zautra, 2010) These processes can be individual coping strategies, or
may be helped along by good families, schools, communities, and social policies
that make resilience more likely to occur. (Leadbeater, Dodgen & Solarz, 2005)
Coping strategy is to be aware that such things will get repeated and learn to take
them in ones stride, without much damage to one‘s physical and mental
wellbeing. (Balachandran, 2002)
Fostering resilience in children requires family environments that are caring and
structured, hold high expectations for children‘s behavior, and encourage
participation in the life of the family (Wang, Haertel & Walberg, 1994) Religion
also plays an important role in fostering resilience in tough times. Community too
has a role in fostering resilience in an individual.
Jaffee, S. R., A. Caspi, T. E. Moffitt, M. Polo-Tomas & A. Taylor conducted a study
on individual, family, and neighborhood factors distinguish resilient from nonresilient maltreated children in March 2007 in USA. This study was conducted to
check the impact of physical maltreatment on children in their formative years
and whether a child‘s individual strengths promoted resilience even when children
are exposed to multiple family and neighborhood stressors. Data was collected
from 1,116 twin pairs and their families. Families were home-visited when the
twins were 5 and 7 years old, and teachers provided information about children's
behavior at school. Interviewers rated the likelihood that children had been
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maltreated based on mothers' reports of harm to the child and child welfare
involvement with the family. The study concluded that individual strengths
distinguished resilient from non-resilient children under conditions of low family
and neighborhood stress. The findings suggested that for children residing in
multi-problem families, personal resources may not be sufficient to promote their
adaptive functioning.
The American Psychological Association suggests "10 Ways to Build Resilience",
which are: (1) maintaining good relationships with close family members, friends
and others; (2) to avoid seeing crises or stressful events as unbearable problems;
(3) to accept circumstances that cannot be changed; (4) to develop realistic goals
and move towards them; (5) to take decisive actions in adverse situations; (6) to
look for opportunities of self-discovery after a struggle with loss; (7) developing
self-confidence; (8) to keep a long-term perspective and consider the stressful
event in a broader context; (9) to maintain a hopeful outlook, expecting good
things and visualizing what is wished; (10) to take care of one's mind and body,
exercising regularly, paying attention to one's own needs and feelings and
engaging in relaxing activities that one enjoys. Learning from the past and
maintaining flexibility and balance in life are also cited. (Retrieved 2010-09-16)
Research that has focused more explicitly on coping styles and behaviours, with
respect to handling work/family conflict, have, to date, relied on two main coping
models. The first model is a typology that was proposed by Hall (1972) and
includes strategies that can be categorized into three major types. Type I coping
involves structural role re-definition and revolves around behaviour that would
alter externally imposed expectations (e.g. utilizing social support, elimination of
some activities). Type II coping involves personal role redefinition such as
changing one‘s perception of what is expected of him/her in a given role (e.g.
setting priorities). Type III coping entails reactive role behaviour and in essence
means that a person attempts to meet all role requirements simultaneously. While
the first two coping types are considered positive in nature, the type III coping
style would most often lead to negative outcomes (Hall, 1972). (Shultz & Adams,
2007)
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Billings and Moos (1981, 1984) suggested a tripartite conceptualizing of coping
which are Active Cognitive Coping: adopting a positive outlook on the situation;
thinking about alternative courses of action. Active Behavioural Coping: consulting
with other people about how to handle the situation; trying to find out more about
the situation; taking positive steps to address the problem. Avoidance: ignoring
the situation; defecting attention to other issues; engaging in distracting
activities. Clearly the first two strategies are variants of problem-focused coping,
whereas the third is a form of emotion-focused coping which entails trying to
ignore the impact of the stressor. (Dewe & O'Driscoll, 2010)
An article on Mental Toughness in Sports appearing in the International Journal of
Sport and Exercise Psychology, by Crust, Lee (2007) has cited, despite
researchers having identified that, at one time or another, virtually any positive
and desirable psychological characteristic that has been associated with success
has been labeled as mental toughness (Jones, 2002), Researchers and theorists
have defined mental toughness in terms of coping effectively with pressure and
adversity so that performance remains little affected (Clough, 2002; Jones et al.,
2002; Loehr, 1995; Middleton, 2004a), recovering or rebounding from setbacks
and failures as a result of increased determination to succeed (Clough et al.,
2002; Jones et al., 2002), persisting or refusing to quit (Middleton et al., 2004a),
being competitive with self and with others (Bull, Shambrook, James, & Brooks,
2005; Clough et al., 2002), being insensitive or resilient (Clough et al., 2002),
having unshakeable self-belief in controlling one's own destiny (Clough et al.,
2002; Jones et al., 2002; Middleton et al., 2004a), thriving on pressure (Bull,
2005; Jones et al., 2002) and possessing superior mental skills (Bull &
Shambrook, 1996; Loehr, 1995).
Effective leaders are confident, vision oriented, enthusiastic and with an immense
sense of responsibility.

Jack Trout (2004) believes that the best leader knows

that direction alone is no longer enough. The best leaders are storytellers,
cheerleaders and facilitators. They reinforce their sense of direction or vision with
words and action.
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Sutton, (2009) in his articled titled, ―How to Be a Good Boss in a Bad Economy‖
published in the Harvard Business Review, offer a four-point framework for
managing people in anxious times to give them predictability, understanding,
control, and compassion. He states that by making tough times less traumatic, an
organization can be equipped to thrive when conditions improve and earn the
loyalty of their employees for years to come.

2.5 Adapting Best Leadership style… Are there visible
differences between Managers and Leader/Managers?
Allcock (1995) in her book ―How to be successful at work‖ compared people to
onions. Just as onions have layers of skin, so are people made up of layers which
influence behaviour and this affects how they are seen and treated by others.
Leaders motivate by using a variety of methods, including facilitation, coaching,
mentoring, directing, delegating, etc. There are a number of different approaches,
or 'styles' to leadership and management that are based on different assumptions
and theories. The style that individuals use will be based on a combination of their
beliefs, values and preferences, as well as the organizational culture and norms
which will encourage some styles and discourage others. Kurt Lewin (1939) and
colleagues did leadership decision experiments and identified three different styles
of leadership, in particular around decision-making. These styles were autocratic,
democratic and Laissez-Faire.

In Lewin et al's experiments, he discovered that

the most effective style was Democratic. Excessive autocratic styles led to
revolution, whilst under a Laissez-faire approach, people were not coherent in
their work and did not put in the energy that they did when being actively led.
Rensis Likert (1967) identified four main styles of leadership, in particular around
decision-making and the degree to which people are involved in the decision.
These were Exploitive authoritative, Benevolent authoritative, Consultative and
Participative. This is a classic 1960s view in that it is still very largely top-down in
nature, with the cautious addition collaborative elements towards the Utopian final
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state. More recently Goleman, Boyatzis and McKee (2004) described six styles of
leading that have different effects on the emotions of the target followers. They
are the Visionary leader, Coaching leader, Affiliative leader, Democratic leader,
Pace-setting leader and Commanding leader. A leader can use any style, and a
good mix that is customized to the situation is generally the most effective
approach.
While some leaders are very task-oriented and simply want to get things done,
others are very people-oriented, they want people to be happy and some others
are a combination of the two. Neither preference is right or wrong, just as no one
type of leadership style is best for all situations. However, a leader has to
understand what his/her natural leadership is all about. A popular framework for
thinking about a leader‘s ‗task versus person‘ orientation was developed by Robert
Blake and Jane Mouton in the early 1960s. (Blake & Mouton, 1961) Called this
grid as the Managerial Grid, or Leadership Grid, which plotted the degree of taskcenteredness versus person-centeredness and identified five combinations as
distinct leadership styles such as Team management, Country Club management,
Middle-of-the-Road management, Impoverished management and AuthorityCompliance management.
Between

December

2006

and

June

2007,

Korn/Ferry

International

and

International Market Assessment (IMA) India assessed 100 top management
executives to evaluate their current leadership styles as compared to their
counterparts in the West (North America), as well as in China and the ―Four
Dragons‖ (Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore and Taiwan). Analysis of the study
findings was conducted by Decision Dynamics, LLC. The study covering a wide
range of industries, comprising of 95% men and 5% women, 44% being CEO‘s
and 56% holding key roles was undertaken to foster discussion about the future
potential of India‘s business Leaders. The firm‘s assessment work internationally
found that as managers move up through an organization, they typically adopt
less formal leadership styles to encourage knowledge sharing and cooperation.
Their leadership styles adapt to meet the requirements of new situations, and
they become more integrative in their approach. The uniformity of this pattern
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suggested the emergence of a global management culture reflecting the basic
skills needed to run a large, complex organization with operations worldwide. The
study concluded that in order to be competitive on a global stage as quickly as
possible, Indian companies need to expose their managers to global best practices
at early stages in their careers and also create a culture where more open
leadership styles are encouraged and supported.
In a study carried out by Anderson & Schneier in 1978 to examine the
relationships

among

internal-external

(IE)

locus

of

control,

behaviors

characteristic of internal versus external personality types, and leader and group
performance, results indicated that leaders were more likely to be internals than
externals. Superior performance was achieved by internal leaders and by groups
led by internals. A two-group stepwise discriminant analysis isolated 10 behaviors
which maximally separated internals from externals. Internals exhibited behaviors
characteristic of an instrumental, task-oriented style, and externals exhibited
behaviors pointing to a social-emotional style.
A study by Bhal (2005) on ―Dyadic and average leadership styles as predictors of
subordinate satisfaction, commitment and organizational citizenship behaviour
was carried out over 306 managers. This study was conducted to find the
correlation between the level of outcomes and level of leadership. The study
concluded that for group related affective outcomes, like satisfaction, affect
dimension of LMX is the best predictor. For commitment of the employees the
perceived contribution of the leader is the most important factor. And finally for
citizenship behaviour image of leaders a nurturant task and participative style is
the best predictor.
Singh & Karunes (2000) conducted a study to summarize analytically the various
thoughts on leadership in order to serve as guidelines to practicing managers to
evolve their own strategy and style to take the emerging situations the evolving
industries are like to pose.
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Table 2.4: Leadership Roles – A Comparison
Source

Mintzberg

&

1960

Leader-

Leader

Monitor

Disseminator

Figure Head

Disturbance
Handler

Liaison

Negotiator

Spokesperson

Entrepreneur

Resource

ship
Roles

Allocator
Black &

Impoverishe

Country Club

Task Manager

Middle Roader

Team Builder

Mounton

d

Manager

Deserter

Missionary

Autocrat

Bureaucrat

Benevolent

Compromiser

Developer

Executive

Tells

Tell & Sells

Consults

Bargains Sells

Participates

Coach

Controller

Visionary/Idea

Entrepreneur

Technical

1964
Reddin
1970

Tannenbaun
& Schmidt
1973
Belbin
1981

Clarke &

Generator
Spokesman

Shielder

Champion

Tank

Pratt

House Keeper

Commander

Expert

Lemon
Squeezer

1985
Singh &
Bhandarkar
1995
Kumar
1997

Whatmore

Visionary

Holistic

Symbiotic

Team Builder

Missionary

Frontal

Inspiring

Educator

Boundary

Role Model

Manager
Work Horse

Work Ass

Ostrich

Royal Cuckoo

Sitting Duck

Royal

Angles

Midwives

Busy Beaver

Monkey

Evergreen

Great

Tiger

Chamois

Howling Owl

Caddies

Ideas

Learning

Promoters

Psychologists

Barrier Buster

Facilitator

Bengal

1999
Cell
Membrance
Fisher

Living

1999

Example

Coach

Business
Analyser

Results
Analyst

(Source: S. B. Singh & S. Karunes, (2000), ―Leadership Styles, Traits, Roles and Practices
Down the Ages‖, Vision (2000),30)
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A study was carried out by Vaishali DKK and Mohit P. Kumar (2003) to examine
the relationship between leadership styles (Transformational and transactional),
leader-member-exchange, organizational climate and job burnout. This study was
conducted over 127 employees of a service organization in Pune. The study
concluded that transformational leadership style and LMX are good predictors of
organizational climate and also helps in reducing job burnout.
Leaders will keep leading though the turmoil with their innovative and charismatic
styles, saviour roles, cementing traits and winning practices.
Understanding differences between Managers and Leader-Managers
It is very challenging to bring out the differences between Managers and Leaders.
Many-a-times, there is a confusion between a manager and a leader. (Heim &
Chapman, 2005) in their book ―Leader to Lead‖ have tried to clarify the two. A
good manager is content to simply follow directions and suggestions from above
while a Leader/Manager is more apt to consider the future, anticipate needs,
problems and issues before being told that action is needed. A good manager
would

be

willing

to

accept

responsibility

while

a

Leader/Manager

seeks

responsibility. An effective manager takes modest risks while a Leader/Manager
accepts higher risks when they have the potential to result in greater progress,
and commits to a plan of action with greater determination.
A leader/manager has more of an ―entrepreneurial spirit‖ than a basic manager. A
manager is more apt to accept comfortable assignments while a leader looks for
more demanding opportunities to demonstrate his or her leadership potential. A
manager usually views those under his or her supervision as employees, while a
leader views employees as team members or followers. Many managers are
content to set modes goals, pacify others, try for a comfortable working
environment and use power cautiously, a leader tends to set more demanding
goals, challenges others and creates a more dynamic working environment. (Heim
& Chapman, 2005) believed that Leadership at any level is built on basic
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management skills. Until an operation is well managed, the person in charge is
not sufficiently free to lead. Warren Bennis (1989) brought out the following
distinctions between the manager and the leader:
Manager

Leader

Administers

Innovates

Focuses on systems

Focuses on people

Relies on control

Inspires trust

Has a short range view

Has a long range perspective

Asks how and when

Asks what and why

Does things right

Does the right things

The above clarity shows that what economies need in the changed and complex
scenario today is not more of managers but leaders.
Genuine leadership comes from the quality of one‘s vision and the ability to spark
others to extraordinary performance. The best managers do not lead by
intimidation; they lead by inspiring others to want to perform. Managers need to
have the four E‘s of Leadership which are have tremendous personal energy,
Energize teams and not intimidate them, have a Competitive Edge and have a
track record of Execution i.e. getting results. (Krames, 2002)

2.6 Understanding IQ, EQ and one’s AQ®… Are Leaders
facing extraordinary challenges in today’s times?

Trout (2004) in his book Trout on Strategy stresses that competition is more
brutal than ever before and companies are not just fighting to win, they are
fighting to survive. Business Leaders in all industries are finding ways to capture
mindshare and conquer markets.
Warren Bennis and Robert Thomas (2002) in their book ―Geeks and Geezers‖
identify the special power of what they call "crucibles." These are trials which
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teach hard lessons that leaders can use as the basis of their strength in later
crises. They have called many of these events as "failures," but have gone to
explain that leaders turn bad situation to good by learning from it.
Marriott, Jr & Brown (1997) through their book ―The Spirit to Serve‖ recommends
that every manager and business leader ought to give the ―Hands-on approach‖ a
try. If employees are tickled to see their boss, it meant to them that such a
manager is a great hands-on manager who can immediately see problems,
concerns, or issues and take care of them before they fester or grow, thereby
bringing success in their business. Managers have to build their own style in
making decisions, plans and choices. They can manage all the challenges they
face successfully by their Energy, Drive and Direction (Bono, 1985)
Allcock (1995) stated that stress basically occurs when things are out of balance.
When one is feeling under pressure or stress, it may be difficult to identify the
reasons. The whole picture may seem like a bit of a jigsaw, with all the pieces
interlocking, which is exactly how lives are in today‘s fast paced world.
The word ―Pressure‖ is generally used when people talk about positive aspects of
their work as achieving results against the odds, pulling out all the stops to meet
a project deadline or coming up with successful solutions in really difficult
circumstances. On the other hand, the word ―Stress‖ usually refers to unpleasant
aspects – the difficult colleague, the seemingly insurmountable mountain of work,
the unattainable deadlines or the unrealistic expectations of the boss, in fact
anything that creates feelings of discomfort, unease, overload or being stretched
in too many directions.
All jobs contain a potential for stress. When one is feeling under pressure, it can
be difficult to identify the reasons. Warren & Toll (1994) opined that this whole
picture can seem like a bit of a jigsaw, with all the pieces interlocking, which is
exactly how our lives are. Pressures arise out of a unique combination of one or
many elements as given in the diagram below.
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Figure 2.1: The Pressure Jigsaw

(Source: Eve Warren and Caroline Toll (1994), ―The Stress Workbook‖, 27)

It is often thought that greater pressures are experienced the further up the
organizational hierarchy one goes. It is true that as one moves up the
organization, pressures of a particular nature increase. Different types of pressure
are experienced throughout the organization. Warren & Toll (1994) stressed that
the degree of Control one has over the pressures in one‘s lives and the amount of
information one has about what is going on are the two themes that run through
managing the pressure jigsaw.
A research conducted by Holmes and Rahe (1967) identified a list of stressful
events that seemed to affect the health of those who experienced them. Changes
in one‘s life have known to affect one‘s well being in the long run if attention is
not given when these changes happen. Not all events may be considered
unpleasant or undesirable; many are positively welcome. Promotion and demotion
can affect what one does and with whom, both at home and at work. (Warren &
Toll, 1994) Life changes involve elements of loss or gain, and one‘s reactions will
depend on which of these seems to be most powerful at the time. Moving home
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may involve losing contact with friends and family, a familiar environment and
particular lifestyle; on the other hand it could mean gaining in the new area. The
extent of the change involved; the balance between loss and gain, the extent of
the control one has over what is happening will influence how one responds to the
major and minor events in life. Some example of adverse life events are given in
the following table.

Table 2.5: List of Adverse Life Events
Personal Events

Work Events



Completing Education



Starting a new venture



Death of a close friend / family member



Changes in the organization



Marriage



Business readjustment



Spouse beginning or leaving to work



Change to different work

outside the home location



Change in responsibility



In-law trouble



Troubles with boss



Son or daughter leaving home



Change in working hours or conditions



Pregnancy and child rearing



Mode and time taken to travel from



Tackling an illness



Moving home



Change in amount or type of recreation



Change in sleeping or eating habits



Promotion



Divorce, re-marriage, step-children



More travel for the role



Holidays



Change in career



Festivals or other religious ceremonies



Partner taking on a new career



Change in financial state



Parents ageing and needing more care



Taking a Loan



Younger people threatening position



Outstanding personal achievement



Introduction of new technology



Routine day to day events



Redundancy or early retirement

home to work & viceversa


Pursuing further studies to upgrade
professionally

(Source: Eve Warren & Caroline Toll (1994), ―The Stress Workbook‖, 43)

During the work life stage, one matures by learning to manage oneself both at
home and at work. The potential for overloading at this stage is very high,
particularly if one is ambitious. Instances of home/work conflict are likely to be
frequent unless a watchful eye is kept on balancing both.
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Gautun, H. & Hagen K. (2007) conducted a study on how middle-aged employees
combine work with caring for elderly parents in Norway. This study was conducted
to find out the struggle of elderly employees between work and care obligations
for their parents, and to what extent does this struggle affect their behaviour in
working life. One finding was that 7 out of 10 respondents (with one or both
parents still living) were both employed and caring for their elderly parents. 57%
experienced difficult situations in coping with both. The most preferable
arrangement suggested was flexible working hours. Employees preferred the
possibility to reduce or stagger working hours, or the option to work from home if
necessary. They felt this sort of arrangement by their employers would help
lessen their struggle.
Often we spend time doing all the urgent things and leave the important things to
the end, when of course there is no time left for them. Or there is a possibility of
trying to do many things at the same time and ending up feeling frustrated,
annoyed that not much could be achieved over what was set to be. This leads to
being overstressed. Prioritizing can help in this case, where by putting things in
the order to be done and then by doing them, could distress a person. Making the
best use of time can help one reach his/her goals and accomplish faster and
surer. Hence time wasting habits that becomes a part of behaviour should be
identified and consciously removed.
We need to recognize not only the impact of single events but also the cumulative
effect of life changes and the disproportionate escalation of pressure when a
number of these changes occur together, in sequence or in close proximity. This
happens because we have not had time to readjust to the first event before
another happens that draws on our energy reserves. Each of us has only so much
energy available at any one time. We can respond to challenges and are often
surprised at how long we can keep going in a crisis, but at some point that energy
must be replaced.
At such times we need to pay even more attention to our stress fitness and
ensure we allow ourselves the time to stand back from stressful situations.
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Similarly, routine day-to-day events can constrain us as we struggle to meet our
other demands. A disrupted journey to or from work, collapsed childcare
arrangements, property repairs to be organized or domestic chores to be fitted
into a busy schedule can all affect our performance at work.

Table 2.6: Outcomes of Adversity
Positive outcomes of adversity

Negative outcomes of adversity



Good concentration



Lack of concentration & Memory losses



Cooperative behaviour



Poor decision making



High standard of work



Worry, anxiety or fear shown



Effective problem solving



Gets into depression often



Meeting deadlines



Inconsistency & Unpredictability



Good information flow



Not meeting targets or deadlines



Clear and confident decision-making



In-disciplined and irregular or time



Harmonious relationships



Low self-esteem, over self-critical



Good discipline and time-keeping



Ineffective problem solving



Cheerful disposition



Lack of energy and failed hope



High concern & care for others



Losing business and team members



Appropriate sense of humour



Customer complaints & Losing orders



Enhanced achievements



No sense of humour



Strong interest in business and job



Regularly working late, more mistakes



Clear thinking



Constantly taking work home



High level of motivation



Un-cooperative relationships



Realistic about self



Bad work quality, no interest to work



Plenty of energy



Frequent criticism, gossip or backbiting



Always hopeful



Frantic bursts of energy



Positive auto suggestions



Only concern shown is for self



Constructive



Prone to accidents



Have difficulties in eating, breathing or

criticism

given

and

received


Feelings of being valued and competent



Perceives and interprets positively

sleeping and has physical illness


Perceives and interprets negatively

(Source: Dr. Paul Stoltz (2000), "Adversity Quotient

®

@ Work: Make Everyday Challenges

The Key To Your Success", 32)
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As adversities intensify, there could be many outcomes (positive or negative)
which are seen in the behaviour of individuals.
When we are under the amount of pressure that suits us in the Peaks, our state of
well-being is one that most people would like to achieve. It is also the one that
produces the best work. There will be low levels of mistakes, accidents, outbursts
of anger or tears, backbiting, gossip, worry, fear or anxiety, except when justified.
There will be no alcohol or other drug abuse, minimal sleep problems or
unnecessary absences.
Recognizing the impact of adversity will help one achieve the best performance
over time. For a leader to cope with adversities, he would need to become aware
of his/her own stress responses, consider how they change as he/she move
through the areas, notice others behaviour and find out more about their
situation, how they feel and if the Leader can help in any manner.
Some of the biggest challenges that Leader-Managers of current times face are;
i

Managing Expectations

Schwartz (1997) has stated that to be an effective leader you have to put the four
leadership principles to work which are, trading minds with the people one wants
to influence, thinking a human way to handle a situation, thinking, Believing and
pushing for progress and taking time out to confer oneself. Thus a leader has to
manage the expectations of various stakeholders be it Customers, Employees,
shareholders… all alike. Harrison & Sullivan, (2006) emphasized the fact that the
purpose of organizations is to provide value to their constituents and that they
must be able to create the value they promise. Value comes from the ideas,
knowledge, know-how, expertise and relationships of the firm‘s employees and
stakeholders. Operational profitability is no longer enough, business success is
dependant on delivering successful customer outcomes that increase loyalty.
Managing employee expectations creates a unified and energized team that
propels set performances. Expectations of all stakeholders above can be achieved
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by having continuous communication with stakeholders, delivering as per
commitments, before or on time, with high quality, by measured improvements
and enhancing brand value. (Allcock, 1995)
ii

Managing Workplace Diversity

The workplace today witnesses the coexistence of employees from various socio
cultural backgrounds i.e. race, gender, colour, national origin, economic status,
ethnicity, age, educational backgrounds etc.; with his/her set of needs, drives and
experience; making the corporate culture complex and diverse one. The
progressive companies of the day look for diverse work force who can bring and
help in managing diverse talents, interests, ideologies and view points in a
continuously changing business environment.
workplace

has

brought

up

more-not-fewer

This change in the nature of the
people

retention

issues.

The

uncertainty of a changing economy, increasing competition and the diversity in
workplace has compelled the organizations to hold on to their top performers,
whatever the cost. (Punia & Sharma, 2008)
iii

Encouraging Open Communication

Managers must be able to communicate with their employees and recognize any
cultural differences. Managing a diverse work group may be difficult as it requires
fair and nondiscriminatory actions. Managers are faced with ensuring a pleasant
and peaceful work environment. This also can be difficult when dealing with
people who have different personalities, beliefs, expectations and needs especially
in leading the Gen Y. Leaders today are both challenged as well as privileged to
ride the benefits of vibrancy and value that Gen Y brings provided they know how
to manage their volatility and versatility (Verma, 2007) Only through conscious,
strong communication can a leader extend the force of his character and his ideas
and only through clear, consistent, constant communication can he build
understanding or acceptance in those he would like to lead. (Halford, 1965)
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iv

Managing Conflict Resolution

According to Drucker (1966) knowledge work is neither defined by quantity or
costs, but by results. The Knowledge Worker cannot be supervised closely or in
detail. He can only be helped and he must direct himself towards performance
and contribution finally leading to effectiveness. Most workers spend at least eight
hours each day in the work place and occasions may arise where there is conflict
between employees. In some instances this can lead to a hostile or violent work
environment. Management must be able to recognize symptoms of problem
employees and handle them accordingly.
v

Building a Sense of Trust & Pride

In the last decade across industries, people have seen a rise in the adversities
faced on a daily basis owing to economic, social, political and infrastructural
developments. It is a challenge for organizations to thrive and outperform its
competitors in a tough market. Organizations have sustained and risen in spite of
the global dip in economy owing to its human capital. One common feature that is
observed in leaders of high performing teams with high employee engagement is
their ability to build trust, rise in adversities and convert potential of their team
members to performance (Bhattacharya, 2006). When employees know that their
problems will be taken seriously, that their ideas and insights matter, they are
more comfortable and confident. In turn, they are better equipped to deliver their
best on the job and to the customer. If employees are content and generally
happy with themselves and their job, their positive attitude is felt in everything
they do. In this manner it‘s a win-win for everyone, the company, the employee
and the customer. (Marriott & Brown, 1997)
vi

Managing Quality

Prof. T. V. Rao, 1999 expressed that world class organizations are quality driven
organizations. Their products are of high quality and services excellent. The leader
has to lead by making everyone in the organization quality conscious and
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constantly strive to meet and enhance the set standards. The business goals of a
company cannot escape quality emphasis
vii

Working towards Disaster Management

Over the last few years, nations have witnessed unnatural and natural disasters of
terrorist bombings, floods, hurricanes, earthquakes, fires brining with it huge
destruction in worst possible forms. Across the globe, individual and corporations
have witnessed large scale tragedies like 9/11, earthquakes, tsunami and
Hurricane Katrina. All this has shown a bitter truth that no one escapes what a
disaster leaves behind… a spate of emotional upheaval, financial losses and the
rising toll on human lives. India too has had its share of massive disasters in the
past. The tsunami and the Mumbai floods, the harrowing ‗first time‘ experiences
for many, have challenged the limits of human endurance and tested survival
skills of individuals, organizations and nations. Bracing for Disaster… With time,
technology has helped to foresee a few of the disasters before they strike, but it is
impossible to predict most of them, and moreover impossible to prevent too. All
that can be done is to take preventive measures to minimize loss of property,
more importantly precious human life (Kumar, 2010). Leaders have to be more
sensitive towards the safety and security of their teams and need to incorporate
quick Disaster Recovery Management strategies to be prepared to face such
disturbing, uncalled for events to reduce its impact.
viii

Building Sustainable Optimism

As adversities intensifies, the number of people willing to stay with an
organization declines. This phenomenon is called the Adversity Dilemma®. What
one needs to have is an organization where, as adversity intensifies, the number
of people stepping up to face the challenge increases. To counter Adversity
Dilemma®, sustainable optimism must be generated and fostered. (Stoltz, 1997)
Sustainable optimism is that quality inside individuals that enables them to grow
with every single adverse situation they face.

Daniel Goleman of Primal

Leadership states that "Leaders who can stay optimistic and upbeat, even under
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intense pressure, radiate the positive feelings that create resonance. By staying in
control of their feelings and impulses, they craft an environment of trust, comfort
and fairness. They generate excitement, interest and energy in others. Some
people are extremely afraid of change and as a leader/manager, a person has to
help their team see the benefits of the change with reassuring optimism.
Across industries, managers face challenges in hiring, nurturing and retaining
employees while adapting to the new approaches of business like mergers &
acquisitions, outsourcing, casualization of workforce, multi-skilling, increase in
women at work, working couples, use of new technologies, increase in expats,
balancing work-life, managing diversity, culture & values, ethos etc. Decades ago,
organizations used IQ as a tool to identify, absorb and groom their Leaders. Soon
along with the concept of IQ, organizations also were keen to have leaders high
on their EQ. With rapid advancements occurring all around brining with it a lot of
adversities, absorbing these realities and welcoming change is a very big
challenge which today‘s Leaders are facing. Hence in order to cope & succeed in
the changing environment, along with IQ and EQ, hiring Leaders with a high AQ®
(Adversity Quotient®) would help organizations sustain and perform successfully
owing to the high resiliency in its Leaders. More about IQ, EQ and AQ® have been
brought out in the following paragraphs.
Intelligence quotient (IQ) is the score obtained from the standardized tests
conducted to measure intelligence. Person scoring high in this scale is said have
higher degree of intelligence. Environmental factors play a crucial role in the
development and enhancement of IQ. While IQ is treated as an end to itself, its
relation with areas or outcomes like job performance, leadership capabilities, wise
decision making, logical adaptability etc are also recognized.
How Intelligence Quotient is associated with one‘s leadership qualities can be
associated with the degree to which a leader is able to use his faculty of reason –
the ability to learn from experience, otherwise to acquire, to retain knowledge and
to respond successfully to new situations- to guide or show others to an effective
course of action or thought (Webster's Dictionary, 1990). To upgrade their
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knowledge, Leaders in various positions and functions across organizations and
industries pursue various high level professional courses along with their job.
Hence, their daily adversities increase as they have to cope with the further
studies and its related stress, in addition to their other daily tasks.
From time immemorial, we have been taught that people with high IQ, in all
probability, are likely to excel in their fields/profession requiring high degree of
mental caliber in the field of science, engineering and medicine. However as per
Singh (1998), the ever-present era of cut-throat competition greatly affects the
sociology, psychology and emergence of an information umbrella over each
individual. People who cannot control their emotions are more likely to tip over
the edge – enraged by something seemingly trivial – a trait that can be termed as
―emotional derailment.‖
Bowers, (1973) is of the view that ―situations are as much as a function of the
person as the person‘s behaviour is a function of the situation‖. Thus, situation,
person and emotional intelligence are inseparable. Welcoming emotions into the
work-place is critical to the success of any organization. The changes now
affecting the work-place extend far beyond the needs of upgrading production and
coping with increased marked competition.
Most successful people are not necessarily the brightest in academics. Research
has shown that in the corporate world, IQ gets one hired but EQ gives stability.
Emotional Quotient or EQ refers to the capacity for recognizing one‘s own feelings
and those of others. It describes abilities dissimilar from the purely cognitive
capacities measured by intelligence quotient. Many people who are smart end up
working for people who excel in EQ. Psychologists Peter Salovey and John Mayer
(1990) developed a more comprehensive theory of EQ and defined EQ in terms of
being able to monitor and regulate one‘s own and other‘s feelings, and to use
feelings to guide thought and action. Daniel Goleman‘s (1995) EQ model includes
five basic emotional and social competencies: Self awareness, Self – regulation,
motivation, empathy and social skills.
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More and more organizations have been embarking on a journey to make
themselves more emotionally intelligent as they believe that an organization‘s
collective EQ has impact on the ―bottom-line‖ or income revenue. (Raatikainen,
2003)
According to McKinsey & Co. Director, Kito de Boer (2007), in the earlier model of
doing business, IQ was the single biggest differentiator, but over a period EQ
gained importance. With the degree of uncertainty increasing hugely in business,
any company no matter how good it is, go through a roller coaster of success and
failure. Hence with newer challenges, EQ taught managers to take the rough with
the smooth and therefore they could cope better with the uncertainties and
upheavals of a free market. (Dhawan, 1999)
Unlike the Stanford Binet Tests that measures IQ, there are no standardized tests
for assessing EQ. The Seligman test devised by Martin Seligman, a University of
Pennsylvania psychologist, is the most popular method of testing EQ, though it‘s
not the only one.

However, psychologists say that the way people respond to

reverses – either optimistically or pessimistically – is a good thumb rule to judge
their EQ.
Human resource consultants say that while any organization would look at giving
performance

feedback,

an

EQ

driven

company

would

give

performance

―Feedforward.‖ Here, positive feedback enhances the self confidence of employees
and this increased self confidence has enabled them to perform better. There
have been global companies like Pepsico, General Electric and IBM, GAIL, Modi
Group of Companies, Heinz etc. who have included EQ as an important angle to
boost performance in their employees.
It is observed that women in general are more aware of their emotions and show
more empathy. Men are more self confident and optimistic with higher ability to
cope with stress. (Arva, 2010)
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According to Daniel Goleman, in an telephonic interview with Businessworld
(1999), he mentioned that an organization has to track specific competencies in
order to evaluate people for EQ. These include things like gauging the readiness
of individuals to do their jobs, making sure that company executives design their
own action plans and can make arguments with high emotional impact etc. He
also shared that in the surveys they had undertaken with business heads, it was
found that, if the business heads were high on EQ, their revenues increased and if
they were not, revenues decreased.
Many-a-times it is surprising to see high-profile executives, whose intelligence is
beyond question, failing miserably in using their emotions in an intelligent way.
The biggest casualty of negative emotions or badly managed emotions is
interpersonal relationship. Negative emotions like anger, hatred, jealousy, fear
etc. are dangerous for relationships because they lead to cognitive distortions.
Moreover, some of the negative emotions like anger are used by people to control
and overpower other people. In the workplace, the negative consequences of bad
relationships could be enormous. The whole organization can come to the brink of
collapse if relationships are not given it‘s due importance. At the individual level,
if managed well, emotions can help a person to achieve success at the workplace.
On the contrary, if badly managed, emotions can become a person‘s nemesis.
(Nair, 2002)
Thus, the intelligence that helps people to manage their emotions and their
relationships with others is called emotional quotient. The term ―Emotional
Quotient‖ was originally used by Salovey and Mayer (1990) to denote the
collection of personal and social abilities they were trying to measure. They have
defined emotional quotient in terms of being able to monitor and regulate one‘s
own and other‘s feelings, and to use feelings to guide thought and action. The five
component of emotional quotient proposed by them are; (a) knowing one‘s
emotions (b) managing emotions (c) motivating oneself (d) recognizing emotions
in others and (e) handling relationships.
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The concept was later popularized by Goleman (1995) who had given the
conceptualization of emotional quotient by rephrasing some of these components
and terming them as; (a) self-awareness (b) self-regulation (c) motivation (d)
empathy and (e) social skills.
Self-awareness is about knowing one‘s internal states, preferences, resources and
intuitions. Self-regulation refers to the individual‘s ability to manage impulses as
well as distressing feelings. Motivation is concerned with the emotional tendencies
that guide or facilitate the attainment of goals. Empathy is the ability to be aware
of other‘s feelings, needs and concerns. Social skills indicate one‘s adeptness at
inducing desirable responses in others.
Since emotional quotient falls in the behavioural domain, developing emotional
quotient essentially involves behavioural training. There is a fair amount of
skepticism in corporate circles as regards the impact of behavioural training. The
general feeling is that behavioural training does not yield results in the short run.
There is also the feeling that significant behavioural changes are not possible
through any kind of external intervention. These impressions can‘t be outrightly
considered as unfounded or unreasonable. After all, training programmes are very
often thrust on the executives and the nominations for programmes are rarely the
outcome of individual initiatives.

As a result, executives seldom show the

motivation to learn during training programmes. Even when the executive learns
something, he may not really put them into practice, with the result that his
behaviour remains unchanged. Also, most of the programmes are fast-paced,
leaving hardly any room for individual executives to explore their inner selves.
Thus, conventional programmes at best only sensitize the executive about the
need for bringing about a positive change in himself. If behavioural programme
are to yield results, then the whole process has to be initiated by the executive
himself. (Nair, 2002)
Dr. Paul Stoltz (1997), founder of Peak Learning Inc. and the AQ® study stressed
that some people possess a high IQ and all the aspects of emotional intelligence,
yet fail tragically short of their potential. Neither IQ nor EQ appear to determine
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one‘s success, though both play a role. Hence, the question remains as to how
some people persists while some, perhaps equally brilliant and well-adjusted fall
short and others quit? AQ® is the answer to the life long ascend that leaders
demonstrate.
Adversity Quotient® (AQ®) is the science of human resilience. People who have
high Adversity Quotient® (AQ®) can keep going despite disadvantages or
obstacles and exhibit resilient behaviors, while people with low AQ® scores tend to
―quit easily and allow hard times to wear down their energy, performance and
spirit‖ (Stoltz, 1997).
People who successfully apply AQ® perform optimally in the face of adversity—the
challenges, big and small, that confront industry managers each day. Effective
managers constantly learn from these challenges and learn to respond to them
better & faster with refining experience. Top leaders, industry-leading companies,
and governments worldwide use AQ® to enhance or transform Performance,
Morale, Productivity, Retention, Innovation, Energy, Agility, Hiring, Change,
Development, Pace Coaching, Problem Solving, People, Optimism, Leadership,
Engagement and Culture. (Stoltz, 1997)
Adversity Quotient® is a learned behaviour. Stoltz (1997) introduced the research
of Dweck. Her studies indicated that the way in which people respond to adversity
is highly influenced by family members, friends, teachers and other significant
people in their lives. Adversity Quotient® also takes into consideration individual,
workplace and societal adversity.
When one examines the factors that are associated with resiliency and
Leadership, it becomes apparent that both constructs are related. It appears that
resilience as measured by AQ® and Leadership as measured by the Employee
Evaluation Scale should be directly correlated. In cases where Leaders exhibit
higher AQ®, greater level of performance is also seen and vice versa. AQ® theory
explains why some industry managers are more resilient than others; in other
words, why and how they thrive, even in the most demanding circumstance. AQ®
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science also aims to guide on measures that help to become more resilient. For
businesses and other organizations, a high-AQ® workforce translates to increased
productivity, effectiveness and innovation, as well as lower attrition and higher
morale. (Stoltz, 2000)
Leaders with high AQ® perceive they have more control when adversity strikes.
They take ownership for bettering situation they had nothing to do with causing,
contain the adversity to the immediate situation and perceive adversity as a
temporary condition. (Stoltz, 1997)

2.7 Creating Sustainable Optimism constantly… Does
Leader’s performance impact people and organizations?
When people face adversities or difficulties in their lives, they experience a variety
of emotions which ranges from happiness, eagerness, anger, excitement, fear,
anxiety or depression. The balance among the feelings relate to the people‘s
degree of optimism or pessimism (Synder, 1999).
All group of people whether, corporate, family, society as a whole, needs an
efficient leadership system, to impart vision, motivation and a purpose. Each of us
routinely gets frustrated at work and in life because of others, in Nash‘s phrase,
as NLM: not like me. People think differently, approach work differently, act
differently, and solve problems differently. Unless well understood, and respected,
these

differences

repeatedly

cause

leader/manager operates with a team.

failures

in

organizations.

Every

A Leaders performance is directly

proportional to the team‘s performance, further on the team‘s performance
accelerates the Leaders performance and in turn all Leaders performances
increase the organizations performances. Hence, the most important aspect is to
diagnose the different personalities within a team and then define the team profile
so that strategies can be implemented effectively. (Nash, 2005)
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In difficult and turbulent times, the issue of top team alignment is critical and one
that causes the most pain. Whether it is a start up organization, or one in the
throes of transformation, the group at the top has an onerous responsibility of
steering people and the company towards sustainable growth and success. While
individual Leaders of top team may be responsible for specific functions, divisions
and performance cells, the collective responsibility of the team is to ensure
organizational effectiveness and success. (Matangi 2007)
In a study conducted by Kanika T. Bhal (2005) it was found that Organizational
citizenship behaviour is a relatively new employee related outcome. It is the work
behaviour which is beyond the boundaries of traditional measures of job
performance but has a long-term implication for organizational success (Brief &
Motowidlo, 1986), extra role behaviour and organizational spontaneity (Geroge &
Brief, 1992). Graham (1991) defined it as including all positive organizationally
relevant behaviours of individual member of an organization.
More recently, citizenship has been seen as a multidimensional construct (e.g.,
Van Dyne, Graham & Denesch, 1994) and loyalty has been shown to be one of it‘s
most important components which indicates allegiance to the organization and
promotion of its interests. It includes serving the interests of the organization as a
whole and the values it embodies and consists of loyal boosterism and
organizational loyalty (Graham, 1991), spreading goodwill and protecting the
organization (George & Brief, 1992 & Jones, 1997) and the endorsing, supporting
and defending organizational objectives construct (Borman & Motowidlo, 1997).
Research relating citizenship with leadership in the area of substitutes for
leadership (Podsakoff & Mackenzie, & Bommer, 1996), reveals all three forms of
task characteristics included in the substitutes literature (task feedback, task
routinisation and intrinsically satisfying tasks) were significantly related to
citizenship behaviour. (Bhal, 2005)
Plester, B. conducted a study in February 2009 in New Zealand on Healthy
humour: Using humour to cope at work. His findings revealed that humour offers
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relief from boredom in the workplace and is an important facet of working life.
Sharing humour at work can build relationships, create positive affect, and
improve camaraderie between colleagues. His paper presented a new qualitative
empirical data from a 3 year study investigating the influence of humour within
organizational culture. It concluded that using humour at work may constitute a
positive coping strategy that helps people to manage stress and strain
experienced at work. The data analysis suggested that humour is used specifically
to offer relief from tension, to help deal with adversity and difficult situations, and
to soften directives and requests made to colleagues and subordinates.
The best leaders seek feedback from their boss, their peers and their
subordinates. They then modify their behavior so that they get better results.
Marriott J. W. and Brown K. A (1997) brought out in their book ―The Spirit to
Serve‖ that if a company‘s structure and corporate culture are both strong, the
institution should be able to withstand the comings and goings of ambitious
people. They further stated a healthy company is like a good marriage, where no
one has an upper hand but special talents and contributions are respected and
appreciated and all concerned know that the whole is worth far more than the
sum of its part.
AQ® is the next generation of understanding how one explains or responds to
life‘s events (Stoltz, 1997). AQ® patterns are learned and hardwired into ones
brain during the impressionable youth when one watches others deal with life‘s
difficulties. This is then unconsciously absorbed and the responses are adapted
and every person form their own, unique response pattern or AQ®. All patterns
are hardwired including speech, music, laughter and bring out thought, emotion
and behaviour. From these hardwired patterns such as AQ® influences a factors
such as recovery time from surgery, pain threshold, problem solving ability,
competitiveness, optimism, decision making, performance, leadership, team
performance, agility in responding to change and staying power. These response
patterns define what occurs between any given event and one‘s resulting
behaviour.
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Figure 2.2: Feedback Mechanism for Leaders and Team: The
Chemistry of Performance & Evaluation

®

(Source: Dr. Paul Stoltz (2000), ―Adversity Quotient @ work: Make
Everyday Challenges the Key to Your Success‖, 38)

Peptides are among the most diverse and potent chemical transmitters in the
brain of every living being. When an event occurs, a person experiences an
emotion (positive or negative), immediately the peptides in the body starts to
work affecting every system. AQ® therefore triggers the chemical interplay
throughout one‘s body. Research on chemistry of performance indicates that
adverse events appear to have a significant and influential impact on the human
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brain. Psychologists Cacioppo & Berntson (1992) discovered that the brain has a
negative bias, that we respond much more strongly to negative events than to
positive events, even in the earliest stages of brain development. As a result,
Adversity plays a predominant role in the brain and in the resulting flood of
peptides, making every cell respond. (Stoltz, 2000,)
AQ® brings about a Physiological effect, Psychological effect and also an effect on
Performance. A constructive pattern of response (higher AQ®) keeps all systems
vital, strong and functioning optimally. A destructive pattern of response (lower
AQ®) creates both short and long term effects. In a short term, an individual with
a lower AQ® suffers all symptoms of stress, worry and fear resulting into high BP,
tensed muscles, risk-averse behaviour and Catastrophising. In the long term, an
individual may suffer from depleted immune system, fatigue, resignation, loss of
hope, depression or worse. Peptides trigger a specific menu of memories and
beliefs, shaping the way one sees the world at the eventful moment. This is
reason why low and high AQ® people experience and view the world in distinctly
different ways. This is seen at work everyday especially when a major change is
announced, while one person is utterly convinced it will hobble the organization
another sees it as a genuine opportunity. It also leads to CORE, the four
dimensions of AQ® namely Control, Ownership, Reach and Endurance (detailed in
the introduction chapter.) CORE® plays the central role in remaining resilient and
optimistic in the face of adversity. Dr. Stoltz has emphasized that studies in
learned helplessness, hardiness, self-efficacy, resilience, biological psychology,
optimism and attributional theory confirm conclusively that three of these
dimensions – Control, Reach and Endurance are strong predictors of human
effectiveness.
All the studies undertaken concluded that when adversity strikes, the higher one‘s
AQ®, the more likely one is to perceive some way to influence the situation
(Control), take it upon oneself to make it better (Ownership), and perceive it as
limited and fleeting (Reach and Endurance). The lower one‘s AQ®, the less control
one perceives, and the less ownership one will take for dealing with what appears
to be a far-reaching, long-lasting setback. AQ® determines one‘s ability to expand
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their capacity to meet the ever increasing daily demands. A Leader is expected to
continuously lead his team and self towards successful performances. Thus the
performances of teams and the leader are periodically evaluated to review & realign them towards future goals.
There are a various tools by which a manager can evaluate & identify the
personality type of his team members. Briggs and Myers began a twenty-year
project of human observation and designed the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
(MBTI) to try to identify the functions that individuals innately use an din what
sequence they come into play. They found that each individual could be
distinguished by a four letter type that indicates a preference for Extraversion (E)
or Introversion (I), Sensing (S) or Intuition (N), Thinking (T) or Feeling (F) and
Judging (J) or Perceiving (P). There are sixteen possible four letter combinations
of these eight preferences, which Myers and Briggs called Personality Types.
(Nash, 2005) believed that once the Leader has identified the type and
temperament of his team members, he should leverage it to his advantage by
maximizing the potentials to team performances.
Kenneth Blanchard and Spencer Johnson (1983) in their book ―The One Minute
Manager has brought out a game plan for managers and their teams to get
greater results in less time; the game plan of setting goals, praising &
reprimanding behaviours, encouraging people, speaking the truth, laughing and
enjoying while working.
In a study titled ―The DNA of Indian Leadership‖ conducted in 2010 by four
Wharton professors, Peter Cappelli, Harbir Singh, Jitendra Singh and Michael
Useem on 100 CEO‘s of leading companies, one of the questions the researchers
asked was how Indian leaders might be different from their Western counterparts.
The CEOs responded that Indian business executives were marked by flexibility,
being in a family ownership structure and entrepreneurship/risk-taking. The
leaders noted that the strict regulatory climate and challenging infrastructure
environment in India necessitated a capacity to be resilient, adapt and move
forward in the face of adversity.
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Author Patrick Lencioni (2006) in his book ―The Five Temptations of a CEO‖ has
brought out that CEO‘s who focus on results more than status, accountability
more than popularity, clarity more than certainty, productive conflict more than
harmony and trust more than invulnerability can still fail, but only if they are
thwarted by competitive and market pressures that are largely out of their
control. Instilling trust gives Leaders the confidence to have productive conflict,
fostering conflict gives confidence to create clarity, clarity gives the confidence to
hold people accountable, accountability gives confidence in expected results and
results are CEO‘s ultimate measure of long-term success.
Many workplaces use evaluations to decide which employees should advance.
Many companies do quarterly or annual evaluations. Evaluations also help
employees improve their performances by pointing out areas that are strong
along with areas that need improvement. Depending on the workplace, it may be
better to evaluate based on subjective or objective criteria or a mix of both.
Sustainable organizations are made by leaders with undefeatable optimism to
achieve the organizations vision relentlessly. The most important tool used by
organizations to measure the effectiveness of its leaders is the Performance
Management system. The PMS is also an important tool to enable organizations to
systematically plan, measure, monitor and review their business operations. By
clearly establishing Key Result Areas (KRA‘s) for each employee the systems
ensures clarity, responsibilities and accountability for all employees and makes
the process of assessment fair and objective. The PMS reinforces the link between
business results and pay and helps to recognize outstanding contributions made
by individuals. (Shankar, 2005), to be effective, one has to know the strengths,
the performance modes, and the values of employees.
In this research study the respondents were evaluated in the areas of their KRA‘s
and Strengths to obtain their Citizenship rating. This was undertaken by a
Evaluation Form which had the two areas brought out with a number of key
factors given under both the areas. The appraisers had to evaluate their leaders
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subjectively. Subjective performance evaluation allows the use of a subtler, more
balanced assessment of employee performance, and is typically used for more
complex jobs where comprehensive objective measures are difficult to specify
and/or measure.
For the present study, the literature review on AQ® has been categorized into two
parts, based on the studies done in India and studies done abroad.

2.8 AQ® studies conducted in India and Abroad
Sustained high growth, continuous erosion in the ranks of the poor and
phenomenal increase in the size of the middle class has clearly put India on the
road to becoming a major global economic power. India faces significant
challenges - Leadership being the most important. India needs leaders, not
necessarily high profile people, but people who bring about change ground up.
(Leaders for a New India, 2008)
While embarking on the path towards this doctoral study, the researcher did not
find any published study on Adversity Quotient® in India. The researcher had
approached various universities, libraries, popular book stores in Mumbai and a
few cities in order to obtain books, articles on Adversity Quotient®. However,
since it was a very new concept, to the best of the researcher‘s knowledge, it was
not talked about in the corporate houses or in the Indian arena itself.
Over the years there have been two studies undertaken on AQ® in India which
have been published in the Global Resilience Institute founded by Dr. Paul Stoltz
(founder of Adversity Quotient®) and his team from the Peak Learning
organization. However, both these studies undertaken have been in the
educational field. The researcher presents a summary of these studies conducted:
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“Adversity Quotient® of Secondary School students in relation to their
school performance and school climate”, a study carried out by Ms. Rochelle
D‘souza in 2006 in Mumbai, India
The study was aimed at finding out the relationship between adversity quotient®,
school climate and school performance of 548 secondary school students. It was
aimed at comparing adversity quotient® and school performance of secondary
school students on the basis of school types. It was also aimed at comparing
adversity quotient® and perceived school climate students on the basis of school
types. Standard IX students from English medium schools, randomly selected,
having SSC, ICSE and CBSE boards were considered as the sample for this study.
The researcher used Adversity Quotient Profiler® (Stoltz, 1997) to measure AQ®
of students, Organizational Climate Scale (Pethe. S, Chaudhari. S, Dhar. U, 2001),
modified by the researcher to suite the study, to measure student‘s perception of
School Climate

and

Student

Proforma (self

created)

to

measure

School

Performance. This was arrived at by collecting & analyzing student‘s personal
details and marks obtained in their last terminal examinations through this form
The outcomes of this study were (1) the AQ® of ICSE and CBSE remaining same,
there was a significant difference in the Adversity Quotient® of secondary school
students for SSC and ICSE / CBSE school types, establishing that the AQ® of ICSE
and CBSE students are much better than that of SSC due to the fact that ICSE
and CBSE students have to work individually however SSC students are normally
spoon fed. (2) There was a significant difference in the school performance of
secondary school students with low, medium and high AQ® for SSC and ICSE
school types, that the school performance of ICSE students was better than SSC
students. The findings for school performance with respect to the three levels of
AQ® indicated the differences in curriculum, evaluation pattern and criteria for
student evaluation. (3) There was a significant difference in the school climate as
perceived by the students of SSC and ICSE school types. SSC students perceived
the school climate to be more conducive than ICSE students which was attributed
to the low expectations they have from school since they were from middle class
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backgrounds which was not so in case of ICSE students. The perception of school
climate of CSBE and SSC students did not differ significantly.
“Development of a Programme for Enhancing the Adversity Quotient® of
Junior College students”, a study carried out by Ms. Archana Almeida in 2009
in Mumbai, India
The researcher felt that in this age of increasing adversities, students had to
overcome various obstacles, deal with pressures and hence, the education system
could involve various programmes and activities that would help student deal with
all kinds of adversities and build personal resiliency. This study was aimed at
developing a programme for enhancing the AQ® of junior college students (100
students from one class of XI commerce of two English medium colleges) and to
study the effectiveness of the developed programme. The researcher used
Adversity Quotient Profiler® (Stoltz, 1997) to measure AQ® of students;
Programme (self created) referred to a set of 15 activities having an objective and
a rationale to enhance AQ® of students by getting them involved and
implementing the programme. The researcher pre-tested AQ® profile on 100
students (50 of the experiment group and 50 from the control group). The
researcher next carried out the programme on the experimental group, but not on
the control group. Finally post test was administered to both the groups. The
researcher also observed the students behaviour, during and after implementation
of activities.
The outcomes of this study put forward various educational implications which
could be implemented by students, teachers, parents and other people involved in
the process of educating children. (1) it changed the attitude of students towards
facing adversities in life (2) it enabled teachers to help students develop their
ability to handle adversities (3) it provided insight to college management the
urgency

to

organize

such

seminars

and

workshops

for

all-round

skills

development of students (4) it stressed on the need for appointing counselors to
help students identify their challenge areas, work on them and use their strengths
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to the maximum. (5) it helped parents understand the challenges faced by their
children and help in developing better resiliency.
The researcher presents excerpts of the following study which has also been
conducted in Tamil Nadu, India:
―Coping with the Asian tsunami: Perspectives from Tamil Nadu, India on
the determinants of resilience in the face of adversity‖, a study conducted
by Rajkumar, A. P., Premkumar T. S. & Tharyan P. in September 2008 in Tamil
Nadu, India.
This

qualitative

study explored the

psychological

impact

of the

tsunami

(December 26, 2004 in Tamil Nadu, India) on survivors with a view to gaining
insights into the ethno-cultural coping mechanisms of affected communities and
evaluating resilience in the face of incomprehensible adversity. In spite of
incomplete reconstruction of their lives, participants reconstructed meaning for
the causes and the aftermath of the disaster in their cultural idiom. Qualitative
changes in their social structure, processes and attitudes towards different
aspects of life were revealed. Survivors valued their unique individual, social and
spiritual coping strategies more than formal mental health services. Their stories
confirm the assertion that the collective response to massive trauma need not
necessarily result in social collapse but also includes positive effects. The results
of this study suggested that interventions after disaster should be grounded in
ethno-cultural beliefs and practices and should be aimed at strengthening
prevailing community coping strategies.
The researcher examined the following studies on Adversity Quotient® that has
been conducted abroad:
―Adolescent resiliency to family adversity‖, a study conducted by Fergusson,
D.M. & Lynskey, M.T. in March 1996 at New Zealand.
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In this study, the factors associated with adolescent resiliency to childhood
adversity were examined in a birth cohort of 940 New Zealand adolescents
studied to the age of 16 years. Resilient teenagers were defined by: (a) high
exposure to family adversity during childhood and (b) an absence of a wide range
of externalizing problems during adolescence including substance abuse, juvenile
offending and school problems. Resilient teenagers were characterized by
significantly higher IQ (p < .001), lower novelty seeking (p < .01) and lower
affiliations

with

delinquent

peers

(p

<

.005)

with

these

factors

acting

accumulatively to influence the probability of resilience to externalizing problems.
“Adversity Quotient®: The Role of Personal Bounce-Back Ability in New
Venture Formation”, a study carried out by Gideon D. Markman, Professor of
Entrepreneurial Studies, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 2000
The researcher felt that the process of transforming opportunities into commercial
products or services is strewn with challenges and hence the undertaking of new
venture creation requires determination and strong self-belief. This study was
aimed at assessing the adversity quotient® of 199 (52 technical and 147 nontechnical) patent inventors. The researcher used Adversity Quotient Profiler®
(Stoltz, 1997) to measure AQ® of students; Programme (self created) referred to
a set of 15 activities having an objective and a rationale to enhance AQ® of
students by getting them involved and implementing the programme. The
researcher was keen to establish that Technical entrepreneurs perceived more
control, stronger ownership over adversities and perceived adversities as more
limited in scope

and more short lived than technical non-entrepreneurs. The

researcher used Adversity Quotient Profiler® (Stoltz, 1997) to measure AQ® of
participants and a questionnaire (self created) to assess demographic variability
according

to

age,

education,

innovation

experience

(number

of

patents

developed), entrepreneurial experience (number of companies founded) and
annual income which were used as control variables.
This study confirmed that patent inventors high personal perseverance as
measured by perceived control over, ownership of the outcome, scope of and
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endurance of adversity was associated with higher success as measured by
personal income. Regardless of group membership, higher patent inventors AQ®
was, the more financially successful they were. This study showed that perceived
control over and accountability for the outcome of the adversity were significantly
higher among the technical entrepreneurs.
“The Relationship between Resilience and Job Satisfaction in Mental
Health Care Workers”, a study carried out by Bonny Thomas – Sharksnas in
2002
As per the researcher in today‘s mental health system, the staggering
responsibility mental health care workers need to contend with often affect their
own health, job satisfaction and performance. This study investigated job
satisfaction factors and their relation to the concept of resilience of full time and
part time male and female mental health care workers. The researcher used
Adversity Quotient Profiler® (Stoltz, 2000) to measure AQ® of workers and Job
Descriptive Index (Balzer, et al., 1997) to measure job satisfaction.
All of the research hypotheses were rejected due to non-significant results. The
study however brought out some important conclusions stating that it is essential
for mental health workers to have sufficiently high AQ® because of the
demanding, stressful and complex environment.
“The Relationship between Principal Response to Adversity and Student
Achievement”, a study carried out by Mark W. Williams in 2003
This study examined the relationship between a principal‘s response to adversity
and student achievement, the relationship between principal and teacher‘s
response to adversity and principal‘s perceptions of adversity in education. This
study was applied on 17 principals and 79 teachers from the Flagstaff Unified
School District of Arizona. The researcher used Adversity Quotient Profiler®
(Stoltz, 1997) to measure AQ® of the participants and Principal Interviews (self
created) to estimate principals self-perception of their response to adversity.
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The results of study indicated that students attained higher achievement scores in
schools with higher AQ® principals. The study also found that teacher‘s perceived
control over their work environment influenced principal/teachers‘ relationships
and student achievement. This study established that by increasing educators
knowledge and understanding of educational adversity and AQ®, school culture,
teacher efficacy and student achievement can be positively influenced resulting in
a more successful school.
“Adversity Quotient® and the Performance Level of Selected Middle
Managers of the different Departments of the City of Manila as revealed
by the 360 Degree Feedback System”, a study carried out by Antonette R.
Lazaro-Capones in 2003
This study examined the relationship of Adversity Quotient® and Performance
level of middle managers in the different departments of Manila as revealed by
the 360 degree feedback system by Supervisor, Peers, Subordinates and Self. A
total of 102 middle managers from different departments served as the
respondents for this study. The researcher used Adversity Quotient® Profiler
(Stoltz, 1997) to measure AQ® of the participants, City of Manila Performance
Evaluation System (COMPES) and a 360-degree feedback system to measure
performance.
The study concluded that there is no significant correlation between demographic
variables such as age, gender, civil status and length of service and adversity
quotient® similarly with performance ratings as revealed by the 360-degree
feedback system.
“Adversity Quotient® Levels of Female Grade School Teachers of a Public
and Private School”, a study carried out by Elaine Lucero Villaver in March 2005
This study examined the significant differences in the Adversity Quotient® levels
of 105 female grade school teachers from 74 public and 31 private schools in Rizal
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province. The researcher used Adversity Quotient Profiler® (Stoltz, 1997) to
measure AQ® of the school teachers and a questionnaire (self designed) to obtain
relevant background information about the teacher-respondents.
It was found in this study that majority of the respondents falling under the early
adulthood stage category had moderate AQ® while their older counterpart had
moderately low AQ®. The study concluded that there is no significant differences
existing between the AQ® level of public and private female grade school
teachers.
“Optimism, Adversity and Performance: Comparing Explanatory Style and
AQ®”, a study conducted by Monica Brannon Johnson in August 2005
This study studied the relationship between the optimism (construed as
explanatory style), response to Adversity and sales performance. The researcher
used Adversity Quotient Profiler® (Stoltz, 1997) to measure AQ® of the sales
personnel and the Attributional Style questionnaire (ASQ Peterson, 1982) to
measure explanatory style.
This study supported that the more one is likely to attribute causes of events to
internal causes, the more perceived control they would have, regardless of
whether the events are positive or negative. It also established that all the AQ®
dimensions, including overall AQ® positively correlated with the explanatory style
for positive events.
“Adversity and Obstacles in the Shaping of Prominent Leaders: A
Hermeneutic Phenomenological Inquiry”, a study conducted by Howard
Edward Haller, Ph.D in August 2005
This study investigated the relationship that adversity, obstacles and challenges
had on shaping and development of 16 prominent leaders. The researcher studied
the degrees of adversity experienced in their youth, by nine primary participants,
prior to becoming prominent leaders. This study threw up some important matters
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during the interviews and in the explication of the data that were conducted. This
included that early adversity in their youth, while important, was not the most
important or seminal event in their lives; obstacles and adversity were perceived
as challenges which could be turned into opportunities; facing adversity and
successfully overcoming obstacles was important in their progression and growth
as leaders; having mentors to help guide, motivate, and inspire them was very
important; being a Servant-leader, serving people, and being humble were
essential and having a strong religious faith and or strong family ties, or both,
was important and helpful.
“Influence

of

Resilience

and

Personal

Meaning

on

Vicarious

Traumatization in Psychotherapists”, a study carried out by Jelena Zeleskov
Djoric in December 2006
This study examined the influence of resilience and personal meanings on
vicarious traumatization in 70 psychotherapists from Europe (holding EAP
certificate

for

Psychotherapy),

the

relationship

between

psychotherapist‘s

experience in therapy and therapist experience of effectiveness in therapy. The
researcher used Adversity Quotient Profiler® (Stoltz, 2000) to measure AQ® of the
psychotherapists,

Personal

Meaning

Profile

(Wong,

1998),

Trauma

and

Attachment Belief Scale (Pearlman, 2003) and Basic Data Questionnaire (self
designed).
The results of the study indicated that negative correlation existed between
resilience and vicarious traumatization and between personal meaning and
vicarious traumatization. Dimensions of AQ® which were the best predictors of
vicarious traumatization were Control and Ownership. Dimensions of Personal
Meaning which were the best predictors of vicarious traumatization were
Relationship, Self-transcendence and Self-acceptance.
“Resilience and Commitment to Change: A case study of a Non-profit
Organization”, a study carried out by Guy D. Langvardt in March 2007
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This study examined the relationship of resilience and commitment to change
during a time of organizational transformation. The research was a case study
analysis of a nonprofit faith based organization in North Hollywood, California in
transition. The researcher used Adversity Quotient Profiler® (Stoltz, 2000) to
assess participant‘s resilience and the Commitment to Change survey to
determine potential correlation. The results of the study indicated that individuals
with higher levels of resilience were more committed to change during
organization transformation.
“The effect of a mentoring program on the AQ® of college freshman”, a
study carried out by Jasmin Enriquez in January 2009
This study focused on the effects of Mentoring program on Adversity Quotient® of
selected 181 freshmen college students of First Asia Institute of Technology and
Humanities during the second semester of Academic year 2008-09. Based on the
data analyzed and findings of the study, the researchers deduced that
respondents AQ® score on the pre-test fell within the low range. Respondents AQ®
score had improved on the post test. They were able to improve their control,
ownership, reach and endurance and finally the mentoring program had a
significant effort on the Adversity Quotient® of the respondents.
“AQ® and Academic Performance among college students”, a study carried
out by Zhou Huijuan in March 2009
This study was focused on the relationship of Adversity Quotient® and academic
performance of 280 male and female college students. The main instrument used
in this study was Adversity Quotient Profiler® (Stoltz, 2000). The study concluded
that the level of adversity quotient®

and academic performance of the

respondents were significantly related to each other and that sex difference did
not affect the selected respondents adversity quotient®, however course and year
level significantly affect the respondents AQ®.
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“AQ® and Leadership Style, Performance and Best Practices”, a study
carried out by Lea Daradal Canivel in April 2009
This study was focused on the investigation to show an association between the
school principals‘ adversity, style of leadership, school performance and best
practices among 47 schools. The study concluded suggesting that there was no
significant correlation between the principals‘ adversity quotient® and the
principal‘s leadership styles with their demographic profile.
“Relationship of Personal Characteristics, Leadership Styles and Job
Satisfaction to AQ®”, a study carried out by Marrisa B. Ferrer in May 2009
This study was focused on the investigation to show an association between the
school principals‘ adversity, style of leadership, school performance and best
practices among 47 schools. The study concluded suggesting that there was no
significant correlation between the principals‘ adversity quotient® and the
principal‘s leadership styles with their demographic profile.

―Family relationship and adversity quotient®, and prevention of commit
suicide at-risk of public university students‖, a study conducted by Ukraisa,
S. & S. Rungsayatorn in May 2009 in Thailand.
This research aimed to investigate the relationship between family relationship
and adversity quotient®, and prevention of commit suicide at-risk of public
university students in Bangkok. A questionnaire was employed to gather data
from 450 public university students. Finding showed that the students as a whole
rated their family relationship at a rather high level, and performed their all
aspects of relationships at a rather high level. The relationship between family
relationship, adversity quotient®, and prevention of commit suicide at-risk showed
that family relationship and adversity quotient® were positively correlated with
prevention of commit suicide at-risk statistically significant at the .001 level.
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2.9 Significance of AQ® to the Service Industries
Over the years, all nations have witnessed cyclical moments of going through
their own ups and downs in the process of their growth.

The impact of these

fluctuations has been experienced globally by the nations, its industry, people and
every living being. Similarly there has been an evolutionary change in India from
being the ―Sone Ki Chidiya‖ to the now ―Rising India.‖ Over the last decade,
Indian firms in various industries (most visibly in information technology, ITES,
Hospitality,

Retail)

have

been

slowly

building

up

to

become

emerging

multinationals," Moreover, Indian firms are becoming more profitable, the result
of an ever-booming economy. This change has triggered organizations to think
and act differently & innovatively to sustain and grow in today‘s competitive
market.
According to PricewaterhouseCooper (2010), Indian and Chinese firms will lead a
host of new multinational firms from emerging economies over the next 15 years.
(Thacker, 2010) opined that almost 58% of India‘s GDP in 2010 has been
accounted from the services industry, with retail accounting for the largest share
followed by IT and telecom, financial services, health care, travel, hospitality and
tourism. Almost 35% of India‘s employment is in the services industry expressed
Singhal, (2010).

2.10 Information about the 5 Industries:
The researcher has conducted this study in 12 organizations from five service
industries. Over last two decades, these five industries have lived their own
challenges and have stories to tell in terms of overcoming their teething issues,
establishing themselves in the domestic markets, reaching next levels of offering
services & solutions which are accepted globally, sustained the recession and are
all back geared for the next flight. The following paragraphs details about each of
these industries.
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2.10.1 Information Technology Industry:
What India‘s IT services Industry has achieved in just 20 years is nothing less
than remarkable. (Wadhwa, 2010) felt that despite all obstacles – a lagging
national education system, weak infrastructure, backlash against outsourcing in
the west, it has grown into a $73-billion-per-year business.
Mumbai, the financial and commercial capital of the country, provided the initial
lead in the Infotech Industry. Despite competition from Bangalore, Mumbai has
created a niche in the IT industry scenario of India, with a large number of
multinationals as well as small software units located here. The Santacruz
Electronic Export Processing Zone (SEEPZ) has a concentration of IT companies
and has served as the focus of IT development of the city. A software technology
park offering plots to IT companies is also being planned adjacent to SEEPZ. The
International Infotech Park in Vashi, Navi Mumbai offers over 6 lakh square feet of
built-up area for IT offices. The International Infotech Park (IIP) is designed to
meet the requirements of all IT companies in one single location so as to have
very little gestation period for a company to start its operations. This Park is
expected to generate more than 16,000 direct jobs and around 24,000 to 30,000
ancillary jobs. The presence of 16,000 professionals is expected to also generate
significant demand for various urban services and retail sales.
The recent global slump and economical turmoil had broken the back of the IT
sector, which used to receive 80 – 90 per cent of its revenue from the US and
Europe. The financial catastrophe hit the USA and Europe very hard and this
shattered the dreams of the IT industry as many of its top tier clients led by
Lehman Brothers, Bear Stearns, Nortel and General Motors either went bankrupt
or closed the shop. Many top US banks were in soup. As the IT sector earns
almost 40 per cent of its revenue from the banking, financial services and
insurance (BFSI), the debacle of the financial sector spoiled the balance sheets of
IT companies. (Corporate India, 2009)
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As if this was not enough, the tumbling of the rupee against the US dollar hit the
IT companies further hard as most of these companies had booked forward covers
and options when the rupee was relatively stronger. This led to disastrous hedging
losses. In these circumstances, it is quite obvious that a sharp recovery of the IT
sector in such a short time would baffle observers. However, the fact remains that
although infrastructure and power sectors came into the limelight after the UPA
regained power in May 2009, it was the Information Technology (IT) stocks that
gave highest returns in the past few months. Also there is renewed investor
interest and optimism in the IT stocks owing to the remarkable resilience showed
by the Industry in bouncing back.
In the up-times, the IT industry faces tremendous churning of experienced
talents. The technical savvy professionals have no dearth of opportunities in the
market and this is a known fact. Hence nurturing employees, keeping them highly
engaged and motivated, providing a climate of trust and accountability, having an
open culture, providing them industry level compensation and scope for growth
has been some of the critical factors relating to the stability of the most important
resource in all organizations.

2.10.2 The IT Enabled Services / BPO Industry:
India‘s IT industry got its start running call centres for companies in the West. In
the 90‘s it took on low-level IT work and Y2K remediation. In the 2000‘s, it
started performing sophisticated research and development. Indian engineers are
today designing aircraft engines; automotive components and manufacturing
plants; next-generation micro processors; telecom products; and medical devices.
The Indian engineering R & D services industry has grown from $1.4 billion in
revenue in 2004 to $10 billion in 2010. Wadhwa (2010) opined that Nasscom
forecasts that this will reach $24 billion by 2015 and possibly $45 billion by 2020.
(Vivek Wadhwa, Director of Research, Duke University 2010)
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Currently a mammoth 1.3 million people are working in the Indian IT and ITES
sector. It‘s difficult to ignore the fascinating facets of this booming industry, which
has given /a new corporate identity to India on the global map. The concept of a
job has transformed completely with the entry of call centres and BPO‘s. Five
figure salaries have become the order of the day for young boys and girls, fresh
out of college (even school). Who could ever imagine such a scenario a decade
back?
An article on Grooming Young Leaders the BPO way appearing in Human Capital
in 2006 highlighted that the BPO industry has it‘s own share of problems. Attrition
levels are approximately 30 – 35 percent and costs of rehiring and retraining are
extremely high. Faced with escalating rehiring costs and scarcity of talent, the
Indian BPO industry is seeking solace in developing talent internally. Career and
Succession planning is an integral part of the policy for middle and senior
leadership. Making the transition from call centre agent to team leader is no cake
walk. The roles are diametrically apart in terms of their scope. The list of to do‘s
can be quite taxing for a new leader like handling escalations calls deftly;
mentoring and assisting new hires; keeping the team motivated despite highs and
lows through timely reward and recognition; analyzing reports like process
dashboards, team performance reports and initiating appropriate actions plans as
deemed fir; managing attendance, leaves and periodic shift level projects;
liaisoning with other functions and processes; keeping HR updated on the
engagement levels of team members or disciplinary issues on the floor;
coordinating with finance for timely upload of incentives for the team members;
working under pressure and for extended hours at times; and working for one-onone relationship management… It‘s definitely a tough one.

2.10.3 The Retail Industry:
According to a recent CII employment report, organized retail is estimated to
grow from a Rs.36,000 crore industry in 2005-06 to Rs.110,000 crores industry
by the year 2010. Business giants like Tatas, Birlas, Reliance, RPG, ITC and HLL
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are entering the Indian retail arena in a big way as are global players in the
league of Wal-Mart and Carrefour. Investments into this sector are estimated at
Rs.2,000-2500 crore in the next 2 – 3 years and over Rs.20,000 crore by the end
of 2010. There are huge untapped retail opportunities in grocery, apparel,
electronics, entertainment and even niche segments like education.
CII‘s employment report predicts that in India upto 70 million square feet of retail
space will be created by 2007. Assuming one front-end customer associate for
every 30 square feet of retail space created, India would need about an additional
2,10,000 customer associates in the next 3 years. Lack of education and training
in retail is creating a huge gap between supply and demand.
Most organizations are filling the gap by hiring talent from US and Europe where
retail industry is far more mature and organized. This not only helps bring in the
desired experience but also helps in forming a platform to groom future prospects
from within the country over a period of time. Companies are also hiring from
industries with higher focus on customer service and or operations like BPO, ITES,
Hospitality, FMCG, Aviation and the services sector.
An article on ―The Great Retail Talent War‖ appearing in Human Capital brought
out that leading retail organizations have been quick to realize that they need to
build talent internally given the growth that is expected within the industry in the
long run. Most of the organizations have chartered out a defined growth path for
their employees in order to control attrition. At Shoppers Stop, every customer
care associate is taken through a rigorous and comprehensive induction program
which includes customer service, grooming and etiquette, retail selling skills,
product knowledge and communication skills.
(Mutikan, 2010) declared that Retail sales were stronger than expected in
November, 2010 as consumers stepped up despite the shadow of high
unemployment, while producer prices rose, offering further evidence that the
economy recovery gathered steam in the fourth quarter. This scenario has just
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been progressing even more across cities & towns, over the months, all through
the nation.

2.10.4 The Hotel Industry:
An article on Looking Ahead detailing a market survey by Dr. I. Satya Sundaram
published in Facts For You in 2000 mentioned that the initiation of economic
reforms in 1991 in India gave a boost to the hotel industry. Hotel industry being
an important component of tourism industry, its foreign exchange earning
capacity is also high. Before economic reforms were undertaken, the hotel
industry used to face problems of poor occupancy rates, dwindling margins and
rising costs.
An article titled, ―Hope Springs Eternal” appearing in Fortune in 2000 revealed
that the hotel industry too has had its share of the down times... battered and
bruised by the economic slow down, political uncertainties, Kargil conflict, plane
hijacking etc., the hotel industry has woken up to the reality. Most players had
brought down their expenses by resorting to cost cutting, scaling down
advertising and marketing expenses and rationalizing staff labour force.
A case study by Tanuja R Nemivant published in the Chartered Financial Analyst in
1998 found that adding to the above problems, were the nuclear test. The blasts
had negative impact on the tourist traffic visiting India, which dropped by nearly
50 percent. The economic slow down also slowed the movement of the corporate
traveler.
Hotels in India have supply of 110,000 rooms (2010). According to the tourism
ministry, 4.4 million tourists visited India last year and at current trend, demand
will soar to 10 million in 2010 - to accommodate 350 million domestic travelers.
According to James Masih, Product Brand Manager, FedEx, the hotels in India
have a shortage of 150,000 rooms fueling hotel room rates across India. With
tremendous pull of opportunity, India is a destination for hotel chains looking for
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growth. The World Travel and Tourism Council, India, data says, India ranks 18th
in business travel and will be among the top 5 in this decade. Sources estimate,
demand is going to exceed supply by at least 100% over the next 2 years. Fivestar hotels in metro cities allot same room, more than once a day to different
guests, receiving almost 24-hour rates from both guests against 6-8 hours usage.
There have been many mergers & acquisitions happening in the last few years.
Organizations are readily willing to absorb expats in their setup and induct them
into the culture. Every organization (large or small sized) has its wings spread out
either locally or globally, hence there is constant need for their employees to
travel.
The current times are seeing a complete new crop of people who are willing to
spend part of their income on planned holidays even in India. With the advent of
bigger opportunities opening up along with higher salaries and perks being
provided, also with more and more couples choosing to remain in a career along
with managing a family, there is very little time spent together. Holidays (short
or long to a near place or a distant one) are the only good times where the family
spends time together. Customers too have become quite aware of their needs and
are looking forward to value for their money spent.
An article on ―India‘s Hotel Industry focusing on next-generation Technologies‖,
appearing in The Financial Express in 2010 brought out that today‘s guests arrive
at a hotel with a high level of expectations - a hotel room needs to be their home
away from home, and offer new services. The industry‘s biggest challenge
currently is maintaining a balance of achieving a healthy bottom line while
enhancing the guest experience, creating guest loyalty and attracting new guests.
Managing Customer expectations, handling shortage of skilled employees,
retaining quality workforce, staying afloat in stark competition and nurturing
leaders are the key challenges faced in this industry.
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2.10.5 The Hospital Industry:
Hospital Industry in India has been growing at a tremendous rate in the recent
past. The demand for quality healthcare is going to increase further and that will
result in further phenomenal growth of hospitals across the country. Allowing
private agencies in health insurance is an important step taken by the
government to reach out to the vast majority of people who are without any
insurance coverage service. The corporate sector participation in the hospital
sector, which is playing an important role in the current scenario, has a direct
bearing on the quality of service provided.
Now hospitals are rated on the basis of their services. These ratings are provided
by independent rating agencies like CRISIL, CARE, ICRA and Fitch.

Much has

changed in how a hospital is projected today. They are more like profit centres
and require business manager to project the right image. A hospital now hires a
healthcare manager solely for the purpose of running all the activities smoothly.
Also the use of information technology is increasing in hospital industry.
In recent past, various hospitals have set up first of its kind facility in India. The
number of patients visiting India for medical treatment has risen from 10,000 to
1,00,000. (2010)
A study on Indian Hospital Industry on Changing Horizons by Suneel Arora in July,
2007 highlighted that going by the paradigm shift in the hospital industry, one
can surely foresee favorable future prospects in the coming years. Price and value
of the service are also important aspects and that Cost is comparatively low in
India.
The demand for healthcare services in India has grown from $ 4.8 billion in
1991 to $ 22.8 billion in 2001-02, indicating a compounded annual growth rate of
16 per cent. The healthcare industry accounted for 5.2 per cent of India‘s GDP in
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2002, and this figure could reach $ 47 billion or 6.2—7.5 per cent of GDP by
2012. On the one hand, the Indian middle class, with its increasing purchasing
power, is more willing than ever before to pay more for quality healthcare. On the
other, the supply of healthcare services has grown steadily, as the private sector
becomes more involved in owning and running hospitals. (A report on Healthcare
Industry in India from Research and Markets in Oct, 2004)
Life for all of us is filled with struggles and challenges. If, when faced with
seemingly overwhelming challenges, we believe that we are unable to cope and
thus without hope—we will be overcome. If, on the other hand, when faced with
the same challenges, we believe that with endurance, stick-ability, and God's
help—and thus have hope—we will overcome.
In the words of Robert H. Schuller (1997):

"When faced with a mountain, I will not quit!
I will keep on striving until I climb over,
find a pass through, tunnel underneath,
or simply stay...and turn the mountain
into a miracle, with God's help!"
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Research Design and Methodology
3.1 Need and significance of the study
Difficulties strengthen the mind, as labor does the body - Seneca
In the midst of the current world financial crisis, organizations are exploring new
opportunities to survive and thrive. Organizations that respond and enable a
transformational change across the value chain are more likely to succeed. The
need for action is imminent and compelling in a world where volatility and
uncertainty impact organizations in unanticipated ways. ―It is not the strongest of
the species that survives, or the most intelligent, but the most responsive to
change‖ observed Charles Robert Darwin way back in 1859 in his seminal book
The origin of Species.
Rajan, (2009) suggested paradoxical as it may seem, in times of adversity, for
organizations that respond strategically and decisively with an unrelenting
execution focus, opportunities abound.
Welcoming

adversities

into

the

work-place

is

critical

to

the

success

of

organizations. The changes now affecting the work-place extend far beyond the
needs of upgrading production and coping with increased market competition.
These profound changes cannot be embraced and integrated without addressing
our deepest thoughts and feelings. They require us to open our minds and deal
with the adversities.
Singh, (1998) stated that we often tend to ignore the extent of damage caused to
one’s performance by adversities. IQ is inherent, EQ can be developed but
reacting in the right manner at the right time can prove beneficial to one’s health,
relationships and performance. It not only helps to understand and control oneself
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but also others. If we are able to channelise our reactions to events in a
productive manner, other benefits will follow.
Often questions are raised about the efficacy of HR. The greatest challenge facing
the HR professions is to establish in no uncertain terms that sound HR practices
make immense contribution to sustainable long term performance of a company.
HR contributes positively to the shareholders value. Reddy, (2004)
Hence, the HR process now requires introducing a new parameter in recruitment,
training and performance management that provides industry managers the
ability to absorb & innovate constantly for business continuity and expansion in
the face of any adversity. This measure of managerial competence in the last few
years is fast becoming a new mantra for developing a strong managerial
workforce and is known as Adversity Quotient® (AQ®). AQ® is fundamental to
business and leadership in any country, culture or industry in the global new
economy. Stoltz, (1997)

3.2 Statement of Problem
This study examines the ―Use of Adversity Quotient® in creating strong
business leaders of tomorrow” as revealed by the Performance feedback
system and also the demographic details of the participants.

3.3 Test Hypothesis
Hypothesis is usually considered as the principal instrument in research. It’s main
function is to suggest new experiments and observations. When one talks about
hypothesis, it simply means a mere assumption or supposition to be proved or
disproved. A Research Hypothesis is a predictive statement, capable of being
tested by scientific methods, that relates an independent variable to some
dependent variable.
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Initially the following set of Prime Hypothesis was considered for testing:

1. Ha: ―Higher Adversity Quotient® creates Sustainable Optimism leading to
strong business leaders of tomorrow.‖

2. Ho: ―Higher Adversity Quotient® does not always have significant and direct
contribution in creating strong business leaders.‖
To establish the above hypothesis, the following sub-set hypothesis (which
evolved from the prime hypothesis) was framed for testing:
1. Ha: There is a relationship between Adversity Quotient® and Performance of
senior professionals studied in all industries and specific to each industry.
2. Ho: There is no relationship between Adversity Quotient® and Performance of
senior professionals studied in all industries and specific to each industry.
3. Ha: There is a relationship between Control Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in all industries and specific to each industry.
4. Ho: There is no relationship between Control Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in all industries and specific to each industry.
5. Ha: There is a relationship between Ownership Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in all industries and specific to each industry.
6. Ho: There is no relationship between Ownership Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in all industries and specific to each industry.
7. Ha: There is a relationship between Reach Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in all industries and specific to each industry.
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8. Ho: There is no relationship between Reach Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in all industries and specific to each industry.
9. Ha: There is a relationship between Endurance Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in all industries and specific to each industry.
10. Ho: There is no relationship between Endurance Dimension and Performance
of senior professionals studied in all industries and specific to each industry.
For testing the above hypothesizes, data was collected from a total of 131
respondents from 5 industries and in specific industry n = 38 for IT, 28 for Hotel,
26 for Hospital, 25 for Retail and 14 for ITES/BPO.

3.4 Objectives of the study
A genuine attempt has been made to answer the following questions through this
study:
1. What is the demographic profile of the senior managers as to age, gender,
role, educational qualification, compensation, total years of service etc.?
2. What is the adversity quotient® of senior managers as to the following
dimensions: Control, Ownership, Reach and Endurance?
3. What is the performance level of the senior managers as evaluated by their
organizational heads in the areas of on-job performance and their strengths?
4. Is there a significant relationship between the respondent’s demographic
profile/s and adversity quotient® and it’s four dimensions?
5. Is there a significant relationship between the respondent’s adversity quotient®
and performance levels?
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Hence, the objectives drawn for the study are as follows:
1

To analyze the demographic variable ―Gender‖ used in the study and
examine the mean value on Control, Ownership, Reach and Endurance
(CORE®) and Adversity Quotient® (AQ®) for this variable vis-à-vis the global
mean value.

2

To analyze the demographic variable ―Age‖ used in the study and examine
the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable vis-à-vis the global
mean value.

3

To analyze the demographic variable ―Role‖ used in the study and examine
the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable vis-à-vis the global
mean value.

4

To analyze the demographic variable ―Industry‖ used in the study and
examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable vis-à-vis the
global mean value.

5

To analyze the demographic variable ―Qualification‖ used in the study and
examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable vis-à-vis the
global mean value.

6

To analyze the demographic variable ―Socio Economic Status‖ used in the
study and examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable visà-vis the global mean value.

7

To analyze the demographic variable ―Family Composition‖ used in the
study and examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable visà-vis the global mean value.
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8

To analyze the demographic variable ―Number of Family Members‖ used in
the study and examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable
vis-à-vis the global mean value.

9

To analyze the demographic variable ―Marital Status‖ used in the study and
examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable vis-à-vis the
global mean value.

10

To analyze the demographic variable ―Spouse Role‖ used in the study and
examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable vis-à-vis the
global mean value.

11

To analyze the demographic variable ―Number of Children‖ used in the
study and examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable visà-vis the global mean value.

12

To analyze the demographic variable ―Total Work Experience‖ used in the
study and examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable visà-vis the global mean value.

13

To

analyze

the

demographic

variable

―Work

Experience

in

Current

Company‖ used in the study and examine the mean value on CORE® and
AQ® for this variable vis-à-vis the global mean value.
14

To analyze the demographic variable ―Roles Grown Till Date‖ used in the
study and examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable visà-vis the global mean value.

15

To analyze the demographic variable ―Roles Grown in Current Company‖
used in the study and examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this
variable vis-à-vis the global mean value.
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16

To analyze the demographic variable ―Average Duration in Each Role‖ used
in the study and examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this
variable vis-à-vis the global mean value.

17

To analyze the demographic variable ―Travel in Role‖ used in the study and
examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable vis-à-vis the
global mean value.

18

To analyze the demographic variable ―Team Size‖ used in the study and
examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable vis-à-vis the
global mean value.

19

To analyze the demographic variable ―Daily Duration at Work‖ used in the
study and examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable visà-vis the global mean value.

20

To analyze the demographic variable ―Travel Comfort‖ used in the study and
examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable vis-à-vis the
global mean value.

21

To analyze the demographic variable ―Pursuing Further Studies‖ used in the
study and examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable visà-vis the global mean value.

22

To analyze the demographic variable ―Performance Band‖ used in the study
and examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable vis-à-vis
the global mean value.

23

To analyze the demographic variable ―Strengths Band‖ used in the study
and examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable vis-à-vis
the global mean value.
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24

To analyze the demographic variable ―Citizenship Category‖ used in the
study and examine the mean value on CORE® and AQ® for this variable visà-vis the global mean value. To understand the impact of Adversity
Quotient® on the overall performance of industry managers/leaders.

25

To study whether there exists or not a relationship between AQ® and
Performance of senior professionals in all industries and specific to each
industry.

26

To study whether there exists or not a relationship between CORE® and
Performance of senior professionals in all industries and specific to each
industry.

27

To draw conclusions based on the analysis.

28

To introduce a new parameter in HR processes of recruitment, training,
disaster management, counseling, performance management, succession
planning and employee reach that provides industry managers the ability to
absorb & innovate constantly for business continuity and expansion in the
face of any adversity and

29

To build evaluation measures that organizations can use in a practical way
for managing their human resources function to ultimately have a strong
work-force whose AQ® is optimally matched for creating sustainable
optimism leading to successful organizations.

3.5 Research Design and Research Methods
Kothari (1999) brought out that Research is search for knowledge, or any
systematic investigation, with an open mind, to establish novel facts, usually
using a scientific method. Research covers all kinds of studies designed to find
responses to worthwhile questions by means of a systematic and scientific
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approach. Some people consider research as a movement from the known to the
unknown, a voyage of discovery.
Cooper & Schindler (2002) expressed that Research Design provides the glue that
holds the research project together. A design is used to structure the research, to
show how all of the major parts of the research project, the samples or groups,
measures, treatments or programs, and methods of assignment, work together to
try to address the central research questions. Developing an ideal research design
involves identifying representative sample and selection of an appropriate
statistical tool to understand the research study meaningfully. Thus, systematic
collection of data, logical analysis and interpretation of the data using tools which
are highly reliable are the key factors for the success of any research design.
The main two methods of carrying out a research are qualitative and quantitative.
Qualitative studies concentrate mainly on words and meanings and aim to capture
the richness and complexity of human experience. Quantitative studies involve
recording information obtained from participants in numerical form so as to
enable statistical analysis of the findings and the generalization of those findings
to the wider population.

The researcher has used both the qualitative and the

quantitative methods of carrying out this research.

3.5.1 Techniques of Analysis used in this study

Research techniques is the behaviour and instruments used in performing
research operations such as making observations, recording data, techniques of
processing data. Research method is the behaviour and instruments used in
selecting and constructing research techniques. Kothari, (1999)
The following Research Methods and techniques were used in the AQ® study:
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Table 3.1: List of Research Methods and Research Techniques
I. Research Type: Library Research / Desk Research

Research Methods: Review of existing research literature, Analysis of historical
data of AQ®, Analysis of various articles/documents on AQ®

Research Techniques: Various notes were recorded. Content analysis was
undertaken. Books, reference and abstract guides, magazines, journals were
checked to read more on the subject. Internet based desk research was done on
AQ®
II. Research Type: Field Research

Research Methods: Mailing of AQ® questionnaires, additional variables Form and
Employee Evaluation Form. Personal Interview had with the respondents.
Telephonic Interview with respondents who had traveled abroad on official visit.

Research Techniques: Identification of the participating companies. Building a
databank questionnaire measurement and a model for expressing statistical
inferences and undertaking large scale data collection. Seeking the necessary
approvals for applying the study on the top management employees through mail
and personal meetings. Sending the questionnaires to the respondents. Meeting
the respondents, briefing them about the study and influencing them to respond.
Speaking with the respondents on telephone and briefing them about the study
and soliciting their responses. Following up with some respondents on the
telephone for receiving the completed questionnaires from them. Analyzing the
data using statistical tools applying model and arriving at results to prove the
hypothesis or against.
(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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3.6 Statistical Tools used in the study:
This study examines the use of Adversity Quotient® in creating strong business
leaders of tomorrow as revealed by the performance feedback system and also the
demographic details of the participants.
The researcher analyzed AQ® score and CORE® values for each sub group based
on demographic and work variables and also different industry type. Descriptive
statistics involving Mean & Standard Deviation are used. Primarily Mean values of
each sub group were compared with global mean values. Performance data were
collected in terms of labels which conform to ordinal scale, therefore nonparametric tools were used. The researcher used confirmatory data analysis
methods to analyze the data like mean, standard deviation, bar & graphical
representations and has interpreted the findings accordingly. The researcher has
also applied Chi-square testing on Performance Variables for hypothesis testing.

3.6.1. Mean (M)
Rees (1985) defined Mean as the arithmetic average. Woodworth (1961) opined
that mean is the sum of the separate scores or measures divided by their number.

3.6.2. Standard Deviation (σ)
Standard deviation is a widely used measurement of variability or diversity used
in statistics and probability theory. It shows how much variation or dispersion
there is from the mean. A low standard deviation indicates that the data points
tend to be very close to the mean, whereas high standard deviation indicates that
the data is spread out over a large range of values. The standard deviation of a
statistical population, data set, or probability distribution is the square root of its
variance.
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3.6.3. Histograms (Bar and Graphical Representation)

Cooper & Schindler (2002) opined that the histogram is a conventional solution
for the display of interval-ratio data. Histograms are used when it is possible to
group the variable’s values into intervals. Histograms are constructed with bars
that represent data values, where each value occupies an equal amount of area
within

the

enclosed

area.

The

researcher

has

used

bar

and

graphical

representation to present the data in this research study.

3.6.4. Chi-Square
Chi is a Greek letter ( ) and is pronounced like the word kye sound. The chisquare (

2

) test is the most commonly used method for comparing frequencies or

proportions. Chi-square statistics use nominal (categorical) or ordinal level data,
thus instead of using means and variances, this test uses frequencies.
It is a statistical test used to determine if observed data deviate from those
expected under a particular hypothesis. The chi-square test is also referred to as
a test of a measure of fit or "goodness of fit" between data. Typically, the
hypothesis tested is whether or not two samples are similar or different enough in
a particular characteristic to be considered members of the same or different
populations.
Chi-square analysis belongs to the family of univariate analysis, i.e., those tests
that evaluate the possible effect of one variable (often called the independent
variable) upon an outcome (often called the dependent variable).
The chi-square analysis is used to test the null hypothesis (H0), which is the
hypothesis that states there is no significant difference between expected and
observed data. Researchers either accept or reject H0, after comparing the value
of chi-square to a probability distribution. Chi-square values with low probability
lead to the rejection of H0 and it is assumed that a factor other than chance
creates a large deviation between expected and observed results.
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This approach consists of four steps: (1) state the hypotheses, (2) formulate an
analysis plan, (3) analyze sample data, and (4) interpret results.
3.6.4.1. State the Hypotheses
The first step in applying Chi Square is to state the null hypothesis and an
alternate hypothesis. The Researcher was keen to test the 10 sub-set hypothesis
framed as brought out under the heading ―Hypothesis‖ in this chapter.

3.6.4.2. Formulate an Analysis Plan
The analysis plan describes how to use sample data to accept or reject the null
hypothesis. Often, researchers choose significance levels equal to 0.01 or 0.05.
For the purpose of this study, the researcher chose significance levels at 0.05 (*)
and 0.01 (**).

3.6.4.3. Analyze Sample Data
Applying the chi-square test for independence to sample data, the degrees of
freedom, the expected frequency counts, and the chi-square test statistic was
computed. Based on the chi-square statistic and the degrees of freedom, the Pvalue was determined.
To test the hypothesis in this case, the alternative formula of calculating the value
of X2 from 2 x 2 quadrants has been used. Thus, the cell frequencies and marginal
totals in case of a (2 x 2) table were computed as:
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The formula for calculating the value of X2 as stated below was applied:

3.6.4.4. Interpret Results

If the sample findings are unlikely, given the null hypothesis, the researcher
rejected null hypothesis. Typically, this involves comparing the P-value to the
significance level, and rejecting the null hypothesis when the P-value is less than
the significance level.

3.6.4.5. Degree of freedom:

Degree of freedom can be described as the number of scores that are free to
vary. In many situations, the degrees of freedom are equal to the number of
observations minus one. In Chi-square the degree of freedom is (r-1) (c-1).

3.6.4.6. Chi-square critical value:

The chi-square critical value can be any number between zero and plus infinity.
The chi-square calculator computes the probability that a chi-square statistic falls
between 0 and the critical value.
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3.6.4.7. Cumulative probability:

A cumulative probability is a sum of probabilities. The chi-square calculator
computes a cumulative probability. Specifically, it computes the probability that a
chi-square statistic falls between 0 and some critical value (CV).

3.6.4.8. Chi-square statistic:

A chi-square statistic is a statistic whose values are given by
Χ2 = [ ( n - 1 ) * s2 ] / σ2

where σ is the standard deviation of the population, s is the standard deviation of
the sample, and n is the sample size. The distribution of the chi-square statistic
has n - 1 degree of freedom.

3.6.4.9. Probability:

A probability is a number expressing the chances that a specific event will occur.
This number can take on any value from 0 to 1.

3.7 Classification of Variables used in the study:
Variables are things that we measure, control, or manipulate in research. They
differ in many respects, most notably in the role they are given in research and in
the type of measures that can be applied to them. Independent variables are
those that are manipulated whereas dependent variables are only measured or
registered.
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The variables used in the study are as follows:

Table 3.2: List of Biographic, Work, AQ® and Performance Variables
Biographic Variables:

5

Duration in roles in current company

1

Gender

6

On job travel

2

Age

7

Team Size

3

Role

8

Working hours

4

Industry

9

Daily travel effort

5

Education

10

Pursuing further studies

6

Socio economic status

11

Multi-skilling & multi-tasking

7

Type of family

8

Number of family members

1

Control score

9

Marital status

2

Ownership score

10

Spouse status

3

Reach score

11

Number of children

4

Endurance score

5

Adversity Quotient® score

AQ® Variables:

Work Variables:

Performance Variables:

1

Total working experience

2

Experience in current company

1

Performance score

3

Roles grown till date

2

Strengths score

4

Roles grown in current company

3

Citizenship category

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

3.8 Description of variables:
3.8.1

Gender:

The gender variable was considered to check the relationship of Adversity
Quotient® and its dimensions with specific genders. The researcher was keen to
observe the impact that AQ® had on male and female top management
professional’s performances and other variables.
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3.8.2

Age:

The age variable was considered to check the relationship of Adversity Quotient®
and its dimensions with professionals in specific range of age. The age of
respondents were arranged in five bands. This variable was examined to find the
relationship of age of a top management professional with AQ® and performances.
3.8.3

Role:

The role variable was considered to check the relationship of Adversity Quotient®
and its dimensions with specific roles performed by the top management
professionals in the five industries. The roles of the respondents were listed
together and it was observed that there was a total of more than 75 roles. In
order to study the impact AQ® has on the role of respondents, these various roles
were classified under five categories namely, CEO and Director, Vice President
and Assistant Vice President, Divisional Head, Manager, Executive Assistants and
Medical Professionals.
3.8.4

Industry:

There were five different service industries chosen for application of the AQ®
study.

The

top

management

employees

of

companies

from

Information

Technology, Hotel, Hospital, Retail and ITES/BPO industries participated in this
study. There were three IT companies, three hotels, two hospitals, two ITES/BPO
and two retail companies who supported application of this study in their
organizations. This variable was studied to find the relationship of employees AQ®
and performances in the varied industries.
3.8.5

Education:

The education variable of respondents was classified in the category of
Graduation, Post Graduation and Professional Qualifications. This variable was
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studied with the intent of checking it’s relationship on Adversity Quotient®,
Performance and also the other independent variables.

Did education help a

leader in team management, was the leader able to mentor, monitor and
motivate in the right manner. Was the leader able to enable self performances
and team performances to higher productivity?
3.8.6

Socio Economic Status:

Socio Economic Status was bifurcated into upper middle class and middle class.
Respondents who earned an annual salary of more than Rs.20.00 Lakhs were
classified under upper middle class. Those respondents who earned an annual
salary of less than Rs.20.00 Lakhs were classified under middle class. The
benchmark of Rs.20.00 Lakhs was considered based on the opinion of two experts
from two renowned Banks. This variable was studied with the view of checking its
relationship on Adversity Quotient®, Performance and also other variables.

Did

the spending capacity of a professional affect his/her AQ® and did it have any
effect on the independent variables such as his/her control score, ownership
score, reach score, endurance score etc.
3.8.7

Type of Family:

The type of family was classified as Nuclear Family and Joint Family. With more
and more professionals having to move out of their home towns to build their
career or re-locate from their base locations in order to take up challenging roles
in a global organization, the age old joint family composition is weaning out over a
period of time. In the current age of global mergers & acquisitions, there has been
a trend of nuclear families mushrooming owing to the realistic demands. The
researcher felt the need to study this variable too, since both family compositions
has its own advantages and dis-advantages for a professional. Incase of having a
working spouse, did it help the working professional/respondent to stay in a joint
family which eased out the challenges of having to leave his/her child/ren
unattended or at a crèche? Incase a role demanded a professional to travel
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frequently on the job, did it give relief to know that his/her spouse/family were
staying in a joint family?
3.8.8

Number of Family Members:

The total numbers of family members of the respondents were arranged in five
categories. This variable was examined to find the relationship of number of
family members of top management professionals with AQ®, performances and
other variables. Did a higher number of family members residing together
increase or decrease the AQ® of Professionals?
3.8.9

Marital Status:

Marital status was classified as Single, Married, and Divorced. This variable was
studied to ascertain the relationship it has on AQ®, performance and other
variables of the respondents. Were the stress levels of a single person, a married
or divorced person higher and how did it affect one’s AQ®?
3.8.10

Spouse Role:

Spouse role was classified as Home Maker, Working Professional and Passed
Away. There were 13 respondents who were single. Hence the spouse status
variable was taken from 118 respondents. This variable was studied to ascertain
the relationship it has on AQ®, performance and other variables of the
respondents. Was the AQ® of a top professional whose spouse is an homemaker
or a working professional be the same or were there differences observed?
3.8.11

Number of Children:

The total numbers of children of the respondents were arranged in three
categories, those having 1 child, respondents with 2 children and those having no
child. There were 13 respondents who were single. Hence the number of children
variable was taken from 118 respondents. This variable was examined to find the
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relationship of top management professionals with AQ®, performances and other
variables. Did having a child or children impact the AQ® of a top professional?
3.8.12

Total Working Experience:

Total Working Experience is the total number of years the respondent has been
working as a professional right from the first job till the current one. Incase there
were any break in career owing to pursuance of further studies or any other
reason, the researcher has not considered such period in the calculation of total
working experience. The total working experience of respondents was arranged in
four bands. This variable was studied to ascertain the relationship it has on the
AQ®, performance and other variables of the respondent.
3.8.13

Experience in current company:

Experience in current company is the total period which the respondent has been
working in the current organization, i.e. period calculated from the date of his
joining till the current date. While calculating this variable too, incase there was a
break in career owing to pursuance of further studies or any other reason, the
researcher has not considered such period in the calculation of experience in
current company. The working experience of respondents in their current
company was arranged in four bands. This variable was studied to ascertain the
relationship it has on the AQ®, performance and other variables of the
respondent.
3.8.14

Roles grown till date:

Roles grown till date imply the total roles that a respondent has performed in
his/her working career, as a professional, right from the first job till the current
one. The number of roles grown of respondents was arranged in four bands. This
variable was studied to ascertain the relationship it has on the AQ®, performance
and other variables of the respondent.
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3.8.15

Roles grown in the current company:

Roles grown in the current company imply the total roles that a respondent has
performed in the current company from the date of his/her joining till the current
date. The number of roles grown in the current company of respondents was
arranged in four bands. This variable was studied to ascertain the relationship it
has on the AQ®, performance and other variables of the respondent.

3.8.16

Duration of each role in current company:

Duration of each role in the current company was arrived by taking an average of
the total number roles against the total duration of the professional working in the
current company. The duration of each role in the current company of
respondents was arranged in five bands. This variable was studied to ascertain
the relationship it has on the AQ®, performance and other variables of the
respondent.

3.8.17

On Job Travel:

In today’s global world which is full of complexities and where speed & delivery
before time is the buzz word, at top management level there is an expectation
already set that a leader has to undertake any kind of official travel as per the
company’s requirements. This is in-fact one of the assumed responsibility in the
role that a leader is expected to perform. Travel duration could be for a short
term or a long term travel. The researcher felt the need to study this variable
since there are a number of adversities which a leader has to manage while
fulfilling his responsibilities in any travel.

This variable was classified into two

bands of professionals who undertake travel in their role and those who do not
have any travel in their job.

This variable was studied to ascertain the

relationship it has on the performance of the respondents.
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3.8.18

Team Size:

It’s said that Leadership is all about ―Managing your flock well.‖ A good leader is
able to create more leaders by nurturing, inspiring & mentoring one’s team well.
Organizations thrive even in the most adverse environments against tough
competitions and come out as Market Leaders solely because of the contributions
of their internal leaders who propel their organization towards such growth. The
researcher through this variable wanted to study the relationship of AQ® on team
size, performances and other variables.

Did Leaders with smaller teams have

higher AQ® and vice-versa? Was the Control, Ownership, Reach and endurance
score of Leaders with larger teams higher or vice-versa?
3.8.19

Working Hours:

During the interview with the respondents, the researcher sought information on
the total working hours that they spent daily on the job. The researcher wanted to
study the relationship of the total working hours of a top management
professional with his/her AQ®, performance and the other variables.
3.8.20

Daily Travel Effort:

As per an article appeared in Times of India dated 14th October, 2010, City
commuters, who travel along the main arterial routes to work and back, will be
able to cut down on their travel time by over 50% once the new monorail and
Metro start plying in the next three years. Dilip Kawathkar, joint project director
of Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development Authority ( MMRDA), said, "The
travel studies show that the average daily travel time in the city is two hours. We
are sure that the new modes of transport will reduce the commuting time by half
for a large number of commuters.'' But till such time, with all the infrastructure
developments being undertaken at this moment, the road travel time & stress for
the working population has increased considerably. The researcher was keen to
study the relationship that daily travel efforts of the respondents had on AQ®,
performances and other variables.
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3.8.21

Pursuing Further Studies:

While interviewing the respondents, the researcher found that there were many
who wanted to pursue further studies, however owing to time constraints; they
were unable to do so. While a few working professionals were able to manage
their time at work, home and also devout some time to pursue further studies.
This variable was studied to ascertain the relationship it has on the AQ®,
performance and other variables of the respondents.
3.8.22

Multi-Skilling and Multi-Tasking:

The researcher sought information on whether the respondents were multi-skilling
and multi-tasking in their job role.

This variable was studied to ascertain the

relationship it has on the AQ®, performance and other variables of the
respondents.
3.8.23

Control Score:

There are four dimensions of Adversity Quotient® (AQ®), which are CORE®, which
means Control, Ownership, Reach and Endurance. Control measures the degree of
control that a person perceives he/she has over adverse situations. High AQ®
people perceive they have more control when adversity strikes. Control is a strong
gauge of resilience and health. There are two kinds of control: one is to what
extent one can influence the situation no matter how impossible it is; the second
is response control, or controlling one’s response to the adversity. The Control
scores of respondents were arranged in five bands. This variable was examined to
find the relationship it has with AQ® and performance and other variables.
3.8.24

Ownership Score:

Ownership measures the extent to which a person holds himself or herself
accountable for improving a situation. It is a strong gauge of accountability and
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likelihood to take action. High AQ® people take ownership for bettering situations
they had nothing to do with causing. The Ownership scores of respondents were
arranged in five bands. This variable was studied to ascertain the relationship of
ownership of a top management professional with AQ®, performance and other
variables.
3.8.25

Reach Score:

Reach is the perception of how large or far-reaching events will be into other parts
of one’s life. It is a strong gauge of perspective, burden, and stress level. Low
AQ® people allow adversity to affect all aspects of their lives. High AQ® people
contain the adversity to the immediate situation. The Reach scores of respondents
were arranged in five bands. This variable was examined to find the relationship
of Reach of a top management professional with AQ®, performance and other
variables.

3.8.26

Endurance Score:

Endurance is the perception of time over which good or bad events and their
consequences will last or endure. It is a strong gauge of hope or optimism. For
low AQ® people, the adversity lasts forever or at least for indefinite periods. High
AQ people limit the time adversity lasts to short periods. The difference is that low
AQ people tend to see the adversity as a permanent state, while high AQ people
perceive the adversity as a temporary condition. The Endurance scores of
respondents were arranged in five bands. This variable was studied to ascertain
the relationship of endurance of a top management professional with AQ,
performance and other variables.
3.8.27

Adversity Quotient® Score:

Adversity Quotient® (AQ®) is the science of human resilience. It is a valid
measure, a tool to ascend and a new theory of effectiveness. For businesses and
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corporate

organizations,

a

high-AQ®

workforce

translates

to

increased

productivity, effectiveness and innovation, as well as lower attrition and higher
morale. The Adversity Quotient® scores of respondents were arranged in five
bands. This variable was studied to ascertain the relationship it has on the
performance and productivity of a top management professional and also with the
other variables studied by the researcher.
3.8.28

Performance Scores:

Performance of a respondent indicated his/her direct output on the job viz. timely
&

successful completion

of

key

deliverables,

managing

team

motivation,

mentoring & work-flow monitoring, contributions towards enhancing quality,
contributions made by publishing white papers, being a brand ambassador. The
performance scores were provided for all respondents by either their Head –
Human Resources or the CEO of their organizations in the bands of Platinum,
Diamond, Gold, Silver and Bronze.

This variable was studied to ascertain the

relationship it has on the AQ®, performance and other variables of the
respondents.
3.8.29

Strengths Scores:

Strengths of a respondent indicated his/her behavioural disposition on the job
namely, discipline, timeliness, leadership, cost consciousness, perseverance,
completion sensitive, being positively charged, walking the talk.

The strength

scores too were provided for all respondents by either their Head – Human
Resources or the CEO of their organizations in the bands of Platinum, Diamond,
Gold, Silver and Bronze. This variable was studied to ascertain the relationship it
has on the AQ®, performance and other variables of the respondents.
3.8.30

Citizenship Category:

The researcher converted the Performance and Strengths scores provided for all
the respondents by either their Head – Human Resources or the CEO by providing
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a rating to each band. Platinum was equal to 5, Diamond equal to 4, Gold equal
to 3, Silver equal to 2 and Bronze equal to 1. Citizenship category was calculated
by adding the scores of Performance and strengths of each respondent. The final
scores were used by the researcher to bifurcate the respondents in three
Citizenship categories of Climbers, Campers and Quitters. This important variable
was studied to ascertain the relationship it has on the AQ® and other variables of
the respondents.

3.9 Sampling Techniques:
As per Trochim (2006), Sampling is the process of selecting units (e.g., people,
organizations) from a population of interest so that by studying the sample we
may fairly generalize our results back to the population from which they were
chosen.
When psychologists do research, they are often interested in developing theories
that would hold for all humans. But in most applied social research, interest is in
generalizing to specific groups. The group which is generalized is often called the
population in a study. This is the group from which sample is selected because
this is the group one is interested in generalizing to.
Thus the sampling process involves truly finding answers to the following:
Who do you want to generalize?

-

The Theoretical population

What population can you get access to? -

The Study population

How can you get access to them?

-

The Sampling frame

Who is in your study?

-

The Sample

Once the theoretical and accessible populations are identified, one more thing has
to be done before actually drawing a sample – getting a list of the members of the
accessible population. The listing of the accessible population from which the
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sample will be drawn is the Sampling frame. The sample is the group of people
who is selected to be in the study.

3.9.1 Types of Sampling:
Sampling can be classified into two broad categories:
Probability Sampling: Probability or random sampling gives all members of the
population a known chance of being selected for inclusion in the sample and this
does not depend upon previous events in the selection process. In other words,
the selection of individuals does not affect the chance of anyone else in the
population being selected.
Non-Probability Sampling: Non-probability sampling does not involve random
selection. Non-probability sampling methods are classified into two broad types:
accidental or purposive. Most sampling methods are purposive in nature because
usually the sampling problem is approached with a specific plan in mind.
The sampling technique applied in this study is Non- Probability Purposive
sampling with restricted sampling among carefully chosen response population of
top management working professionals from the Information Technology, Hotel,
Hospital, ITES/BPO and Retail Industries.

3.10 Selection Criteria:
Twelve commercial organizations from IT, Hotel, Hospital, ITES/BPO and Retail
Industry within defined size (roles, work experience, number of people etc.) was
chosen. For the purpose of establishing hypothesis, one each from 3 sectors was
chosen by the information known of their high performance and higher standards
of HR practices. The number of organizations for sampling or data collection was
not enhanced since the primary research established the clear trend and the
doctoral guide was convinced of the sample size.
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For each organization selected in this study the respondents were selected from
the Corporate as well as Line Function, involved fully in technical cum operational
responsibilities. A total of 131 top management working professionals participated
in this study. 38 respondents participated from three Information Technology
companies namely Infrasoft Technologies Limited, Goldensource Limited and
Hexaware Technologies Limited. 28 respondents participated from three Hotels
namely Hotel Taj Lands End, The Orchid Hotel and Renaissance Hotel. 26
respondents participated from two Hospitals namely Hiranandani Hospital and The
Lok Group of Hospitals. 25 respondents participated from two Retail companies
namely Shoppers Stop Limited and Aditya Birla Retail and 14 respondents
participated from two ITES and BPO companies namely Zenta and WNS Global
Services. Hence the total sample size of 131 respondents was selected for
application of the study.

3.11 Data Collection Techniques:
Data-collection techniques allow us to systematically collect information about our
objects of study (people, objects, phenomena) and about the settings in which
they occur.
In the collection of data we have to be systematic. If data are collected
haphazardly, it will be difficult to answer our research questions in a conclusive
way.
Various data collection techniques can be used such as:


Psychometric Tests



Using available information



Observing



Interviewing (face-to-face)



Administering written questionnaires



Focus group discussions



Projective techniques, mapping, scaling
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Interviewing and Administering of written questionnaires were the two main data
collection techniques used in the AQ® study.
An Interview is a data-collection technique that involves oral questioning of
respondents, either individually or as a group. Answers to the questions posed
during an interview can be recorded by writing them down (either during the
interview itself or immediately after the interview) or by tape-recording the
responses, or by a combination of both. Interviews can be conducted with varying
degrees of flexibility. The unstructured or loosely structured method of asking
questions can be used for interviewing individuals as well as groups of key
informants.
A Written Questionnaire, also referred to as self-administered questionnaire, is
a data collection tool in which written questions are presented that are to be
answered by the respondents in written form.
A written questionnaire can be administered in different ways, such as by:


Sending questionnaires by mail with clear instructions on how to answer the
questions and asking for mailed responses;



Gathering all or part of the respondents in one place at one time, giving oral or
written instructions, and letting the respondents fill out the questionnaires; or



Hand-delivering questionnaires to respondents and collecting them later.

The questions can be either open-ended or closed, with pre-categorized answers.
For the purpose of this study there were three questionnaires used namely, the
AQ Profiler® - tool used to measure the resilience levels of leaders, the Additional
Variables Form – used to capture the additional variables required for the study
and the Employee Evaluation Form – used to capture the performance variables of
respondents.
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3.12 Description of Tools used for Data Collection:

A total of 30 biographic, work, adversity quotient® and Performance variables
were considered in this study. The researcher selected the tool already developed
by Dr. Paul Stoltz and his team from the Peak Learning Organization to ascertain
the Adversity Quotient® of 131 top management professionals.

Further in the

data collection phase, the researcher also constructed her own questionnaire to
obtain additional relevant information and also to solicit the performance ratings
of the respondents. All these tools, appropriately designed and applied, helped in
getting the data which could be used for testing the hypothesis. The researcher
used the following three tools for her study:
I.

Adversity Quotient profile® version 8.1 on-line

II.

Additional Variables Form and

III. The Employee Evaluation Form

I.

The Adversity Quotient profile® version 8.1 on-line:
(Stoltz, 2008)

The AQ Profile® is the most robust instrument in existence for assessing resilience
— the capacity to respond constructively to adversity and challenges of all sorts.
Adversity Quotient® (AQ®) is about how one respond to life. At the most basic
level, the Adversity Quotient Profile® marries events with responses. It is a gauge
or measure of how one respond and deal with everything, from everyday hassles
to the big adversities that life can spring up.
The Adversity Quotient Profile® version 8.1 on-line profiler is a tool which has 14
scenarios. Each scenario is followed by four questions to be responded on a 5
point Likert scale. Each of the four questions represents and is scored on a
distinction dimension. For each scenario the respondent has to imagine that the
event is real and happening right now.

The profile captures variables such as

gender, age, role, industry and also gives the score of the 4 dimensions of AQ®
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which is Core, Ownership, Reach, Endurance and the total AQ® score. Each of
these dimensions measures a different facet of AQ®. The score on each dimension
of AQ® profile ranges from 10 to 50 and the score of Adversity Quotient® ranges
from 40 to 200.

Reliability of the Tool:

The AQ Profile® (8.1) is an oppositional, scale-based, forced-choice questionnaire
designed to gauge an individual’s resilience — that is, their capacity to respond
constructively to difficulties — by eliciting their hardwired response pattern to a
broad range of adverse events (Stoltz, 1997). The AQ® Profile has been tested
across respondents from 51 countries, and has demonstrated strong universality
and applicability across cultures. The AQ® Profile and each of its CORE®
dimensions have shown high reliabilities by the founder of AQ®.

Table 3.3: Coefficient Alpha Reliabilities (N=1743)
Scale

Global Mean

Control

0.82

41

Ownership

0.83

45

Reach

0.84

32

Endurance

0.80

36

Adversity Quotient®

0.91

154

(Source: http://www.peaklearning.com/about_aq-profile_technical-data_stats.php)

Reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) can range from zero to one. In repeated,
independent studies conducted by ETS (the producer of the SAT), the AQ® Profile
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and each of its CORE® dimensions have been shown to be highly reliable, or
consistent. The Profile has an overall reliability of .91, higher than most popularly
accepted psychological instruments and achievement tests as stated in the

table above.

Tool Interpretation:
The scores of the Dimensions of AQ® ranges from 1 to 50 each, with a global
mean of 41 for Control, 45 for Ownership, 32 for Reach and 36 for Endurance.
AQ® scores range from 40 to 200, with a global mean of 154. Those scoring 178
to 200 was construed to have a High AQ® while those scoring in the range of 161
– 177 had moderately high AQ®. Respondents scoring 135 – 160 were construed
to have a moderate AQ® while those scoring in the range of 118 – 134 had
moderately low AQ®. Those who score less that 118, are low on their AQ®.

II. Additional Variables form:
The Additional Variable Form was used to collect demographic information such as
education, socio-economic status, type of family, number of family members,
marital status, spouse status, number of children, total working experience,
experience in the current company, roles grown till date, roles grown in the
current company, duration in each role, travel effort, team size, working hours,
further studies and multi-skilling & multi-tasking. All the variables considered are
a part & parcel of the daily routine of any top management working professional.
Theses variables were obtained to understand and check their relationship with
AQ® and Performance. The researcher was also keen to observe the impact that
these variables had on the AQ® of the top management professionals who
participated in this study.
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III. The Employee Evaluation Form:
This Form/questionnaire was designed to seek performance related confidential
information about the respondents /employees of the participating companies.
Since the data obtained through this form was the performance and strengths
rating of employees, it was sought from either the Head – Human Resources or
from the CEO of the organization since the target population in this study was top
management employees of participating organizations. Feedback was collected
through this form in the areas of on-the-job performance and strengths of the
senior managers.
On-the-job performance evaluation was undertaken for timely & successful
completion of key deliverables, managing team motivation, mentoring & workflow monitoring, resolving conflicts, contributions towards enhancing quality,
contributions made by publishing white papers, being a brand ambassador.
Strengths demonstrated by the senior managers in their behavioural disposition
on the job namely discipline, timeliness, integrity & accountability, leadership,
adaptability, cost consciousness, perseverance, completion sensitive, being
positively charged, energetic & highly result driven, walking the talk were
evaluated. Employee Evaluation was undertaken by the organizational heads by
giving their ratings on a 5 point scale of Platinum, Diamond, Gold, Silver and
Bronze.
The source of data gathering for the Performance data from the sample was
undertaken by a form designed. This form was designed by the researcher and its
validity established. For this purpose the Proforma was given to experts, viz. three
heads of Human Resources, senior HR stalwarts from corporate organizations. The
Proforma was finalized taking into account the observations received from these
experts and later sent to the participating companies to solicit responses. The
performance review being one sided (by the appraiser) and undertaken
subjectively, it may have a restriction owing to the perception of the appraiser.
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3.13 Administration Procedure & Data Collection:
The entire administration and data collection of this study was undertaken in the
following steps by the researcher:
1. Five Service Sector Industries focused on Customer Orientation, On-Time
Delivery, High Service Levels and Continuous Improvement was selected
initially for applying the AQ® study.
2. Having selected these five industries, the researcher then choose twelve
organizations from these industries, companies who believed that Customer
Orientation & relationships are of paramount for the continuity of organizations
and also lived the challenges of building employee motivation, productivity and
nurturing leaders on a continuous basis.
3. The researcher sent e-mails to the concerned authorities in all the selected
organizations about the study, its significance and it’s objectives. The areas in
which the researcher required their help in supporting the research was
highlighted and the researcher requested & scheduled appointments to meet
the concerned authorities.
4. The researcher then had multiple briefings sessions with the CEO’s, Head –
Human Resources, Direct Line Managers, Leaders and the Employees
themselves in these twelve organizations.
Since there was a major global slowdown in 2009-2010 and the whole world
was going through an economic crises; it was a big challenge for the
researcher to convince organizations to participate in this study. Most of the
organizations felt that the study came at a time, when if applied to their
employees, there would be a climate of fear in the minds of their employees
about their stability, since many organizations were down sizing their top
management professionals to cut costs.
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However the researcher could seek the support of twelve organizations for this
study as against the forty companies who had initially shown their interest in
participating in the study.

5. The researcher obtained permission to collect data from the employees. It was
necessary to obtain resources and permission for the study at several levels in
the participating organisations.

The researcher identified and obtained the

resources needed to collect data. The researcher also identified specific types
of assistance that will be needed and presented these requests during the
briefing sessions.

6. The researcher reviewed the availability of employees of participating
companies and organized logistics for data collection. The researcher visited all
twelve organizations and met the competent authority in order to understand
the physical and manpower limitations, constraints and special circumstances
that could influence data collection.
7. The respondents were given the questionnaire containing 14 situations. They
were advised to tick their responses and return the completed questionnaire.
On receipt the values from each of the respondents; the data collected was
uploaded on the on-line AQ Profiler®. The final CORE® and AQ® scores were
sent by Dr. Paul Stoltz’s team in an excel spreadsheet which was later
incorporated into the main data file.
8. During this phase, the researcher also identified suitable members of the HR
Team who committed to help in getting the questionnaires handed over to the
target population, collect the completed forms and hand over the complete
forms back to the researcher.
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9.

The researcher refined, pre-tested and revised the research instruments and
procedures for data collection. The researcher also finalized and updated the
master sheets, including quantitative as well as qualitative data (using key
words). She filled in some of the cross-tables. This process helped the
researcher to make realistic assessment of the entire data collection and
analysis process.

10. The researcher met each respondent either personally or connected with the
them on telephone or through e-mails and obtained the required data for the
additional variables.
11. The researcher met the Head of Human Resources of each organization and
obtained their feedback through the Employee Evaluation Form for each of
their respondent in the areas of their on-the job performances and their
strengths displayed in their overall disposition at work.

12. The researcher processed the completed relevant & valid data collected. After
collecting and sorting the data, all data were checked & re-checked for errors.
The steps during this process included editing/cleaning of data collected,
categorizing and coding the data, summarizing data on data master sheet etc.
13. The researcher provided each respondent a summary of their individual CORE®
& AQ® score and its interpretation. The researcher also provided each designated
official from the twelve organizations a summary of the CORE® and AQ® scores
and its interpretation for all the employees who participated in the AQ® study
from their organizations.

14. The researcher finally analyzed the data collected using relevant statistical tools
and observed the relationships of variables with AQ®, CORE® and performance to
test the set hypothesizes and also achieve the set objectives of the study.
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The researcher concluded the study by bringing out her observations through
interpretations made based on the data analysis. The researcher brought out the
limitations and challenges that she faced in the journey of her research study and
also provided her suggestions and recommendations for further research on this
subject. The researcher finally brought out her observations by providing a list of how
AQ® may be used as an effective tool to help strengthen various HR processes and
how it can be viewed as a new dimension for employers.
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CHAPTER – 4
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
4.1 Introduction
4.2

Frequency Distribution Tables & Graphs For
Sample Variables
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Frequency Distribution of Sample
Characteristics
4.1 Introduction
Cooper & Schindler (2008) explains that several useful techniques for displaying
data are used in the exploratory data analysis. They are essential to any
examination of the data. A frequency table is a simple device for arraying data. It
arrays data by assigned numerical value, with columns for percent, valid percent
(percent adjusted for missing data), and cumulative percent. The same data can
also be presented in pie chart and bar charts. The frequency distribution table
provides important information about the population from which a sample was
drawn.
The researcher thus brought out the relative frequency and the percentage
frequency for all the 31 dependent and independent variables used in this study in
tables and also presented graphical representation of data.
Kothari (1999) expressed that the Relative frequency of a particular observation
or class interval is found by dividing the frequency (f) by the number of
observations (n): that is, (f ÷ n). Thus:
Relative frequency = frequency ÷ number of observations
The percentage frequency is found by multiplying each relative frequency value by
100. Thus:
Percentage frequency = relative frequency X 100 = f ÷ n X 100
The frequency distribution for each variable has been presented and explained for
all the total of 131 respondents from the 5 different industries and also Industry
specific pertaining individually to the Information Technology, Hotel, Hospital,
Retail and BPO industries.
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4.2 Frequency Distribution tables and graphs of variables:
The following pages bring out tables and graphs showing the frequency
distribution for each of the variables used in this study.

Table 4.1: Frequency Distribution for Gender of Top Management
Professionals – All Industries and Industry specific

Gender

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

Male

94

72

34

89

22

79

11

42

19

76

8

57

Female

37

28

4

11

6

21

15

58

6

24

6

43

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

A total of 131 Top Management Professionals of 12 Organizations from Five
Service Industries participated in this research out of which 72% are males and
28% are females.
A total of 38 senior professionals participated in this study from the IT industry,
89% were males and 11% were females. 28 senior professionals participated in
this study from the Hotel industry, 79% were males and 21% were females. 26
senior professionals participated in this study from the Hospital industry, 42%
were males and 58% were females. 25 senior professionals participated in this
study from the Retail industry, 76% were males and 24% were females. 14 senior
professionals participated in this study from the BPO industry, 57% were males
and 43% were females.
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Graph 4.1: Frequency Distribution for Gender – All Industries and
Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed that more than 1/4th of the total population who participated
in this study was females occupying very senior positions in organizations.
This shows that in current times there is an acceptance of female employees and
encouragement for them to take up senior level leadership roles in most
industries in India. The same is noted globally too as highlighted by Carter & Silva
(2010) stating that women represent 3% of Fortune 500 CEOs and 15% of
corporate executives but with time the numbers would increase. In addition,
companies have implemented programs to fix structural biases against women
and support their full participation in leadership roles.
It may be observed that males were in majority across industries except in
Hospital. Overall there were 72% males as against only 28% females. This is
somewhat expected in top management cadre in most industries in India.
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Table 4.2: Frequency Distribution for Age of Top Management
Professionals – All Industries and Industry specific

Age

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage
50 &

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

06

4

0

0

2

7

2

8

1

4

1

7

45 – 49

18

14

6

16

6

22

2

8

4

16

0

0

40 – 44

29

22

11

29

7

25

3

11

6

24

2

14

35 – 39

50

38

18

47

5

18

12

47

11

44

4

29

31 – 34

18

14

3

8

4

14

3

11

3

12

5

36

27 – 30

10

8

0

0

4

14

4

15

0

0

2

14

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

above

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed that the 131 Top Management Professionals from the 12
Organizations belonged to the age group of 27 to 58 years. High frequency was
seen in the age bracket of 35 to 39 years i.e. 38% respondents belonged to this
age bracket. The next highest frequency was seen in the age bracket of 40 to 44
years having 22%respondents in this group and finally in 2 age brackets of 45 to
49 years and 31 – 34 years both having 14% respondents respectively.
It may be observed that the 38 Top Management Professionals who participated in
this study from the IT industry belonged to the age group of 31 to 49 years. A
whopping 92% number of senior professionals were from the age band of 35 to
49 years and 8% senior professionals belonged to the age group of 31 to 34
years. 47% respondents were from the age group of 35 to 39 years. This shows
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the fast track growth and the leadership opportunities one can expect in the IT
industry even at a young age.
28 respondents from the Hotel industry belonged to the age group of 27 to above
50 years. 65% were from the age group of 35 to 49 years, 28% were from the
age group of 27 to 34 years and 7% were from the age group of above 50 years.
India has emerged as an attractive tourist destination as well as a country where
there has been an increase in business travels too. Owing to this there has been a
steep increase in hotel occupancy levels as posted on Businesswire India on 7th
Oct, 2010 titled “India’s Hotel Industry focusing on next-generation technologies.”
It may be observed that 47% leaders were from the age group of 40 to 49 years
and 46% leaders were from the age group of 27 to 39 years. This shows the
planned level of nurturing and succession of fresh leaders prevalent in the hotel
industry in India to facilitate the growing need of Leaders in the hotel industry.
26 respondents from the Hospital industry belonged to the age group of 27 to
above 50 years. In the past two decades, the hospital industry has undergone
many changes. It is now convenient for people to make choices between going to
a government hospital or a private one and also opt from within the private
hospitals available (Indian Hospital Industry: Changing Horizons by Suneel Arora,
The ICFAI University Press ©2007 pg.29) It may be observed that from the 2
private hospitals considered for this study, 58% senior administrative and medical
professionals were from the age group of 35 to 44 years, 26% were from the age
group of 27 to 34 years and 16% were from the age group of above 45 years.
This shows that even in the hospital industry, the numbers of medical
professionals and managers absorbed and nurtured in the younger age group are
higher (almost 84% between 27 to 44 years of age) than the highly senior
professionals (16% who are above 45 years.)
25 respondents from the Retail industry belonged to the age group of 31 to above
50 years. Leading retail organizations have been quick to realize that they need to
build talent internally given the growth that is expected within the industry in the
long run (The Great Retail Talent War-Human Capital, January 2007 pg.20) It
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may be observed that 84% leaders from the 2 retail organizations were from the
age group of 35 to 49 years, 12% were from the age group of 31 to 34 years and
4% were from the age group of above 50 years.
14 respondents from the BPO industry belonged to the age group of 27 to 44
years. It may be observed that 50% senior managers were from the age group of
27 to 34 years, 43% were from the age group of 35 to 44 years and 7% was
above 50 years of age. This shows that almost 79% of the population of Leaders
in the BPO industry belonged to the age bracket of 27 to 39 years. This only
supports a study done by the Indian arm of consulting firm Hay Group which
revealed that employee turnover costs in BPO firms are about 76% of their annual
salary costs. Faced with escalating rehiring costs and scarcity of talent, the Indian
BPO industry is seeking solace in developing talent internally.

Graph 4.2: Frequency Distribution for Age – All Industries
and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed that almost 3/4th of the population i.e. 74% of Leaders from
the 5 industries belonged to the age group of 31 years to 44 years and as low as
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4% Leaders were 50 years and above. This only confirms the welcome change
across industries in India where younger managers are being nurtured and
facilitated to take up senior level leadership roles.
It may be observed that across all five industries highest number of senior
managers were from the age group of 31 to 44 years i.e. 84% in IT, 57% in
Hotel, 69% in Hospital, 80% in Retail and 79% in BPO. This is somewhat
expected since across all industries there is a shortage and scarcity of good
leaders and hence the need to internally nurture leaders by providing them the
platform to perform at a younger age.

Table 4.3: Frequency Distribution for Role of Top Management
Professionals – All Industries and Industry specific

Role

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage
Medical
Professional
CEO and
Director

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Retail

BPO

Perce

No

Perce

No

Perce

ntage

s.

ntage

s.

ntage

19

15

0

0

0

0

19

74

0

0

0

0

15

11

9

24

5

18

0

0

1

4

0

0

16

12

2

5

0

0

0

0

4

16

10

71

48

37

14

37

12

43

4

15

17

68

1

8

31

24

13

34

10

36

3

11

2

8

3

21

02

02

0

0

1

3

0

0

1

4

0

0

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

Vice
President
and Asst. VP
Divisional
Head
Manager

Executive
Assistants

TOTAL

EA=Executive Assistant, MGR=Manager, DH=Divisional Head, VP-AVP=Vice President & Assoc. Vice President,
CEO-D=CEO & Director, MP=Medical Professional

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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The study was conducted on 131 Top Management Professionals across six
distinct roles. The roles performed by these professionals were CEO and Director,
Vice President & Assistant Vice President, Divisional Head, Manager, Executive
Assistants and Medical Professional. High frequency was seen in role performed by
the Divisional Heads i.e. 37% respondents. The next highest frequency was seen
in the role of the managers where there were 24% respondents and finally in the
role of Medical Professional i.e. 15% respondents, followed by Vice Presidents &
Assistant VP role i.e. 12% respondents, next the CEO & Directors role i.e. 11%
respondents and finally the Executive Assistants role wherein 2% Professionals
participated in the study.

Of the 38 leaders who participated in this study from the IT Industry, 37% were
Divisional Heads followed by 34% who were Managers, 24% who were CEO or
Directors and 5% of Vice Presidents and / or Associate Vice Presidents. From the
28 leaders who participated in this study from the Hotel Industry, 43% were
Divisional Heads followed by 36% who were Managers, 18% who were CEO or
Directors and 3% Executive Assistant.
Of the 26 leaders who participated in this study from the Hospital Industry, 74%
were experienced Medical Professionals followed by 15% who were Divisional
Heads, and 11% of Managers. From the 25 leaders who responded from the Retail
Industry, 68% were Divisional Heads followed by 16% who were Vice Presidents
or Associate Vice Presidents, 8% who were Managers, 1% who were CEO or
Directors and 1% of Executive Assistant.
Of the 14 leaders who participated in this study from the BPO Industry, 71% were
Vice Presidents or Associate Vice Presidents followed by 21% who were Managers
and 8% of Divisional Heads.
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Graph 4.3: Frequency Distribution for Role – All Industries
and Industry specific

EA=Executive Assistant, MGR=Manager, DH=Divisional Head, VP-AVP=Vice President & Assoc. Vice President,
CEO-D=CEO & Director, MP=Medical Professional

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed Divisional Heads and Managers comprised of higher numbers
as the case is prevalent in today’s times across industries in India. As one goes
higher in role or designation the numbers get shriveled. Hence as is seen the
number of Vice Presidents or CEO and Directors is less.
It may be observed across the five industries that employees at Divisional Head
levels were highest in IT (37%), Hotel (43%) and Retail (68%) and Medical
Professionals (74%) was highest in Hospital, likewise senior professionals
performing the role of Vice President/s (71%) was the highest in BPO. This implies
that across industries there is a provision for having more Divisional Heads with a
view for them to groom fresh talents and at the same time for them to have a
scope to grow and facilitate the Organization’s sustainability. The Divisional Heads
being the key integrating element between the Organizations Board on one hand
and their team (employees) on the other hand; has to face the daily adversities
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and turn them into opportunities and timely deliveries for themselves, their team
and their organization.

Table 4.4: Category & Role Consideration of 131 Top Management
Professionals from 5 Industries
Category
CEO and Director
Vice President and Asst.
VP

Roles Considered
CEO-Super Markets,
Operations)

Director

(PSG,

Projects,

Room,

Vice Presidents (Compensation, Private Label Business,
Marketing & Branding, Internal Audit, Learning &
Development,
Infrastructure,
Human
Resources,
Information Technology, Finance, Operations) and Asst.
Vice Presidents

Divisional Head

Head (Human Resources, Finance, Administration, Sales &
Marketing, Delivery, Customer Support Services, Global,
Systems & Networks, National Business, Accounts, Chief
Peoples Officer, Customer Care, Master Chef, Financial
Controller, General Manager, Application Development,
Institutional Sales, Lifestyle & Speciality Projects, Loyalty,
Operations, People Development, Training & Development,
Engineering, Food & Beverages, Operation South,
Purchase, Information Technology, Quality Assurance,
Trading-Buying & Merchandising, Trading-Menswear)

Manager

Manager (Projects, Managing Consultant, Public Relations,
Finance, Senior Technical Architect, Principal Consultant,
Human Resources, Security, Front Office, Employee
Management,
Category,
Customer
Care,
Food
&
Beverages)

Executive Assistants

Executive Assistant to CEO

Medical Professional

Head-Nurse,
Chief
Pharmacist,
ENT
Surgeon,
MD/DGO/DNB, Consultant Physician, TPA In-charge,
ICU/NICU
In-charge,
Dentist,
Infertility
Specialist,
Cardiology, Ophthalmologist, Orthopedic, Pediatrician,
Gynecologist
(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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Table 4.5: Frequency Distribution for Industry to which the 131 Top
Management Professionals Belonged
Industry

Frequency

Percentage

Information Technology

38

29

Hotel

28

21

Hospital

26

20

Retail

25

19

BPO

14

11

TOTAL

131

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The study was applied to a total of 131 Top Management Professionals from 5
different service industries. The Industries to which the Top Management
Professionals belonged were Information Technology, Hotel, Hospital, BPO and
Retail. High frequency was seen in the Information Technology Industry i.e. 29%
senior professionals belonged to 3 organizations from this Industry.
The next highest frequency was seen in the Hotel Industry where there were 21%
senior professionals from 3 hotels and finally in the Hospital Industry i.e. 20%
senior professionals from 2 hospitals, followed by the Retail Industry i.e. 19%
senior professionals from 2 retail organizations and lastly the Retail Industry
wherein

11%

Top

Management

Professionals

from

2

BPO

organizations

participated in the study.
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Graph 4.4: Frequency Distribution for Industry

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed that highest number of senior professionals who participated
in this research was from the Information Technology industry, followed by Hotel,
Hospital and Retail.
The adversity which every top management professional has to face in each of
this industry is almost similar, since it caters to highest service levels where time
is the essence, quality the differentiator and excellence becomes a habit of life.
Each of the industries was adequately represented in the sample.
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Table 4.6: Industry wise Listing of Companies who participated in
the Study
List of Companies who participated in this study from the 5 Industries are:
Industry

Companies

Information Technology

Infrasoft Technologies Limited
The Goldensource Limited
Hexaware Technologies Limited

Hotel

Hotel Taj Lands End
The Orchid Hotel
Renaissance Hotel

Hospital

Hiranandani Hospital
The Lok Group of Hospitals

BPO

Zenta
WNS Global Services

Retail

Shoppers Stop Limited
Aditya Birla Retail
(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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Table 4.7: Frequency Distribution for Educational Qualification of Top
Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Qualificati

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

on

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Hotel

Perce

No

Perce

ntage

s.

ntage

Hospital
Nos.

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

Professional

28

21

2

5

2

7

17

65

6

24

1

7

Post
Graduation

54

41

13

34

10

36

4

15

17

68

10

72

Graduation

49

37

23

61

16

57

5

19

2

8

3

21

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The table above depicts the Frequency Distribution of Education amongst the 131
Top Management Professionals who participated in this study and specific to each
industry. High frequency was seen in the group of respondents with Post
Graduation qualification with 41% senior managers belonging to this group. The
next highest frequency was seen in 37% respondents who were Graduates.
Lastly, 21% respondents belonged to the group having Professional qualifications
which included medical professionals and CA-CS.
Of the 38 leaders who participated in this study from the IT Industry, highest
frequency was seen in 61% leader’s who were either engineers or graduates with
a technical qualification followed by 34% leaders who were well equipped with a
masters post graduate qualification, an MBA or equivalent and 5% leaders having
professional qualification being a CA/CS.
From the 28 leaders who participated in this study from the Hotel Industry,
highest frequency was seen in 57% leader’s who were graduates, done their
diploma in Hotel management. 36% leaders were well equipped with a masters
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post graduate qualification, an MBA or equivalent followed by 7% leaders having
professional qualification being a CA/CS.
Of the 26 leaders who participated in this study from the Hospital Industry,
highest frequency was seen in 65% medical professionals have done an MS either
in Orthopedic, Ophthalmology, ENT or an MD either in DNB(Fertility), DNB(OBGY),
Pediatrics, Cardiology, Medicine or an MS-MD-Dental, M.Sc-Nursing. 15% leaders
were well equipped with a masters post graduate qualification, an MBA or
equivalent followed by 19% leaders who were having a graduation qualification.
From the 25 leaders who responded from the Retail Industry, highest frequency
was seen in 68% leader’s were post graduates with and MBA or an equivalent
qualification, followed with 24% leaders equipped with a professional qualification
like Ph.D, CA or an Architect and lastly 8% leaders who were graduates.
Of the 14 leaders who participated in this study from the BPO Industry, highest
frequency was seen in 72% leader’s who were post graduates with an MBA or
equivalent degree, followed by 21% leaders were graduates and lastly 7%, a
leader who is a CA.
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Graph 4.5: Frequency Distribution for Educational Qualification –
All Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

There is currently growth is most sectors in India and the level of recruitment is also high.
From the above chart, it may be observed that 41% leaders in organizations were post
graduates and 21% were professionally qualified too. Hence, it supports the fact that
across industries, organizations prefer to employ incumbents with post graduation
qualifications and also encourage their existing employees to upgrade themselves.
This directly brands the organization as being highly knowledge centric with their
human capital able to absorb and implement most difficult challenges. Thus they
are able to experiment on highly analytical models learnt in their academics to
make a turn-around in their business.
From the above chart, it may be observed that huge emphasis is given on
absorption of engineers in the IT industry, hence it may be seen that a high 61%
population of the 38 employees who participated in this study fell in this category,
followed by 34% having an MBA or equivalent degree. The same was observed in
the hotel industry too with the absorption of graduates being the highest at 57%
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followed by 36% in the PG category. While in the hospital industry, 65%
population was professionals, doctors with and MS or MD qualification.
In the retail industry it may be seen that the absorption of post graduates were
the highest at 68% which means that there is a need for more of analytics in
order to make decisions about future product development, tactical planning, and
marketing campaigns in order to position the company’s products and pricing
successfully against major competitors. The same is with the BPO industry were
the leaders with post graduation qualifications were the highest at 72%

The following educational qualifications were considered while categorizing for bringing
out the frequency distribution for education of Top Management Professionals:

Table 4.8: Category & Education Consideration of Top Management
Professionals
Category

Education Considered

Graduation

Bachelor of Engineering, Bachelor of Commerce, Bachelor
of Science, Hotel Management, Diploma in Computers,
Bachelor of Technology, Diploma in Pharmacy, Bachelor of
Arts, Secretarial Practice.

Post-Graduation

Masters in Business Administration, Masters in Human
Resources, Masters in Marketing, Masters in Labour
Studies, CAIIB, Masters in Commerce, Civil Services,
Practiced Microsoft Professional, CA – Inter, Masters in
Social Work, Masters in Finance, Masters in Organization
Development, Masters in Nursing,

Professional

Chartered Accountant and Company Secretary, MSOrthopedic, MD-DNB (Fertility), MD-DNB (OBGY), MSOphthalmology, MD-Dental, MD-Pediatrics, MD-Cardiology,
MD-Medicine, Architect, MS- ENT.
(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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Table 4.9: Frequency Distribution for Socio Economic Status of Top
Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Socio
Economi
c Status

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

Upper
Middle
Class

71

54

23

61

14

50

12

46

15

60

7

50

Middle
Class

60

46

15

39

14

50

14

54

10

40

7

50

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

A total of 131 Top Management Professionals of 12 Organizations from Five
Service Industries participated in this research out of which the Socio Economic
Status of 54% senior managers belonged to the Upper Middle Class and 46%
belonged to Middle Class. For this bifurcation, the top management professionals
whose annual cost to company exceeded Rs.20.00 Lakhs per annum was
considered in the Upper Middle Class Status.
The above table illustrates the Frequency Distribution of Socio Economic Status of
131 leaders specific to each industry. Of the 38 leaders who participated in this
study from the IT Industry, highest frequency was seen in 61% leader’s whose
annual compensation was more than 20 lakhs per annum and 39% leaders whose
annual compensation was less than 20 lakhs per annum.
From the 28 leaders who participated in this study from the Hotel Industry, there
was an equitable distribution with 50% leader’s drawing an annual compensation
of more than 20 lakhs per annum and 50% leaders drawing an annual
compensation of less than 20 lakhs per annum.
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Of the 26 leaders who participated in this study from the Hospital Industry,
highest frequency was seen in 54% professionals whose annual income was less
than 20 lakhs followed by 46% professionals whose annual income was more than
20 lakhs.
From the 25 leaders who responded from the Retail Industry, highest frequency
was seen in 60% leader’s whose annual salary was more than 20 lakhs per
annum followed by 40% leaders whose annual salary was less than 20 lakhs per
annum.
Of the 14 leaders who participated in this study from the BPO Industry, there was
an equitable distribution with 50% leader’s drawing an annual compensation of
more than 20 lakhs per annum and 50% leaders drawing an annual compensation
of less than 20 lakhs per annum.

Graph 4.6: Frequency Distribution for Socio Economic Status – All
Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Inspite of year 2009-10 having a lot of salary freeze and salary cuts across
industries owing to the global slow down, it may be observed that 54% leaders
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were drawing an annual cost to company of more than 20 Lakhs per annum. A
survey by HR consulting firm Mercer also shows that companies are restarting
hiring after a year which saw most them trim workforce levels to cut costs and
compete in the worst global recession since the Great Depression in the 1930s.
From the above chart it may be observed that 61% and 60% senior managers
from the IT and Retail Industry respectively and 50% senior managers from the
Hotel and BPO industry were earning an annual compensation of more than 20
lakhs per annum. It is intriguing to observe that 54% professionals from the
hospital industry drew an annual compensation of less than 20 lakhs per annum.
IDFC security studies reveal that there is a clear bias within skilled professionals
including doctors towards the private sector. (Article “Future Trends in Healthcare
Industry in India” appearing in Express Healthcare anniversary special Jan 2011)

Table 4.10: Frequency Distribution for Family Composition of Top
Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Family
Composi
tion

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

Joint

57

44

26

68

9

32

11

42

6

24

5

36

Nuclear

74

56

12

32

19

68

15

58

19

76

9

64

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The above table illustrates the Frequency Distribution of Family Composition of
131 leaders in total and specific to each industry. 56% senior managers were
staying in a nuclear family composition while 44% senior managers stayed in a
Joint family setup. Of the 38 leaders who participated in this study from the IT
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Industry, high frequency was seen in 68% leader’s who stayed in Joint family
while 32% leaders were staying in a nuclear family composition.
From the 28 leaders who participated in this study from the Hotel Industry, high
frequency was seen in 68% leader’s staying in a nuclear family composition while
32% leaders stayed in a joint family setup. Of the 26 leaders who participated in
this study from the Hospital Industry, high frequency was seen in 58%
professionals staying in nuclear family composition and 42% professionals staying
in a joint family setup.
From the 25 leaders who responded from the Retail Industry, high frequency was
seen in 76% leader’s staying in a nuclear setup while 24% leaders stayed in a
joint family composition. Of the 14 leaders who participated in this study from the
BPO Industry, high frequency was seen in 64% leader’s staying in a nuclear setup
while 36% leaders stayed in a joint family composition.

Graph 4.7: Frequency Distribution for Family Composition – All
Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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It may be observed that since more professionals are moving out of their home
towns and being employed in the cities or foreign countries, the joint family
composition is fast disappearing. In current times professionals are staying in a
nuclear family setup and hence face more adversities on a daily basis.
It may be observed that only in the IT industry the joint family composition (68%)
is higher than the nuclear family composition (32%) as compared to all other four
industries. This could be owing to many IT organizations setup in places other
than the metro cities in India too. Whereas it may be observed that most of the
Hotels, Hospitals, Retail & BPO companies are currently setup in the metro cities
of India and hence the Nuclear family composition being higher in these
industries. Due to career obligations, opportunities, and the desire to go to new
places, fewer and fewer couples choose to or can live near their parents or close
relatives.

Table 4.11: Frequency Distribution for Number of Family Members of
Top Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
No. of

All (5)

Information

Family

Industries

Technology

Membe

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

rs

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

BPO

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

6&
above

18

14

5

13

6

21

3

11

3

12

1

5

33

25

14

37

3

11

8

31

4

16

4

4

39

30

10

26

10

36

9

35

7

28

3

21

3

33

25

9

24

7

25

5

19

9

36

3

21

1,2

08

06

0

0

2

7

1

4

2

8

3

21

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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8
29

The table above depicts the Frequency Distribution of the number of family
members residing with the Top Management Professional who participated in this
study. High frequency was seen in 30% respondents who had 4 family members
staying with them.
The next highest frequency was seen in 50% respondents who had either 3 or 5
family members staying with them. 14% respondents had either 6 or more than 6
family members staying with them. Lastly 6% respondents had either 1 or 2
family members staying with them.
The above table illustrates the frequency distribution of number of family
members of 131 leaders specific to each industry. Of the 38 leaders who
participated in this study from the IT Industry, high frequency was seen in 37%
leader’s whose family comprised of 5 members followed by 26% with 4 family
members and 24% with 3 family members. 13% leaders had more that 6 family
members.
From the 28 leaders who participated in this study from the Hotel Industry, high
frequency was seen in 36% leader’s whose family comprised of 4 members
followed by 25% having 3 family members. 21% leaders had 6 or more than 6
family members and 11% had 5 members staying in the family. Of the 26 leaders
who participated in this study from the Hospital Industry, high frequency was
seen in 35% professionals whose family comprised of 4 members followed by
31% having 5 family members. 19% had 3 family members and 11% had 6 or
above 6 family members staying together.
From the 25 leaders who responded from the Retail Industry, high frequency was
seen in 36% leader’s whose family comprised of 3 members followed by 28% with
4 family members. 16% had 5 members staying in the family and 12% had 6 or
more than 6 members staying in the family. Of the 14 leaders who participated in
this study from the BPO Industry, high frequency was seen in 29% leader’s whose
family comprised of 5 members followed by 21% professionals whose families
comprised of either 2, 3 or 4 family members.
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Graph 4.8: Frequency Distribution for Number of Family Members –
All Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed that there were 30% professionals having 4 family members
staying with them. Of this 27% professionals were married and staying with their
spouse and 2 children. From the above chart it is quite evident that almost 94%
senior managers had 3 or more than 3 family members residing with them. This
also meant the span of attention and time that the professional would have had to
give for each of them. Hence higher the number of family members, the more
responsibility the top professional had to shoulder.
It may be observed that 37% leaders from the IT industry had the maximum
number of family members (5) staying together and in the Retail industry the
maximum number of family members was seen in 36% leaders having 3 family
members.
Across five industries, the maximum frequency was seen in professionals having 4
family members staying together. This brings out the small family concept very
starkly as being prevalent in today’s times.
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Table 4.12: Frequency Distribution for Marital Status of Top
Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Marital
Status

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

Married

118

90

38

100

27

96

22

85

22

88

9

64

Single

12

9

0

0

1

4

4

15

3

12

4

29

Divorced

01

01

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

7

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The above table illustrates the frequency distribution of marital status of 131
leaders for the total sample and specific to each industry.

High frequency was

seen in 90% senior managers who were married, followed by 9% senior
managers who were single and 1% senior manager who was a Divorcee.
Of the 38 leaders who participated in this study from the IT Industry, 100%
senior professionals who participated in this study were married. Of the 28 leaders
from the Hotel Industry, high frequency was seen in 96% leader’s whose were
married while 4% were single. 85% professionals from the hospital industry were
married while 15% were single.
From the 25 leaders who responded from the Retail Industry, high frequency was
seen in 88% leader’s who were married while 12% were single. 64% leader’s
from the BPO industry were married while 29% were single and 7% i.e. 1
respondent was a divorcee.
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Graph 4.9: Frequency Distribution for Marital Status – All
Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed that 90% leaders from the 12 organizations are married. It
becomes quite a challenge for them to maintain a healthy balance between work
and their private lives so that they themselves, their families, their team and
company benefit in the long term. In the course of fulfilling their responsibilities
towards all their stakeholders, they should manage adversities in a manner that
they do not experience burnout due to overwork and increased stress.
It may be observed that across industries the trend has been to over work oneself
at work and ignore one’s families. However, the burnouts happening and its direct
impact being seen on performance & productivity, this scenario has changed
completely with more and more companies practicing work life balance to the core
across all levels in their organizations.
It may be observed that all the senior professionals in the IT industry who
participated in this study were married and hence had to manage their time well
both at work and at home. Across industries larger population of the participants
were married. In India managing one’s role across different time zones is most
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challenging more so with unrealistic deadlines to be met and quality performances
to be displayed.

Table 4.13: Frequency Distribution for Spouse Role of Top
Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Information

Hotel

Hospital

Retail

BPO

Technology
Score

Total

Percent

Total

Percent

Total

Percent

Total

Percent

Total

Percent

No.

age

No.

age

No.

age

No.

age

No.

age

28

74

15

54

19

73

7

28

7

50

10

26

10

36

3

12

15

60

2

14

-

-

2

7

-

-

-

-

-

-

38

100%

27

97%

22

85%

22

88%

9

64%

-

-

1

3

4

15

3

12

5

36

Working
Professi
onal
Home
Maker
Passed
Away
TOTAL
Single
Respond
ents
(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

A total of 131 Top Management Professionals of 12 Organizations from Five
Service Industries participated in this research. High frequency was seen in 58%
respondents whose spouse were working professionals, followed by 31%
respondents whose spouse were home makers.
There were 2% respondents whose spouse had passed away. The remaining 13
respondents of the 131 respondents were single (either bachelor or spinster) and
hence 10% of the entire population was not considered for this frequency
distribution calculation.
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The above table illustrates the frequency distribution of marital status of 131
leaders specific to each industry. In the IT industry, it was observed that 74%
senior professionals spouse were working professionals as compared to 26%
whose spouse were home makers.
Of the 28 leaders from the Hotel Industry, high frequency was seen in 54%
leader’s whose spouse were working professionals while 36% leader’s spouse
were home makers and 7% leaders spouse were deceased.
73% professionals from the Hospital industry had spouse who were working
professionals as compared to the 12% professionals whose spouse were home
makers.
Of the 25 leaders who responded from the Retail Industry, high frequency was
seen in 60% leader’s who spouse were home makers while 28% were working
professionals. 50% leader’s from the BPO industry had spouse who were working
professionals as compared to 14% whose spouse were home makers.
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Graph 4.10: Frequency Distribution for Spouse Role – All Industries
and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed that a high number (58%) senior leaders spouse were
working professionals as compared to the other 31% whose spouse were home
makers. Hence there were dual responsibilities for these 58% professionals who
also had the responsibilities towards their homes. Hence the challenge of
managing a home and a profession would have to be shared between both the
husband and the wife, which meant that even though the family income of these
professionals were higher as compared to the other 31% they would be met with
higher number of adversities on a daily basis.
It may be observed that in both the IT and Hospital industry more than 70%
senior managers spouse too were working professionals while in the retail
industry around 60% senior managers spouse were home maker. Across
industries it has been seen that more and more couples are seeking to fulfill their
aspirations in their careers and hence even after marriage or after having their
family continue in their profession. This definitely brings a lot of stress, because
they have to manage all their responsibilities in the same given time of 24 hours.
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Table 4.14: Frequency Distribution for Number of Children of Top
Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Number of
Children

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Hotel

Hospital

Retail

BPO

Perce

No

Perce

No

Perce

No

Perce

No

Perce

ntage

s.

ntage

s.

ntage

s.

ntage

s.

ntage

2

42

32

10

26

12

43

7

27

11

48

4

29

1

62

47

24

63

10

36

14

54

10

38

4

29

No children

14

11

4

11

5

18

1

4

2

8

1

7

13

10

0

0

1

3

4

15

3

12

5

35

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

Single
Respondent
TOTAL

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

A total of 131 Top Management Professionals of 12 Organizations from Five
Service Industries participated in this research. High frequency was seen in 47%
senior managers who had a single child, followed by 32% respondents who had 2
children. 10% respondents were married but did not have children. 10% senior
managers respondents were single and was not considered for this frequency
distribution calculation. The above table illustrates the frequency distribution of
number of children of 131 leaders specific to each industry. In the IT industry, it
was observed that 63% senior managers had 1 child while 26% had 2 children
and 11% had no child. 43% senior managers from the Hotel industry had 2
children while 36% had one child and 18% had no children.
54% senior professionals from the Hospital industry had one child while 27% had
2 children and 4% had no children. 44% working professionals from the Retail
industry had 2 children while 40% had one child and 4% had no children. 29%
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senior mangers from the BPO industry had one child while 14% had 2 children
and 7% had no kid.

Graph 4.11: Frequency Distribution for Number of Children– All
Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The size of the family and financial condition are tightly related to each other. The
Living cost of larger family is much higher as they have more expenses on food,
cloth, toys and education whereas expenses in small family are very low. Parents
can easily fulfill the needs of one or two children. They can provide them best
education and look after them very well whereas when there are many children to
look after parents just cannot fulfill even the basic needs of the children.
It may be observed that 47% senior managers had one child and 10% had no
children. 32% had two children while 10% senior mangers were single. From
these percentages it is quite evident that people prefer having small families in
current times unlike in past few years where it could be seen that couples would
have more than 2 children. Also it shows that owing to the increasing stress of
both the couples having to work simultaneously to meet the increased cost of
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living, they are unable to give additional time to the family and hence opt to
procreate one or maximum 2 kids.
It may be observed that across industries, senior professionals prefer to have
smaller families with only one kid as is seen in the above chart (IT=63%,
Hotel=36%, Hospital=54%, Retail=40% and BPO=29%) The reasons for this shift
include a trend toward later marriage, more emphasis on careers for women,
more effective methods of contraception, and the rising cost of rearing and
educating children. There are some trade-offs, especially in one-child families.
When all the expectations, hopes, and fears are focused on just one child, parents
easily can become overprotective and indulgent without even realizing it. The
child may have fewer opportunities to meet other children or to develop a sense
of independence.

Table 4.15: Frequency Distribution of Total Working Experience of
Top Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Total

All (5)

Information

Working

Industries

Technology

Exp.

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

(Yrs.)

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Percent
age

> 19

32

25

11

29

11

44

3

15

5

21

2

14

> 14 –<
19

37

28

16

42

4

16

5

25

11

46

1

7

> 9–< 14

50

38

11

29

10

40

12

60

8

33

11

79

< 9.0

12

9

0

0

3

12

6

30

1

4

0

0

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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The above table illustrates the frequency distribution of total working experience
of 131 leaders as a total sample and specific to each industry. Total Working
Experience has been calculated from the first day at work till the current date in
their career. High frequency was seen in 38% senior managers who were in the
range of working for more than 9 years to 14 years, followed by 28% senior
managers who were in the range of working for more than 14 years but less than
19 years. The next high frequency was seen in 25% senior managers who were
working for more than 19 years & above and finally in 9% senior managers it was
seen that they had been working for the less than 9 years.
In the IT industry, high frequency was observed in 42% senior managers whose
total experience was in the range of more 14 years to less than 19 years, followed
by 29% senior managers who had a total experience in the range of more than 9
years to less than 14 years and more than 19 years & above respectively.
In the Hotel Industry, high frequency was seen in 44% senior managers whose
total experience was in the range of more than 19 years, followed by 40% senior
managers who had a total experience in the range of more than 9 years to less
than 14 years. 16% senior managers fell in the experience band of more than 14
years to less than 19 years and finally 12% had experience in the range of less
than 9 years.
In the Hospital Industry, frequency of 60% senior managers was highest who had
a total experience in the range of more than 9 years to less than 14 years
followed by 30% who had an experience in the range of less than 9 years. 25%
senior managers fell in the experience band of more than 14 years to less than 19
years and finally total experience 15% senior managers was in the range of more
than 19 years.
Observing the Retail Industry, 46% senior managers had the highest frequency
with a total experience in the range of more than 14 years to less than 19 years
followed by 33% who had an experience in the range of more than 9 years to less
than 14 years. 21% senior managers total experience was in the range of more
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than 19 years and finally total experience 4% senior managers fell in the
experience band of less than 9 years. In the BPO Industry, high frequency was
observed in 79% senior managers who had a total experience in the range of
more than 9 years to less than 14 years followed by 14% who had an experience
in the range of more than 19 years. Lastly 7% senior managers fell in the
experience band of more than 14 years to less than 19 years.

Graph 4.12: Frequency Distribution Total Working Experience – All
Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed that 9% leaders and 38% leaders across the five industries
have an experience ranging less than 9 years and between 9 to 14 years. 28%
leaders were having an experience range of 14 to 19 years. Hence, 75% leaders
grew to top management positions in a short span of having worked for less than
9 year to 19 years.
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This implies that across industries employees are being recognized and aptly
rewarded as per their accomplishments and potentials rather than their age and
seniority as was the old prevalent practice across industries. It could also be that
in current time globally organizations prefer having flat structures with fewer roles
rather than tall structures with many levels to ascend in one’s career.
It may be observed that in the IT and BPO/ITES industry, leaders were allocated
top management roles who had total experience of more than 9 years while in the
Hotel, Hospital and Retail, leaders with less than 9 years of total experience were
performing top management roles. This observation could also be owing to the
fact that in the IT industry, the growth path is from a software programmer to
Systems Analyst to Module Leader to Team Leader to Project Leader to Project
Manager

with

each

role

having

a

growth

span

of

minimum

1.5

years

approximately.

Table 4.16: Frequency Distribution for Total Working Experience in
Current Company of Top Management Professionals - All Industries
and Industry specific
Work

All (5)

Information

Exp. in

Industries

Technology

Curr. Co.

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

(Yrs.)

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

> 12

15

11

4

10

5

18

2

8

4

16

0

0

> 8–< 12

26

20

9

24

7

25

4

16

3

12

2

15

> 4–< 8

38

29

14

37

7

25

10

38

4

16

3

21

<4

52

40

11

29

9

32

10

38

14

56

9

64

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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The table above details the Frequency Distribution of Total Working Experience of
131 Top Management Professionals from 12 different organizations in their
current organization. Working Experience in current company has been calculated
from the first day at work in the current organization till date. High frequency was
seen in 40% senior managers who were working for less than 4 years, followed by
29% senior managers who were working in the current organization for the last 4
– 8 years.
The next high frequency was seen in 20% senior managers who were working in
the current organization for the last 8 - 12 years and finally in 11% senior
managers who were working in their current organization for more than 12 years.
The above table illustrates the frequency distribution of total working experience
of 131 leaders specific to each industry in their current organization. In the IT
industry, high frequency was observed in 37% senior managers whose total
experience in current company was in the range of more than 4 years to less than
8 years, followed by 29% senior managers who had a total experience in the
range of less than 4 years. 24% senior managers had a total experience in the
range of more than 9 years to less than 12 years and finally 10% senior
managers had total experience of more than 12 years.
In the Hotel Industry, high frequency was seen in 32% senior managers whose
total experience in current company was less than 4 years, followed by 50%
senior managers who had a total experience in the range of more than 4 years to
less than 12 years. 18% senior managers fell in the experience band of more than
12 years.
In the Hospital Industry, frequency of 38% senior managers was highest whose
total experience in current company was in the range of less than 4 years and
more than 4 years to less than 8 years each. 16% senior managers fell in the
experience band of more than 8 years to less than 12 years and finally total
experience 8% senior managers was in the range of more than 12 years.
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Observing the Retail Industry, 56% senior managers had the highest frequency
with a total experience of less than 4 years followed by 16% senior managers
respectively in two bands of more than 4 years to less than 8 years and more
than 12 years. The total experience 12% senior managers fell in the range of
more than 8 years to less than 12 years.
In the BPO Industry, high frequency was observed in 64% senior managers who
had a total experience of less than 4 years followed by 21% senior managers
whose experience was in the range of more than 4 years to less than 8 years.
Lastly 15% senior managers fell in the experience band of more than 8 years to
less than 12 years.

Graph 4.13: Frequency Distribution for Total Working Experience in
Current Company – All Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Even though a high frequency of 40% was observed in leaders working across the
five industries having spent around 4 years in their current organization, 60%
leaders had spent more than 4 years in their current organization. This shows that
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these senior managers may have grown in their roles and risen to top
management positions through their performances.
It also depicts stability in senior managers association with their current
organizations owing to various factors such as positive company brand,
continuous business backed with huge revenues, work culture & ethos, favorable
environment,

challenging

job

role

and

projects

in

hand,

industry

level

compensation etc. Another reason for this could also be that for nearly three
years now, the economy has been in decline and there are many employees who
feel it may not be a good idea to venture into a new organization.
It may be observed that the Retail industry had the highest number of leaders
(56%) whose association with their current organization was for less than 4 years
as is seen in the case of BPO industry with a high frequency of 64% leaders falling
in this band. The reason for this could be attributed to attrition level that has been
over 25-30% in the retail industry and 20-40% in the BPO industry.
In the IT industry it may be seen that 37% leaders were with their current
organization for more than 4 years to less than 8 years. It is quite evident that in
IT, Hotel and Hospital industries the leaders having worked for more than 4 years
was higher than the number of leaders with less than 4 years of experience. This
could also be owing to the opportunities being quite lucrative in the IT industry
hence attrition being low. Relative new job creation in Hotel and Hospital
industries has been less than that in the IT industry.
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Table 4.17: Frequency Distribution for Roles Grown till date of Top
Management Professionals – All Industries and Industry specific
Roles

All (5)

Information

Grown

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Till

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Date

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

BPO

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

10 – 12

7

5

5

13

1

4

0

0

0

0

1

7

7–9

43

33

23

61

9

32

2

8

6

24

3

21

4–6

53

40

8

21

12

43

7

27

17

68

9

65

1–3

28

21

2

5

6

21

17

65

2

8

1

7

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The above table illustrates the frequency distribution of total number of roles
grown through of 131 leaders across 5 industries and specific to each industry.
The total number of roles in which they have grown has been calculated from the
first role performed in the first job till the current role being performed in the
current organization. High frequency was seen in 40% senior managers who have
performed 4 – 6 roles in their continuous career, followed by 33% senior
managers who performed 7 – 9 roles in their continuous career. The next high
frequency was seen in 21% senior managers who have performed 1 – 3 roles and
lastly in 5% senior managers who have performed 10 – 12 roles.
In the IT industry, high frequency was observed in 61% senior managers who
performed 7 to 9 roles till date in their career, followed by 21% senior managers
who have performed 4 to 6 roles totally, next with 13% senior managers having
performed 10 to 12 roles and finally 5% senior managers who have performed 1
to 3 roles in their career till date.
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In the Hotel Industry, high frequency was observed in 43% senior managers who
performed 4 to 6 roles till date in their career, followed by 32% senior managers
who have performed 7 to 9 roles totally, next with 21% senior managers having
performed 1 to 3 roles and finally 4% senior managers who have performed 10 to
12 roles in their career.
In the Hospital Industry, 65% senior managers demonstrated high frequency who
performed 1 to 3 roles till date in their career, followed by 27% senior managers
who have performed 4 to 6 roles totally and finally 8% senior managers who have
performed 7 to 9 roles in their career.
Observing the Retail Industry, high frequency was observed in 68% senior
managers who performed 4 to 6 roles till date in their career, followed by 24%
senior managers who have performed 7 to 9 roles totally and finally 8% senior
managers who have performed 1 to 3 roles in their career till date.
In the BPO Industry, high frequency was observed in 65% senior managers who
performed 4 to 6 roles till date in their career, followed by 21% senior managers
who have performed 7 to 9 roles totally and finally 7% senior managers who have
performed 1 to 3 and 10 to 12 roles respectively.
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Graph 4.14: Frequency Distribution for Roles Grown Till Date – All
Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed that 40% leaders moved across 4 to 6 roles from their first
job till the current role being performed. This demonstrates that the average
experience to reach leadership position has come down. Where most employees
have climbed to leadership positions with experience to 4 to 6 roles, whereas a
small percentage of 5% respondents have performed 10 to 12 roles in their career
to reach present position and a still larger percentage of senior managers 33%
spent time in less than 3 roles to reach leadership position.

It may be observed that the highest frequency was seen in the IT industry in a
population of 38 respondents with 61% leaders having worked in 7 to 9 roles till
date in their career. Next high frequency is seen in the Hospital industry with 65%
leaders having performed 1 to 3 roles. This is because more of the respondents
were medical professionals and have been practicing and specializing further in
their medical area itself. Finally the chart brings out that in Retail industry 68%
and BPO industry 65% leaders have performed 4 to 6 roles till date. This could be
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owing to flat structures prevalent in these two industries with fewer designations
provided, hence growth to leadership positions is seen in lesser number of roles.

Table 4.18: Frequency Distribution for Roles Grown In Current Company
of Top Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Roles

All (5)

Information

Grown

Industries

Technology

in

Nos.

Current

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

BPO

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

Co.
7 – 10

07

5

0

0

3

11

0

0

1

4

2

14

5–6

17

13

4

11

6

21

2

8

4

16

1

7

3–4

33

25

10

26

8

29

5

19

6

24

4

29

1–2

74

56

24

63

11

39

19

73

14

56

7

50

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The above table depicts the Frequency Distribution for total number of roles that
the 131 Top Management Professionals from 12 different organizations have
grown in their current company. In this table the roles grown have been
calculated from the first job role performed in the current company till the current
role.
High frequency was seen in 56% respondents who have performed 1 to 2 roles in
their continuous association with the current company, followed by 25%
respondents who have performed 3 to 4 roles. The next high frequency was seen
in 13% respondents who have performed 5 to 6 roles and lastly in 5%
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respondents who have performed 7 to 10 roles in their continuous association
with the current company.
As per the table above, high frequency was seen in 63% senior managers
performing 1 to 2 roles in their current company from the IT industry, followed by
26% senior managers who have performed 3 to 4 roles and finally 11% who have
performed 5 to 6 roles. 39% senior managers in the hotel industry performed 1
to 2 roles, followed by 29% having performed 3 to 4 roles, 21% performed 5 to 6
and finally 11% performed 7 to 10 roles.
In the Hospital industry, high frequency was seen in 73% senior managers who
have performed 1 to 2 roles, followed by 19% having performed 3 to 4 roles and
finally 8% performed 5 to 6 roles. 56% senior managers in the hotel industry
performed 1 to 2 roles, followed by 24% having performed 3 to 4 roles, 16%
performed 5 to 6 and finally 4% performed 7 to 10 roles.
In the BPO industry, high frequency was seen in 50% senior managers performing
1 to 2 roles in their current company, followed by 29% senior managers who have
performed 3 to 4 roles, 14% senior mangers had performed 7 to 10 roles and
finally 7% who have performed 5 to 6 roles.
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Graph 4.15: Frequency Distribution for Roles Grown In Current
Company – All Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed that a frequency as high as 56% leaders have been
performing 1 or 2 roles in their association with the current company followed by
25% who have been performing 3 to 4 roles. This could be because 75% of
leaders were performing the role of Divisional Heads and above. (given in
frequency table no. 00 on page 00 of this document)
It may be observed from the chart above that across industries high frequency
was seen in leaders having performed 1 to 2 roles in their current organization
(IT=63%, Hotel=39%, Hospital=73%, Retail=56% and BPO=50%), followed by
leaders who have performed 3 to 4 roles (IT=26%, Hotel=29%, Hospital=19%,
Retail=24% and BPO=29%).
It shows that the leaders from organizations across industries who responded had
joined these organizations in top management roles itself and have not grown
through different roles in the same company.
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Table 4.19: Frequency Distribution for Average Duration of Roles In
Current Company of Top Management Professionals - All Industries
and Industry specific
Average
Duration
of Role

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

>8

05

4

1

3

0

0

4

15

0

0

0

0

> 6-< 8

07

5

2

5

1

4

3

12

1

4

0

0

> 4-< 6

16

12

6

16

3

11

6

23

1

4

0

0

>2-< 4

48

37

18

47

9

32

2

8

15

60

4

29

<2

55

42

11

29

15

53

11

42

8

32

10

71

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

From the above table, high frequency was seen in 42% leaders belonging to the
group of professionals whose average duration in each role in their current
organization was less than 2 years, followed by 37% leaders whose average
duration was in the range of more than 2 years to less than 4 years.
The average duration of 12% leaders in each role was in the range of more than 4
years to less than 6 years, followed by 5% leaders whose average duration in
each role was more than 6 years but less than 8 years and finally average
duration in each role of 4% leaders was more than 8 years.
As per the table above, high frequency was seen in 47% senior managers having
an average duration of more than 2 years to less than 4 years in each role,
followed by 29% senior managers whose average duration in each role was less
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than 2 years, 6% senior managers average duration in each role was more than 4
years but less than 6 years and finally 8% had average duration of more than 6
years in each role performed in their current company.
In the Hotel industry, high frequency was seen in 53% senior managers whose
average duration in each role was less than 2 years followed by 32% senior
managers having an average duration of more than 2 years to less than 4 years in
each role. 11% senior managers average duration in each role was more than 4
years but less than 6 years and 4% had average duration of more than 6 years in
each role performed in their current company.
High frequency was seen in 42% senior managers, from the Hospital industry,
whose average duration in each role was less than 2 years, 8% had an average
duration of more than 2 years but less than 4 years, followed by 23% senior
managers having an average duration of more than 4 years but less than 6 years
in each role. 15% senior managers had average duration of more than 6 years in
each role performed in their current company while 12% had average duration of
more than 6 years in each role performed in their current company.
It was observed that 60% senior managers from the Retail industry was having
an average duration of more than 2 years to less than 4 years in each role,
followed by 32% senior managers whose average duration in each role was less
than 2 years, 4% senior managers average duration in each role was more than 4
years but less than 6 years and more than 6 years but less than 8 years.
In the BPO industry, high frequency was seen in 71% senior managers whose
average duration in each role was less than 2 years followed by 29% senior
managers having an average duration of more than 2 years but less than 4 years
in each role in their current company.
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Graph 4.16: Frequency Distribution for Average Duration of Roles
In Current Company – All Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed that high frequency was seen in 42% leaders having an
average duration of less than 2 years in each role, followed by 37% with more
than 2 years but less than 4 years average duration in each role.
Hence across industries in current days, organizations are using Role Enrichment
to motivate employees so that the average duration and stability in association
with the organization increases. Role Enrichment is concerned with designing the
role that include greater variety of work content, requiring higher level of
knowledge and skill; giving employees more autonomy and responsibility; and
providing the opportunity for personal growth and a meaningful work experience.
If roles are enriched and made interesting, the role itself becomes a source of
motivation to the employee. The accumulation of achievement in turn leads to a
felling of personal growth accompanied by a sense of responsibility.
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High frequency in 47% leaders from IT industry and 60% leaders from Retail
industry was observed whose average duration in their job role was more than 2
years but less than 4 years in their current company, followed by 29% leaders
from IT industry and 32% leaders from Retail industry whose duration was less
than 2 years. This may be owing to the tall structures or high attrition prevalent in
the IT and Retail industry.
It may be observed that in the Hotel (53%) and BPO (71%) industries, high
frequency was seen in leaders who had spent less than 2 years duration in each
role.
The much hyped "work for fun" tag normally associated with these industries
backfires once people join such companies and understand its requirements, they
are taken aback by the long working hours, working in shifts and later monotony
of the job starts setting in.
This is the reason for the high attrition rate as many people are not able to take
the pressures of work and hence keep changing their Job Roles.
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Table 4.20: Frequency Distribution for Travel in Role of Top
Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Travel
in Role

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

BPO

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

Yes

91

69

36

95

14

50

7

27

23

92

11

79

No

40

31

2

5

14

50

19

73

2

8

3

21

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The table above depicts the Frequency Distribution for travel as part of the role
requirement of 131 Top Management Professionals from 12 different organizations
in their current organization. High frequency was seen in 69% leaders who travel
to other cities and countries as part of their job role. 31% leaders did not have to
travel since it was not mandatory for them to travel as part of their job role.
The above table illustrates the frequency distribution of travel as part of role
requirement of 131 leaders specific to each industry. In the IT industry, it was
observed that 95% senior managers had to travel while 5% did not have to travel
in their role. In the Hotel industry the distribution was equitable with 50% senior
manager who had to travel and the other 50% who did not have to travel. 73%
senior managers from the Hospital industry did not have to travel while 27% had
travel plans in their job role.
92% senior professionals from the Retail industry had to take up travels in the
role while only the remaining 8% did not have travels in their job role. In the BPO
industry, 79% senior mangers had to undertake travel as part of their role while
21% did not have to travel on work.
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Graph 4.17: Frequency Distribution for Travel in Role – All
Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Owing to global connects and business presence nationally & internationally in
most of the organizations across industries in India, frequent travels is quite
expected in top management roles.
Hence as can be observed in the chart above, 69% leaders have to travel in their
role while 31% do not have to travel (which includes a large population of 50%
from the Hotel Industry and 73% from Hospital industry where the leaders are not
expected to travel in their job role)
While the Indian IT companies are increasingly enhancing their global presence,
the global MNCs are increasingly leveraging India in world IT sourcing. Companies
like IBM, HP, Accenture, CSC, TCS, Infosys, Wipro

and even other IT MNCs like

Keane, Perot, Convergys are increasingly ramping up their Indian operations in
terms of their head count and customer base. India is becoming an integral part
of their global sourcing strategy. (Article titled “Indian Companies vs Global MNCs
appearing in Dataquest)
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Likewise, the Indian retail industry today is the 5th largest retail destination and
the second most attractive market for investment in the globe after Vietnam as
reported by AT Kearney’s seventh annual Global Retail Development index in
2008. The big multinational retailers are entering India in the form of direct
entrance in a big way eg. Pantaloon, Nike, Reebok, Metro, Marks & Spencers,
Shoppers Stop, Reliance Fresh and joint ventures like Bharti with Wal-Mart, Tata’s
with Tesco etc.

From the distribution in the above chart, it may be seen that

across industries leaders are expected to travel in their job role however the
highest frequencies are seen in the IT (95%) and Retail (92%) industries where
leaders have to travel frequently in their job role.

Table 4.21: Frequency Distribution for Team Size of Top
Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Information
Team

Hotel

Hospital

Retail

BPO

Technology
Total

Percent

Total

Percent

Total

Percent

Total

Percent

Total

Percent

No.

age

No.

age

No.

age

No.

age

No.

age

> 70

5

13

4

14

1

4

0

0

2

14

51–70

3

8

3

11

0

0

1

4

1

7

31–50

4

11

1

4

0

0

0

0

1

7

< 30

26

68

16

57

19

73

24

96

8

58

0

0

4

14

6

23

0

0

2

14

38

100%

28

100%

26

100%

25

100%

14

100%

Size

No
Team
TOTAL

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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The above table illustrates the frequency distribution of Team size of 131 leaders
observed for the total sample and specific to each industry. High frequency was
seen in 71% senior managers whose team comprised of less than 30 team
members working under them, followed by 9% senior managers who had 70 &
above team members working under them and another 9% who had no team to
manage.

6% senior managers who had a team of 51 – 70 team members

working under them followed lastly by 5% senior managers who had 31 – 50
team members working under them.
In the IT industry, it was observed that 68% leaders were leading a team of less
than 30 members followed by 13% leading a team size of above 70 members.
11% were leading a team of 31 to 50 members and 8% lead a team of 51 to 70
members.
It was observed that 57% leaders from the Hotel industry were leading a team of
less than 30 members, followed by 14% leading a team size of above 70
members and who had no team. 11% were leading a team of 51 to 70 members
and 4% lead a team of 31 to 50 members.
In the Hospital industry, it was observed that 73% leaders were leading a team of
less than 30 members, followed by 23% who had no team. 4% were leading a
team of more than 70 members.
It was observed that 96% leaders from the Retail industry were leading a team of
less than 30 members and 4% were leading a team size of 51 to 70 members.
In the BPO industry, it was observed that 58% leaders were leading a team of
less than 30 members, followed by 14% leading a team size of above 70
members and who had no team. 7% were leading a team of 31 to 50 members
and remaining 7% lead a team of 51 to 70 members.
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Graph 4.18: Frequency Distribution for Team Size – All Industries
and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Span of control is the number of people who report to one manager in a
hierarchy. The more people under the control of one manager, the wider the span
of control and less numbers means a narrower span of control. It may be
observed that 71% leaders in the 12 organizations across 5 industries had the
highest frequency of having a team size of less than 30 members.
In reality, a narrow span of control allows a leader to communicate quickly with
the employees, nurture them more easily, receive feedback of ideas from the
team and drive them to excellence more effectively. It requires a higher level of
management skill to control a larger team, while there are fewer complexities in
managing smaller teams.
It may be observed that across the 5 industries there was a high frequency of
leaders

managing

a

team

of

upto

30

members

(IT=68%,

Hotel=57%,

Hospital=73%, Retail=96%, and BPO=58%)
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Table 4.22: Frequency Distribution for Average Daily Working Hours of
Top Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Average

All (5)

Information

Daily

Industries

Technology

Working

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Hours

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

14& >14

9

7

0

0

3

11

1

4

4

16

1

7

12–13

25

19

1

3

5

18

7

27

10

40

2

14

10–11

58

44

15

39

15

53

6

23

11

44

11

79

8–9

39

30

22

58

5

18

12

46

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The above table illustrates the frequency distribution of average daily working
hours of 131 leaders as a whole sample and specific to each industry.

High

frequency was seen in 44% senior managers who put in around 10 to 11 hours
daily working on the job, followed by 30% who logged in 8 to 9 hours daily
working on the job. 19% clocked 12 to 13 hours daily working on the job, lastly
followed by 7% who worked for more than 14 hours daily in the job.
In the IT industry, it was observed that 58% leaders contributed 8 to 9 hours at
work, followed by 39% who contributed 10 to 11 hours at work. Finally 13%
leaders were clocking 12 to 13 hours at work on a daily basis.
It was observed that 53% leaders from the Hotel industry were contributing 10 to
11 hours daily on the job, followed by 18% who put in 8 to 9 hours and another
18% who contributed 12 to 13 hours daily on the job. 11% leaders were putting
in more than 14 hours at work. In the Hospital industry, it was observed that 46%
leaders were clocking 8 to 9 hours on the job, followed by 27% who contributed
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12 to 13 hours. 23% leaders contributed 10 to 11 hours and finally 4% were
putting in more than 14 hours daily in their work.
It was observed that 44% leaders from the Retail industry were clocking 10 to 11
hours daily on the job, followed by 40% who were contributing 12 to 13 hours
daily and finally 16% leaders who were working for more than 14 hours daily. In
the BPO industry, it was observed that 79% leaders were putting in 8 to 9 hours
on the job, followed by 14% who worked for 12 to 13 hours a day and finally 7%
leaders clocked more than 14 hours on the job daily.

Graph 4.19: Frequency Distribution for Average Daily Working
Hours – All Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

From the above chart, it can be observed that only 30% leaders are working in
the stipulated working time of 8 hours and clocking in an extra 1 hour at work.
This implies that they are able to plan their work schedules and deliver within the
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required time for which they are paid. It is not surprising to observe the other
70% leaders who are putting in more than 10 hours daily on the job.
This has been the scenario of people working in almost all services oriented global
companies in India where the work culture prevalent is to work till late hours.
However, this trend is definitely changing with more and more organizations
strictly implementing work-life balance initiatives to curb burn out in their
employees and for better productivity and quality outputs.
It may be observed that in none of the 5 industries there was any leader who has
reported to be working as per the normal 8 hours working on a daily basis.
Leaders working in all the 12 organizations in the 5 industries have reported that
on a daily basis they have been working for more than 8 hours.
In the Hotel, Retail and the BPO industries, leaders have been working for more
than 10 and 14 hours on daily basis. Only in the IT, Hotel and Hospital industries
a larger population have reported to be working around 8 to 9 hours on a daily
basis.
This proves that Indians are habituated and feel comfortable to work for longer
hours at the cost of letting go their personal and family time. Another reason also
being that even if they are able to complete their tasks within the working hours,
it would seem very odd to be leaving while every other leader is busy with their
work as the age old Indian culture permits the same.
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Table 4.23: Frequency Distribution for Daily Travel Comfort of Top
Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Daily
Travel
Comfort

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

Comfortable

102

78

33

87

19

68

22

85

17

68

11

79

Uncomfortable

27

21

5

13

9

32

4

15

7

28

2

14

Just Okay

02

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

4

1

7

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The table above depicts the Frequency Distribution for travel comfort from home
to work & vice versa of 131 Top Management Professionals as a total sample and
specific to each industry. High frequency was seen in 78% leaders whose travel
from home to work & vice versa was comfortable. 21% leaders did not find it
comfortable traveling from home to work & vice versa. 2% leaders felt that their
travel from home to office & vice versa was jut okay.
In the IT industry, it was observed that 87% leaders were comfortable in the
travel to work from home & vice versa while 13% were not comfortable.
It was observed that 68% leaders from the Hotel industry were comfortable with
their travel to work from home & vice versa while 32% were not comfortable. In
the Hospital industry, it was observed that 85% leaders were comfortable with
their travel to work from home & vice versa while 15% were not comfortable.
It was observed that 68% leaders from the Retail industry were comfortable with
their travel to work from home & vice versa while 28% were not comfortable and
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the remaining 4% was just okay where their travel to work was concerned. In the
BPO industry, it was observed that 79% leaders were comfortable with their travel
to work from home & vice versa while 14% were not comfortable and the
remaining 7% was just okay where their travel to work was concerned.

Graph 4.20: Frequency Distribution for Daily Travel Comfort – All
Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development Authority (MMRDA), in an effort to
ease traffic and pedestrian movement has undertaken ambitious plans of road
development. This project named Mumbai Urban Infrastructure Project (MUIP) has
been prioritized into phases for entire Mumbai metropolitan area comprising
Eastern Suburbs, Western Suburbs, and Island City. Owing to these developments
happening all around, on an on-going basis, people traveling to work are facing
huge problems of having to commute through these glitches on a daily basis.
It may be observed that 78% of the leaders from the 131 leaders who
participated in this study mentioned that their travel from home to office and vice
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versa was comfortable. They also had informed that they lived closer to their work
place or had a chauffeur driven vehicle owing to which they could use the time to
do some other work of theirs while traveling to work and back home. 21% leaders
informed that their travel from home to office and vice versa was very
uncomfortable since they stayed away from their workplace and either drove their
own vehicle or used a public mode of transport which was too crowded during the
peak working hours.
It may be observed that across all industries, leaders were comfortable with their
travel time and effort taken to reach office from their homes and vice versa
(IT=87%, Hotel=68%, Hospital=85%, Retail=68% and BPO=79%). This can be
felt by the increase in number of vehicles plying on the roads on a daily basis and
also the fact that in current times leaders have been earning lucrative salaries
owing to which they are able to engage a chauffeur to drive them around.

Table 4.24: Frequency Distribution for Pursuing Higher Studies of Top
Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Pursuing
Higher
Studies

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

No

107

82

32

84

23

82

20

77

25

100

7

50

Yes

24

18

6

16

5

18

6

23

0

0

7

50

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The table above depicts the Frequency Distribution for details on higher studies
pursued by 131 Top Management Professionals from 12 different organizations.
High frequency was seen 82% leaders who were not pursuing any further studies
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along with their job. 18% leaders were pursuing higher studies along with their
job role.
The above table illustrates the frequency distribution of pursuing higher studies of
role requirement of 131 leaders specific to each industry. In the IT industry, it
was observed that 84% leaders were not pursuing any higher studies while 16%
leaders were pursuing further studies along with their job. In the Hotel industry it
was observed that 82% leaders were not pursuing any higher studies while 18%
leaders were pursuing further studies along with their job.
77% leaders from the Hospital industry were not pursuing any higher studies
while 23% leaders were pursuing further studies along with their job. None of the
leaders from the Retail industry were pursuing any further studies. In the BPO
industry, an equitable distribution of 50% leaders pursuing higher studies and the
remaining 50% leaders not pursuing any further studies was observed.

Graph 4.21: Frequency Distribution of Professionals pursuing
Higher Studies – All Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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It may be observed that large population of 82% leaders were not pursuing
higher studies because they were already holding a professional qualification
backed with the relevant experiences needed for them to perform in their job role.
The remaining 18% leaders were pursuing some professional qualification for their
self development, to get themselves upgraded and equipped with the relevant
qualifications needed along with the relevant experiences they have.
It may be observed that across industries higher frequency was seen in leaders
not

pursuing

any

further

studies

(IT=84%,

Hotel=82%,

Hospital=77%,

Retail=100% and BPO=50%). This could be owing to the selection criteria being
made quite high for leaders with only professional qualifications being selected for
the job role. Hence the fewer number of leaders who across industries were
pursuing further studies along with their job roles.

Table 4.25: Frequency Distribution for Control Dimension of AQ® of
Top Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Control
Score

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

BPO

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

45–50

23

18

9

24

3

11

4

16

6

24

1

7

39–44

28

21

10

26

5

18

5

19

3

12

5

36

33–38

48

37

12

32

10

35

7

27

15

60

4

29

27–32

18

14

5

13

5

18

5

19

0

0

2

14

> 26

14

11

2

5

5

18

5

19

1

4

2

14

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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There are four dimensions of Adversity Quotient® (AQ®), which are CORE®, which
means Control, Ownership, Reach and Endurance. In this table the Frequency
Distribution of the first dimension of AQ® which is Control is shown. From the total
of 131 Top Management Professionals high frequency was seen in the bracket of
33 to 38 scoring i.e. 37% respondents were from this score bracket. The next
highest frequency was seen in the bracket of 39 to 44 score having 21%
respondents and finally in the bracket of 45 to 50 score having 18% respondents.
This frequency distribution showed that majority of the professionals (around 99
respondents of 131 i.e. 76%) scored in the range of 33 to 50 on the Control
dimension of AQ®
The above table illustrates the Frequency Distribution of Control dimension of AQ®
specific to each industry. Of the 38 leaders who participated in this study from the
IT Industry, highest frequency was seen in 32% leader’s whose scores were in the
range on 33 to 38 followed by 26% who scored in the range on 39 to 44 and
finally 24% who scores ranged between 45 to 50. 18% leaders scored low on
Control in the range of less than 26 to 32. From the 28 leaders who participated
in this study from the Hotel Industry, highest frequency was seen in 35% leader’s
whose scores were in the range on 33 to 38 followed by 18% leaders who scored
in the ranges of 39 to 44, 27 to 32 and less than 26 respectively. 11% leaders
score ranged from 45 to 50. Of the 26 leaders who participated in this study from
the Hospital Industry, highest frequency was seen in 27% leader’s whose scores
were in the range on 33 to 38 followed by 19% leaders who scored in the ranges
of 39 to 44, 27 to 32 and less than 26 respectively. 16% leaders score ranged
from 45 to 50.
Highest frequency was seen in 60% leaders in Retail Industry scoring in the range
of 33 to 38 followed by 24% who scored in the range of 45 to 50 and finally 12%
who scored in the range of 39 to 44. Of the 14 leaders who participated in this
study from the BPO Industry, highest frequency was seen in 36% leader’s whose
scores were in the range on 39 to 44 followed by 29% who scored in the range on
33 to 38. 14% leaders scores ranged less than 26 and between 27 to 32. 7%
leaders scored highest on Control in the range of 45 to 50.
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Graph 4.22: Frequency Distribution for Control Dimension of AQ® –
All Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The C dimension measures the extent to which one can influence difficult
situations. Control is a significant predictor of health, energy, outlook, tenacity,
perseverance, innovation, competitiveness and problem solving. The higher one
scores in this dimension, the more the person can influence the situation and take
meaningful action. The scores of the dimensions of AQ® range from 1 to 50 each,
with a global mean of 41 for Control score. From the above chart, it may be
observed that a total of 28% senior professionals in the total sample scored equal
to or higher than the global mean for the Control score i.e. in the range of 41 to
50.
High frequency was seen in leaders scores in the range of 33 to 38 across four
industries (IT=32%, Hotel=35%, Hospital= 27% and Retail=60%) with second
highest in the BPO industry. Senior Managers totaling to 37% from IT, 18% from
Hotel, 31% from Hospital, 24% from Retail and 29% from BPO scored in the
range equivalent to the Global mean score of 41 on Control dimension. It may be
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observed that senior managers from the IT and Hospital industries scored higher
in tune with the global mean on Control dimension.

Table 4.26: Frequency Distribution for Ownership Dimension of AQ® of
Top Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Owners
hip

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Score

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

BPO

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

45–50

61

47

20

52

10

35

17

66

6

24

8

58

39–44

34

26

10

26

12

43

6

23

3

12

3

21

33–38

13

10

4

11

3

11

3

11

1

4

2

14

27–32

8

6

3

8

3

11

0

0

1

4

1

7

>26

15

11

1

3

0

0

0

0

14

56

0

0

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The second dimension of Adversity Quotient® (AQ®) is Ownership. Out of the total
131 Top Management Professional’s, high frequency was seen in the bracket of 45
to 50 scoring i.e. 47% senior professional’s ownership scores were from this
bracket. The next highest frequency was seen in the bracket of 39 to 44 score
having 26% senior professional’s having scored in this bracket, 16% senior
professional’s scored in the range of 27 to 38 and finally in the bracket of less
than 26 score having 11% respondents.
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This frequency distribution showed that majority of the professionals (around 95
respondents of 131 i.e. 73%) scored in the range of 39 to 50 on the Ownership
dimension of AQ®.
The above table also illustrates the Frequency Distribution of Ownership
dimension of AQ® specific to each industry. Of the 38 leaders who participated in
this study from the IT Industry, highest frequency was seen in 52% leader’s
whose scores were in the range on 45 to 50 followed by 26% who scored in the
range on 39 to 44 and finally 11% who scores ranged between 33 to 38. 11%
leaders scored low on Control in the range of less than 26 to 32.
From the 28 leaders who participated in this study from the Hotel Industry,
highest frequency was seen in 43% leader’s whose scores were in the range on
39 to 44, followed by 35% leaders who scored in the ranges of 45 to 50 and 11%
leaders who scored in the range of 27 to 38.
Of the 26 leaders who participated in this study from the Hospital Industry,
highest frequency was seen in 66% leader’s whose scores were in the range on
45 to 50 followed by 23% leaders who scored in the ranges of 39 to 44 and 11%
leaders score ranged from 33 to 38.
From the 25 leaders who responded from the Retail Industry, highest frequency
was seen in 56% leader’s whose scores were in the range of less than 26 followed
by 24% who scored in the range on 45 to 50 and finally 12% who scores ranged
between 39 to 44. 4% leaders scored in the range of 27 to 38 on Control
dimension.
Of the 14 leaders who participated in this study from the BPO Industry, highest
frequency was seen in 58% leader’s whose scores were in the range on 45 to 50
followed by 21% who scored in the range on 38 to 44. 14% leaders scores ranged
between 33 to 38 and 7% leaders scored between 27 to 32.
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Graph 4.23: Frequency Distribution for Ownership Dimension of
AQ® – All Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The O dimension measures the extent to which one tends to step up and take
initiative to improve difficult situations, regardless of their cause. can influence
difficult situations. The higher one score, the more likely the person is to play
some role in making things better. The scores of the dimensions of AQ® range
from 1 to 50 each, with a global mean of 45 for Ownership score.

It may be

observed that a total of 47% senior professionals scored equal to or higher than
the global mean for the Ownership score i.e. in the range of 45 to 50.
It may also be observed that high frequency was seen in leaders scores in the
range of 45 to 50 across four industries (IT=52%, Hospital= 66%, Retail=24%
and BPO=58%) with second highest in the Hotel industry. 52% Senior Managers
from IT, 35% from Hotel, 66% from Hospital, 24% from Retail and 58% from BPO
scored in the range equivalent to the Global mean score of 45 on Ownership
dimension. It may be observed that senior managers from the IT, Hospital and
BPO industries scored higher in tune with the global mean on Ownership
dimension.
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Table 4.27: Frequency Distribution for Reach Dimension of AQ® of Top
Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Reach

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Score

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

BPO

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

45–50

5

4

1

3

0

0

2

8

1

4

1

7

39–44

18

14

5

13

4

14

4

15

3

12

2

14

33–38

45

34

11

29

9

32

7

27

11

44

7

50

27–32

34

26

12

31

6

22

7

27

5

20

4

29

>26

29

22

9

24

9

32

6

23

5

20

0

0

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The third dimension of Adversity Quotient® (AQ®) is Reach. Out of the total 131
Top Management Professional’s, high frequency was seen in the bracket of 33 to
38 scoring i.e. 34% senior professional’s scored in this bracket on their Reach
dimension.
The next highest frequency was seen in the bracket of 27 to 32 score having 26%
senior professional’s having scored in this range, 22% senior professional’s scored
in the range of less than 26 score, in the bracket of 39 to 44 score there were
14% senior professional’s and finally 4% scored in the range of 45 to 50. This
frequency distribution showed that majority of the senior professionals (around
108 respondents of 131 i.e. 82%) scored in the range of 17 to 38 on the Reach
dimension of AQ®.
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Of the 38 leaders who participated in this study from the IT Industry, highest
frequency was seen in 31% leader’s whose scores were in the range on 27 to 32
followed by 29% who scored in the range on 33 to 38 and 24% who scores were
less than 26. 16% leaders scored high on Reach in the range of 39 to 50.
From the 28 leaders who participated in this study from the Hotel Industry,
highest frequency was seen in 32% leader’s whose scores were in the range on
33 to 38 and less than 26 respectively. 22% leaders scored in the range of 27 to
32 and 14% leaders scored in the range of 39 to 44.
Of the 26 leaders who participated in this study from the Hospital Industry,
highest frequency was seen in 54% leader’s whose scores were in the range on
27 to 38 followed by 23% leaders who scored in the range of less than 26 and
23% leaders who scored between 39 to 50.
From the 25 leaders who responded from the Retail Industry, highest frequency
was seen in 44% leader’s whose scores were in the range of 33 to 38 followed by
40% who scored in the range of less than 26 to 32 and finally 16% who scores
ranged between 39 to 50.
Of the 14 leaders who participated in this study from the BPO Industry, highest
frequency was seen in 50% leader’s whose scores were in the range on 33 to 38
followed by 29% who scored in the range on 27 to 32. 21% leader’s scores
ranged between 39 to 50.
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Graph 4.24: Frequency Distribution for Reach Dimension of AQ® –
All Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The R dimension measures the extent to which one lets a setback in one area of
life reach over and affect the other areas. The higher one score, the more
automatically one will contain the reach of the adversity, limiting it to the
situation at hand. The higher the score, the smaller or more manageable each
adversity would seem. The scores of the dimensions of AQ® range from 1 to 50
each, with a global mean of 32 for Reach score. It may be observed that a total
of 58% senior professionals scored equal to or higher than the global mean for
the Reach score i.e. in the range of 32 to 50.
It may be observed that 53% Senior Managers from IT, 54% from Hotel, 58%
from Hospital, 64% from Retail and 71% from BPO scored in the range equivalent
to the Global mean score of 32 on Reach dimension. It may be observed that
more than 50% senior managers across the industries of IT, Hotel, Hospital,
Retail and BPO industries scored in tune with the global mean on Reach
dimension. This shows that across industries more than 50% senior managers are
able to contain the reach of adversity limiting it to the situation at hand which
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indirectly implies stability for the leader’s team, peaceful co-existence of peers,
focus and perseverance in other areas of work.

Table 4.28: Frequency Distribution for Endurance Dimension of AQ® of
Top Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Endura
nce

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Score

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

BPO

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

45–50

14

11

4

11

2

7

5

19

2

8

1

7

39–44

37

28

12

32

7

25

7

27

5

20

6

43

33–38

36

27

13

34

8

29

8

31

2

8

5

36

27–32

24

18

6

15

10

35

2

8

4

16

2

14

>26

20

15

3

8

1

4

4

15

12

48

0

0

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The fourth & last dimension of Adversity Quotient® (AQ®) is Endurance. The above
table illustrates the Frequency Distribution of Endurance dimension of AQ® of all
industries and specific to each industry. Out of the total 131 Top Management
Professional’s, high frequency was seen in the bracket of 39 to 44 scoring i.e.
28% senior professional’s scored in this bracket on their Endurance dimension.
The next highest frequency was seen in the bracket of 33 to 38 score having 27%
senior professional’s having scored in this range, 18% senior professional’s scored
in the range of 27 to 32 score, in the bracket of less than 26 score there were
15% senior professional’s and finally 11% scored in the range of 45 to 50. This
frequency distribution showed that majority of the senior professionals (around 97
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respondents of 131 i.e. 73%) scored in the range of 27 to 44 on the Endurance
dimension of AQ®
Of the 38 leaders who participated in this study from the IT Industry, highest
frequency was seen in 34% leader’s whose scores were in the range on 33 to 38
followed by 32% who scored in the range on 39 to 44. 15% scored in the range of
27 to 32 and while 8% scored less than 26, 11% leaders scored high on
Endurance in the range of 45 to 50.
From the 28 leaders who participated in this study from the Hotel Industry,
highest frequency was seen in 35% leader’s whose scores were in the range on
27 to 32, followed by 29% leaders who scored in the ranges of 33 to 38, 25%
scored in the range of 39 to 44 and 7% leaders who scored high in the range of
45 to 50.
Of the 26 leaders who participated in this study from the Hospital Industry,
highest frequency was seen in 31% leader’s whose scores were in the range on
33 to 38, followed by 27% leaders who scored in the ranges of 39 to 44, 19%
who scored between 45 to 50 and 23% leaders score ranged from less than 26 to
32.
From the 25 leaders who responded from the Retail Industry, highest frequency
was seen in 56% leader’s whose scores were in the range of less than 26 followed
by 24% who scored in the range on 45 to 50 and finally 12% who scores ranged
between 39 to 44. 4% leaders scored in the range of 27 to 38 on Control
dimension.
Of the 14 leaders who participated in this study from the BPO Industry, highest
frequency was seen in 43% leader’s whose scores were in the range on 39 to 44,
followed by 36% who scored in the range on 33 to 38. 14% leader’s scores
ranged between 27 to 32 and 7% leaders scored ranged in between 45 to 50.
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Graph 4.25: Frequency Distribution for Endurance Dimension of
AQ®– All Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The E dimension measures how long one perceives adverse events to last or
endure. It measures the duration of adversity and its potentially paralyzing grip.
The higher one’s score, the quicker one sees and overcomes difficult situations.
The E dimension affects hope, agility, optimism and problem solving. The scores
of the dimensions of AQ® range from 1 to 50 each, with a global mean of 36 for
Reach score. It may be observed that a total of 52% senior professionals scored
equal to or higher than the global mean for the Reach score i.e. in the range of 36
to 50.
From the above chart, it can be observed that high frequency was seen in leaders
scores in the range of 33 to 44 across five industries (IT=66%, Hotel= 54%,
Hospital= 58%, Retail=28% and BPO=79%).

61% Senior Managers from IT,

46% from Hotel, 62% from Hospital, 28% from Retail and 64% from BPO scored
in the range equivalent to the Global mean score of 36 on Endurance dimension.
It may be observed that the retail industry had the highest percentage i.e. 48% of
leaders whose Endurance score was less than 26.
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Table 4.29: Frequency Distribution for Adversity Quotient® of Top
Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
AQ

®

Score

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

178–200

6

5

3

8

0

0

2

8

1

4

0

0

161–177

17

13

8

21

3

11

2

8

2

8

2

14

135–160

71

54

17

44

18

63

19

72

7

28

10

72

118–134

21

16

9

24

6

22

2

8

2

8

2

14

> 117

16

12

1

3

1

4

1

4

13

52

0

0

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The table above depicts the Frequency Distribution of Adversity Quotient® of 131
Top Management Professionals from 5 industries and also specific to each
industry. High frequency was seen in 54% senior professional’s score on Adversity
Quotient® scores which emerged in the range of 135 to 160.
The next highest frequency was seen in 16% senior professional’s score on AQ®
emerging in the range of 118 to 134. 13% senior professional’s scored in the
range of 161 to 177 on their AQ® score followed by 12% whose AQ® scores were
less than 117 and lastly 5% who scored in the highest range of AQ® scores i.e.
178 to 200.
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Of the 38 leaders who participated in this study from the IT Industry, highest
frequency was seen in 44% leader’s whose scores were in the range on 135 to
160 followed by 24% who scored in the range on 118 to 134. 21% scored in the
range of 161 to 177, while 8% scored in the range of 178 to 200, 3% leaders
scored very low on AQ® in the range of less than 117.
From the 28 leaders who participated in this study from the Hotel Industry,
highest frequency was seen in 63% leader’s whose scores were in the range on
135 to 160, followed by 22% leaders who scored in the range of 118 to 134, 11%
scored in the range of 161 to 177 and 4% leaders scored less than 117.
Of the 26 leaders who participated in this study from the Hospital Industry,
highest frequency was seen in 72% leader’s whose scores were in the range on
135 to 160, followed by 24% leaders who scored equally in the ranges of 118 to
134, 161 to 177 and 178 to 200, 4% leaders scored less than 117 on their AQ®.
From the 25 leaders who responded from the Retail Industry, highest frequency
was seen in 52% leader’s whose low on their AQ® less than 117. 28% leaders
scored in the range on 135 to 160 and 16% leaders scored equally in the range of
118 to 134 and 161 to 177. 4% leaders scored in the range of 178 to 200.
Of the 14 leaders who participated in this study from the BPO Industry, highest
frequency was seen in 72% leader’s whose scores were in the range on 135 to
160, followed by 28% leaders who scored equally in the ranges of 118 to 134 and
161 to 177. None of the leaders fell in the lowest bracket or in the highest bracket
on their Adversity Quotient® in this industry.
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Graph 4.26: Frequency Distribution for Adversity Quotient® – All
Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Adversity Quotient® is the lens through which one can see and navigate life. It
represents one’s hardwired pattern of response to adversity and even life in
general, that activates in one’s brain when confronted with difficult or challenging
circumstances. AQ® is a global predictor of human resilience, energy, capacity,
effectiveness and also influences income, health, perseverance, optimism,
innovation, problem-solving and decision-making abilities.
The AQ® industry specific frequency distribution chart showed that majority of the
senior professionals (around 71 respondents of 131 i.e. 54%) scored in the range
of 135 to 160 on their response to adversities. AQ® score range from 40 to 200
each, with a global mean of 154. A total of 31% senior professionals scored equal
to or higher than the global mean for AQ® score i.e. in the range of 154 to 200. It
may be observed that 12% senior professionals scored less than 117 which shows
that they were low on their AQ®; 16% scored in the range of 118 to 134 showing
that they were moderately low on their AQ®; 71% scored in the range of 135 to
160 showing that they had a Moderate AQ® level; 13% scores fell in the range of
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161 – 177 showing that they had a moderately high AQ® and a 5% senior
professionals across the five industries scored high on their AQ® ranging from 178
to 200.
From the above chart, it may also be observed that high frequency was seen in
leaders scores in the mid range of 135 to 160 across four industries (IT=44%,
Hotel= 63%, Hospital= 72%, and BPO=72%) with only 28% leaders from the
Retail industry falling in this band.

39% Senior Managers from IT, 25% from

Hotel, 35% from Hospital, 20% from Retail and 36% from BPO scored in the
range equivalent to or more than the Global mean score of 154 on AQ®. It may be
observed that the retail industry had as high as 52% of leaders whose AQ® score
was less than 117, implying that the resilience levels of leaders from the Retail
industry is lowest as compared to the other services industries of IT, BPO, Hotel
and Hospital.

Table 4.30: Frequency Distribution for Performance Banding of Top
Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Perform
ance
Banding

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

Platinum

17

13

7

18

1

4

2

8

2

8

5

36

Diamond

65

49

16

43

12

42

13

50

18

72

6

43

Gold

39

30

13

34

10

36

10

38

5

20

1

7

Silver

09

7

2

5

4

14

1

4

0

0

2

14

Bronze

01

1

0

0

1

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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The table above depicts the Frequency Distribution of Performance Banding of 131
Top

Management

Professionals

from

12

different

organizations.

Performance

indicates direct output on the job viz. timely & successful completion of key
deliverables,

managing

team

motivation,

mentoring

&

work-flow

monitoring,

contributions towards enhancing quality, contributions made by publishing white
papers, being a brand ambassador.
High frequency was seen in 49% leaders whose Appraiser assigned them in the band
of Diamond, followed by 30% respondents whose Appraiser assigned them in the
band of Gold. 13% leaders were given a banding of Platinum by their Appraiser,
followed by 7% leaders, whose Appraiser assigned them in the Silver band and lastly
by 1% leaders who were assigned in the Bronze band by their Appraiser.
In the IT industry, high frequency was seen in 43% leaders whose Appraiser
assigned them in the band of Diamond, followed by 34% leaders whose Appraiser
assigned them in the band of Gold. 18% leaders were given a banding of Platinum by
their Appraiser, followed by 5% leaders whose Appraiser assigned them in the Silver
band.
In the Hotel industry, high frequency was seen in 42% leaders whose Appraiser
assigned them in the band of Diamond, followed by 36% leaders whose Appraiser
assigned them in the band of Gold. 14% leaders were given a banding of Silver by
their Appraiser, followed equally by 4% leaders whose Appraiser assigned them in
the Bronze band and another 4% leaders whose Appraiser assigned them in the
Platinum band.
50% leaders from the Hospital industry had a high frequency as their Appraiser had
assigned them in the band of Diamond, followed by 38% leaders whose Appraiser
assigned them in the band of Gold. 8% leaders were given a banding of Platinum by
their Appraiser and finally 4% leaders Appraiser assigned them in the Silver band.
In the Retail industry, high frequency was seen in 72% leaders whose Appraiser
assigned them in the band of Diamond, followed by 20% leaders whose Appraiser
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assigned them in the band of Gold and lastly 8% leaders who were given a banding
of Platinum by their Appraiser.
43% leaders from the BPO industry had a high frequency as their Appraiser had
assigned them in the band of Diamond, followed by 36% leaders whose Appraiser
assigned them in the band of Platinum. 14% leaders were given a banding of Silver
by their Appraiser and finally 7% leaders whose Appraiser assigned them in the Gold
band.

Graph 4.27: Frequency Distribution for Performance Banding– All
Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed that across industries a whooping 92% of leaders were
assigned to the bands of Gold (30%), Diamond (49%) and Platinum (13%) by
their Appraiser on their Performance Banding. It shows that employees are willing
and able to perform to their fullest provided the opportunities and freedom to
perform are given to them. It also shows that organizations are able to thrive in
the current market conditions owing to their leaders who are propelling their
business, people and process in a forward direction.
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It may be observed that across 5 industries high frequency was seen in leaders
who have been rated in the category of Diamond for their performance (IT=43%,
Hotel=42%, Hospital=50%, Retail=72%, BPO=43%) by their superiors followed
by those rated in the category of Gold (IT=34%, Hotel=36%, Hospital=38%,
Retail=20%, BPO=7%%). Also a considerable number of leaders have been rated
in the category of Platinum (IT=18%, Hotel=4%, Hospital=8%, Retail=8%,
BPO=36%) by their superiors.
Factors like the exploding growth, soaring investments, incoming talent waves
have enabled Indian companies to score remarkable successes on these fronts
owing to their leaders demonstrating high performances. Such high performance
is possible as a product owing to the dedicated leadership, careful planning,
disciplined execution and a supportive environment.

Table 4.31: Frequency Distribution for Strengths Banding of Top
Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Strength
s
Banding

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

Platinum

16

12

0

0

3

10

0

0

10

40

3

21

Diamond

51

39

10

27

14

50

11

42

9

36

7

51

Gold

51

39

21

55

9

32

13

50

5

20

3

21

Silver

12

9

7

18

1

4

2

8

1

4

1

7

Bronze

01

1

0

0

1

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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The table above depicts the Frequency Distribution of Strengths Banding of 131 Top
Management Professionals from 12 different organizations. Strengths indicates
behavioural disposition on the job viz. discipline, timeliness, leadership, cost
consciousness, perseverance, completion sensitive, being positively charged, walking
the talk.
High frequency was seen equally in 39% leaders whose Appraiser assigned them
in the band of Diamond and another 39% managers whose Appraiser assigned
them in the band of Gold. 12% leaders were given a banding of Platinum by their
Appraiser, followed by 9% leaders whose Appraiser assigned them in the Silver
band and lastly 1% leaders who were assigned in the Bronze band by their
Appraiser.
In the IT industry, high frequency was seen in 55% leaders whose Appraiser
assigned them in the band of Gold, followed by 27% leaders whose Appraiser
assigned them in the band of Diamond and another 18% leaders were given a
banding of Silver by their Appraiser.
High frequency was seen in 50% leaders from the Hotel Industry whose Appraiser
assigned them in the band of Diamond, followed by 32% leaders whose Appraiser
assigned them in the band of Gold. 10% leaders were given a banding of Platinum by
their Appraiser, followed equally by 4% leaders whose Appraiser assigned them in
the Bronze band and another 4% leaders whose Appraiser assigned them in the
Silver band.
In the Hospital industry, high frequency was seen in 50% leaders whose Appraiser
assigned them in the band of Gold, followed by 42% leaders whose Appraiser
assigned them in the band of Diamond and finally 8% leaders were given a banding
of Silver by their Appraiser.
In the Retail industry, high frequency was seen in 40% leaders whose Appraiser
assigned them in the band of Platinum, followed by 36% leaders whose Appraiser
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assigned them in the band of Diamond. 20% leader’s Appraiser assigned them in the
band of Gold and lastly 4% leaders were given a banding of Silver by their Appraiser.
51% leaders from the BPO industry had a high frequency as their Appraiser had
assigned them in the band of Diamond, followed by 21% leaders whose Appraiser
assigned them in the band of Platinum and another 21% leaders were given a
banding of Gold by their Appraiser and finally 7% leaders whose Appraiser assigned
them in the Silver band.

Graph 4.28: Frequency Distribution for Strengths Banding– All
Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed that across industries a massive 99% of leaders out of 131
top management professionals were assigned in the bands of Diamond (39%),
Gold (39%), Platinum (12%) and Silver (9%) by their Appraiser on their
Strengths. This indicates that behavioural disposition in a leadership role is of
utmost importance in any industry. Being a team player, disciplined, time & cost
conscious, sensitive to completion, positively charged, having a “not to give up”
attitude, constantly innovating for upgrading quality and a thirst for knowledge
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are attributes which are highly respected in leaders of all organizations across
industries.
It may be observed that across 5 industries high frequency was seen in leaders
who have been rated in the category of Gold for their strengths (IT=55%,
Hotel=32%, Hospital=50%, Retail=20%, BPO=21%) by their superiors followed
by those rated in the category of Diamond (IT=27%, Hotel=50%, Hospital=42%,
Retail=36%, BPO=51%%). Also a considerable number of leaders have been
rated in the category of Platinum (Hotel=10%, Retail=40%, BPO=21%) by their
superiors.
It can be observed that 40% leaders in the Retail industry scored the highest in
terms of their strengths. This brings out the fact that in the retail industry
behavioural disposition is of very important and a necessary element in overall
performances for a leader.

Table 4.32: Frequency Distribution for Citizenship Category of Top
Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Citizenshi
p

Category

All (5)

Information

Industries

Technology

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

Climbers

95

73

24

63

18

64

20

77

21

84

12

86

Campers

35

26

14

37

9

32

6

23

4

16

2

14

Quitters

01

1

0

0

1

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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The table above depicts the Frequency Distribution for Citizenship Category of 131
Top Management Professionals from five industries totally and specific to each
industry. High frequency was seen in 73% leaders who were categorized in the
group of Climbers based on their Performance & strengths banding assigned by
their Appraiser. This was followed by 26% leaders who were categorized in the
group of Campers based on their Performance & Strengths banding assigned by
their Appraiser. 1% leaders were categorized in the group of Quitters based on
their Performance & Strengths banding assigned by their Appraiser.
In the IT industry, it was observed that 63% leaders were categorized in the
group of Climbers based on their Performance & strengths banding assigned by
their Appraiser while 37% were categorized in the group of Campers.
It was observed that 64% leaders were categorized in the group of Climbers
based on their Performance & strengths banding assigned by their Appraiser while
32% were categorized in the group of Campers. Finally 4% leaders fell in the
band of Quitters.
In the Hospital industry, it was observed that 77% leaders were categorized in the
group of Climbers based on their Performance & strengths banding assigned by
their Appraiser while 23% were categorized in the group of Campers.
It was observed that 84% leaders from the Retail industry were categorized in the
group of Climbers based on their Performance & strengths banding assigned by
their Appraiser while 16% were categorized in the group of Campers.
In the BPO industry, it was observed that 86% leaders were categorized in the
group of Climbers based on their Performance & strengths banding assigned by
their Appraiser while 14% were categorized in the group of Campers.
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Graph 4.29: Frequency Distribution for Citizenship Category – All
Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed that across 5 industries, 73% out of the 131 top management
professionals were Climbers in their organizations, followed by 26% who were
Campers. A small 1% employees were Quitters in their organizations.
It is the Climbers in organizations which act as the pulse to keep the entire
organization running. These are the key drivers who at all points of time are most
important for the organization’s stability, sustainability and future growth.
It may be observed that there was 3% Quitters found in the IT industry and 4%
Quitters found in the Hostel industry.

Across all 5 industries there was high

frequency in Climbers (with IT=63%, Hotel=64%, Hospital=77%, Retail=84%,
BPO=86%)

and

also

in

Campers

(IT=37%,

Hotel=32%,

Hospital=23%,

Retail=16%, BPO=14%)
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Table 4.33: Frequency Distribution for Multi-Skilling and Multi-Tasking
of Top Management Professionals - All Industries and Industry specific
Multi-

All (5)

Information

Skilling

Industries

Technology

& Multi-

Nos.

Perce

Nos.

ntage

Tasking

Perce

Hotel
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Hospital
Nos.

ntage

Perce

Retail
Nos.

ntage

Perce

BPO
Nos.

ntage

Perce
ntage

Yes

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

No

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

131

100

38

100

28

100

26

100

25

100

14

100

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Graph 4.30: Frequency Distribution for Multi-Skilling and MultiTasking – All Industries and Industry specific

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

High frequency was seen in 100% senior manager who mentioned that they
multi-skilled and multi-tasked in their role. It may be observed that all the 131
top management professionals who participated in this study mentioned that they
were multi-skilling and multi-tasking in their job role.
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CHAPTER – 5
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
5.1

Introduction

5.2

Statistical Data Analysis

5.3

Use of Mean Values to Analyze Variables

5.4

Use of Chi-square for Testing Hypothesis
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Statistical Analysis and Interpretation of
Results
5.1 Introduction
Once the data begins to flow, a researcher’s attention turns to data analysis.
Kothari, (1999) brought out that data preparation includes editing, coding and
data entry and is the activity that ensures the accuracy of the data and their
conversion from raw form to reduced and classified forms that are more
appropriate for analysis. It is during the step of editing, that data entry errors and
omissions may be revealed and corrected to ensure maximum data quality
standards are achieved.
The researcher had undertaken the data collection in three phases. First she
approached the employees and helped them in responding to the on-line AQ
profile®. Further the CORE® and AQ® scores were sent to her by Dr. Paul Stoltz’s
team from the Peak Learning Organization. This was entered into a Master File
called “AQStudy_MasterFile”
In the second phase, the researcher approached the employees and requested
them to share some additional information which would help in this study. The
same was entered into the AQStudy_MasterFile.
In the third phase, the researcher approached the designated competent
authorities from the 12 organizations and requested them to provide banding of
Platinum, Diamond, Gold, Silver and Bronze for all their participating employees
of their organizations in the areas of Performance and Strengths. This data too
was entered into the AQStudy_MasterFile.
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Coding involves assigning numbers or other symbols to answers so that the
responses can be grouped into a limited number of categories. For example in this
study, if the variable is gender, the categories are male and female
Categorization is the process of using rules to partition a body of data by
assigning a numeric code. For example in this study, if the variable is gender, the
coding of male was 1 and female was 2. In this manner, the researcher coded
each and every variable used in the study assigning numeric values. This final
converted data of variables was used for the application of statistical analysis.

5.2 Statistical Data Analysis
Statistical analysis of the data was done at IBPS, Mumbai using a Standard
Statistical Package developed by Dr. John E. Hunter, USA. Statistical inferences
were drawn both by statistical estimation and testing hypothesis.
This study examines the use of Adversity Quotient® in creating strong business
leaders of tomorrow as revealed by the performance feedback system and also the
demographic details of the participants.

5.3 Use of Mean Values to Analyze Variables
The researcher analyzed each variable and examined the mean value on CORE®
and AQ® for each variable vis-à-vis the already established global mean value.
Since ordinal scales have been used for employee evaluation, non-parametric
statistical testing and analysis has been undertaken for data analysis in this study.
The researcher used confirmatory data analysis methods to analyze the data like
average mean, standard deviation, bar & graphical representations and has
interpreted the findings accordingly.
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Graph 5.1 and Table 5.1:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Gender
Global Mean

Total

Males

Females

AQ Score
Endurance Score
Reach Score
Ownership Score
Control Score
0

Global Mean

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

41

45

32

36

154

Total

Control

Ownership

Reach

Endurance

AQ®

No.

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

Males

94

36.38

40.05

31.93

35.23

143.60

Females

37

37.10

41.21

32.89

35.64

146.86

TOTAL

131

36.58

40.38

32.20

35.35

144.52

Gender

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

A total of 131 Top Management Professionals of 12 Organizations from Five
Service Industries participated in this research. From the above table and the
graph it is quite evident that the mean AQ® value of 37 female top management
professional’s were higher and closer to the global mean of AQ® than the mean
AQ® value of 94 males who participated in this study.
This confirms the reality that working women have a lot of role interchange on a
daily basis (from being a daughter-in-law, wife, mother, daughter, sister,
manager, self professional). The expectation from all they cater to is that they
have to perform and excel in all these roles simultaneously each time. Due to all
the high expectations and emotions attached, they undergo a lot of stress while
performing these roles on a regular basis. Hence as anticipated, it is only natural,
that their mean AQ® score is higher than that of males. It may also be noted that
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the mean value of Ownership dimension of both females and males were highest
among the 4 dimensions of AQ®. Also the mean vales of Reach and Endurance
dimensions were closer to the global mean values.
Graph 5.2 and Table 5.2:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Age
Global Mean

Total

50 & above

45 – 49

40 – 44

35 – 39

31 – 34

27 – 30

AQ Score

Endurance Score

Reach Score

Ownership Score

Control Score

0

Global Mean

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

41

45

32

36

154

Total

Control

Ownership

Reach

Endurance

AQ®

No.

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

50 & above

06

34.33

33.83

31.33

34.83

134.33

45 – 49

18

35.05

41.05

33.50

35.00

144.61

40 – 44

29

37.37

41.48

33.79

36.00

148.65

35 – 39

50

37.54

40.52

31.16

34.84

144.06

31 – 34

18

33.77

37.16

33.16

36.16

140.27

27 – 30

10

38.70

45.00

29.30

35.50

148.50

TOTAL

131

36.58

40.38

32.20

35.35

144.52

Age

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It has been observed that the Top Management Professionals in the age bracket
of 27 – 30 years and 40 – 44 years scored almost similar i.e. 148.50 and 148.65
respectively on their mean AQ® score and were closer to the global mean AQ®
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score of 154. Leaders belonging to the age bracket of 31- 34 years and 45 – 49
years followed with 144.06 and 144.61 respectively on their mean AQ® scores.
Top Management professionals belonging to the age bracket of 50 years & above
scored the lowest on their mean AQ® with a score of 134.33. From the above, it’s
evident that when a young professional is assigned a lead role (this age 27 – 30
years can be considered as an acceptable age for entry into a leadership role), the
challenges and risk taking abilities are higher and so is the passion to perform &
excel. Hence, the professional is much in control and willing to tackle the daily
adversities faced at work leading to a higher AQ®.
Similarly, professionals in the age group of 40 – 44 years have seen it all and
experienced it themselves in the onset of their sunset era. Hence their AQ® scores
are equally high. Leaders in the age group of 50 years & above, though have been
performing in leadership role for years, are unable to cope to daily adversities in a
better way owing to several factors such as slack down in their mental frame
owing to age, complacency of the role, false sense of seniority, more apt to suffer
from

health

problems,

mid-life

retirement/replacement/retrenchment,

crisis,

increased

constant
family

income

fear

of

owing

to

employment of their children etc.
However, on the global front it may be noted that many organizations in the US,
UK, Europe etc. are welcoming in hiring professionals who are above 50 years of
age and they do excel in their job role as well.
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Graph 5.3 and Table 5.3:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Role
Global Mean

Total

MP

CEO-D

VP-AVP

DH

MGR

EA

AQ Score

Endurance Score

Reach Score

Ownership Score

Control Score

0

20

Global Mean

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

41

45

32

36

154

Total

Control

Ownership

Reach

Endurance

AQ®

No.

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

MP

19

32.26

44.26

32.00

37.52

146.05

CEO-D

15

38.53

43.93

33.93

36.46

152.86

VP-AVP

16

34.56

37.00

33.06

34.06

138.68

DH

48

38.06

38.75

32.20

34.75

143.77

MGR

31

37.09

41.38

30.96

35.83

145.29

EA

02

36.00

27.50

33.50

23.50

120.50

TOTAL

131

36.58

40.38

32.20

35.35

144.52

Role

EA=Executive Assistant, MGR=Manager, DH=Divisional Head, VP-AVP=Vice President & Assoc. Vice President,
CEO-D=CEO & Director, MP=Medical Professional

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed from the above table that the mean AQ® value of CEO’s &
Directors at 152.86 is the highest & closest to the global mean AQ® value of 154.
A CEO is the top position in a corporation who oversees the CFO, CIO and CTO.
The CEO engages in corporate strategy building by consulting with senior
management teams about what directions the company should take, where it
should put its money and effort and how much risk it is willing to undergo in the
pursuit of future gain. The commitment may be large, but so is the reward. Those
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who make the ranks of CEOs enjoy job stability and large benefits. However,
CEOs face daily pressure to make large decisions that can affect numerous
employees and the fate of the company. When there are problems or crises in the
company, CEOs can sometimes work very long hours under extremely stressful
conditions. If a company suffers losses or goes bankrupt, the CEO can be held
responsible by shareholders and the public. Other drawbacks may include
overwork, lack of time with family or pursuing other interests, and loss of a sense
of self as it is subsumed into the company. Moreover, the years, sacrifice, and
risks required to land the rank make the CEO role one the most stressful.
The next highest mean AQ® value of Medical Professionals has been noted at
146.05.

Like

CEOs,

medical

professionals

enjoy

high

reward

and

low

unemployment, but with huge responsibilities. Also with the rise of malpractice
lawsuits, the consequences of a mistake not only affect the livelihood of another
person but add stress to the security of their career. In addition to the normal job
stress all workers experience in any career, such as commutes, conflicts with
coworkers or supervisors, long hours, etc., medical professionals has to deal with
sick

patients

and

intense situations

their

worried

depending

on

families,

and

their

specific

some
role

very
in

high-pressure,
the

medical

field. Additionally, due to cutbacks in many hospitals, medical professionals are
busier than ever, covering extra shifts, or handling more work and higher patient
loads due to staff cuts.
The mean AQ® value of Managers observed was 145.29 followed by the mean
AQ® value of Divisional Heads at 143.77 and finally with mean AQ® values of VP’s
and AVP’s at a low value of 138.68. The AQ® values show a direct proportion to
the daily adversities needed to be managed at the 3 levels. A Manager plays a
very important intermediary role between individual staff members and the
organization. A manager has to take projects to successful closures, mentor &
monitor a large team, manage expectations of team members whose experiences
may range from being a new joinee to junior level employee. Hence, a manager
has to directly deal with huge number of challenges & resources on a daily basis,
the Divisional Head has to manage several number of managers and the VP
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manages a few number of Divisional Heads. The lowest mean AQ® values
observed was of the Executive Assistants at 120.50. Executive assistants often
serve as an extension of their superior by acting as the executive's ''voice.'' They
multi-task in their role and learn how to work most efficiently with their
employer’s style.
Graph 5.4 and Table 5.4:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Industry
Global Mean
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TOTAL

131

36.58

40.38

32.20

35.35

144.52

Industry

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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It may be observed from the above table that the mean AQ® value of BPO and
Hospital industries were at the highest and closest to the global mean AQ® value
at 150.64 and 150.11 respectively. The next closest is the Mean AQ® value of the
IT industry at 149.94, followed by that of the Hotel Industry at 142.28 and lastly
the Retail Industry with a mean AQ® value of 129.56. The reason for this may be
assumed that the most recent development and changes to happen rapidly has
been seen in the Healthcare and Outsourcing spaces.

With an increase in

requirements in these two industries and also a major shift of considering these
industries too completely as a customer oriented industry, there has been a rapid
change and thrust to meet the expectations. Hence it is only natural to observe
that the mean AQ® of these two industries have been higher than the other
industries.
Graph 5.5 and Table 5.5:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Education Qualification
Global M ean
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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From the above table, it may be observed that the mean AQ® value of those who
were Graduates were the highest and closest to the global mean AQ® value at
147.18, followed by those who had a Professional qualification at 143.10 and
finally the post graduates with a mean AQ® value of 142.85.
With organizations going global in current times, the expectation of education
levels of their employees has also scaled up. This has led to almost all
organizations wanting to hire incumbents with a post graduation qualification.
Another very important aspect is that today’s generation is not content having
just a graduation qualification in hand and always strives to upgrade with a PG
qualification too. Many institutes offer part time PG courses to help working
executives equip themselves with such degrees. Organizations have a ready band
segregated on the basis of graduates, Post Graduates, Engineers, MBAs and
others linked to a valuation formula based on which grades, compensation,
increments etc. are decided and given.
It may be observed that the mean AQ® value of graduates is highest at 147.18
since such employees have to put in extra efforts to prove their performances visà-vis an employee having a PG qualification. Upon having a PG qualification,
many-a-times, an employee perceives that he has an edge over the other
employees and hence gives him the cushion factor for his performances, hence it
may be noted that the mean AQ® value in the band of PG qualification is at
142.85.
It’s interesting to note that the mean AQ® of participants in the professional
qualification band was also low at 143.10. This may be owing to fact that the
professionals in this band were highly qualified and experts in their own field such
as Doctors (Ophthalmologist, Cardiologist, Orthopedic, Dentist, Gynecologist)
Chartered Accountants, Company Secretary etc.
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Graph 5.6 and Table 5.6:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Socio Economic Status
Global Mean
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

From the above table, it may be observed that the mean AQ® value of those in
the upper middle class bracket were higher and closer to the global mean AQ®
value at 146.38, followed by those in the middle class bracket with the mean AQ®
value of 142.33.
This implies that one can improve the quality of one’s life by improving financial
stability. One of the most common causes of stress in life and in relationships is
money. With that being the case, finding a way to improve financial stability, can
decrease the level of stress. One of the most obvious ways to improve financial
stability is to find a way to increase one's level of income, though one may not be
able to make any change in one’s monthly salary income. The area which can
though be controlled is that of controlling expenses. By placing attention on
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decreasing and controlling expenses, the gap between money coming in and
money going out will increase. This gap known as discretionary income is like a
cushion and the smaller it is, the more stress one is likely to have when it comes
to money and finances. Thus, if expenses can be control and decrease, the
discretionary income can be increased leading to improved financial stability and
decrease in adversities.
Graph 5.7 and Table 5.7:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Family Composition
Global Mean
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TOTAL
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

From the above table, it is quite amusing to observe that the mean AQ® value of
professionals staying either in a joint or a nuclear family showed the same value
of 144.52, vis-à-vis the global mean AQ® value of 154. A joint family generally
means an extended family. A Nuclear family means the family group consisting of
the father, mother, and their children, distinct from the extended family.
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In a joint family system, everyone contributes their part and the benefit is
enjoyed by all. Since children live with their grandparents and cousins, they learn
the value of relationship. They learn to give and take, to be patient, cooperative,
tolerant and to adjust with other family members. The joint family system
inadvertently contributes to ones security, health and prosperity. Also working
couples are at ease since they are comforted that their children are safe with their
families and are not at the mercies of a maid or the crèche keeper. This feeling
helps to them to focus on their job role and also work longer hours (if need be)
without much of a worry. The challenges in the joint family setup would be of
giving ample time to elders and also looking after their needs especially if they
are unwell, maintaining discipline, cost to sustain a larger family etc.
Today we have a generation of people who after having lived in a joint family
system have taken the initiative to break out and start a nuclear family. This
generation today has come of age and very well appreciates the strengths and
weaknesses of both the system. The other factor that gave rise to nuclear families
was industrialization. Industrial revolution brought with it increase in job
opportunities in and around major industrialized and commercial cities and towns.
This forced men and women to move out of their family home and away from the
parents. Those who feel the need for space and cannot disrupt their routine with
clashes go with the nuclear family system.
This has a few benefits like helping one become independent. Also one feels
fulfillment in achieving their aspirations and in creating a self-identity. The
challenges in the nuclear family setup would be of raising children with the right
values, giving them ample time, being available for all their needs especially when
they are sick, taking care of home and office simultaneously, making time to meet
relatives regularly etc.
The values as given in the table above clearly speaks out that both the type of
family system, joint as well as nuclear, have their own challenges and advantages
and one could choose to live in the type of family best suited for their personality.
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Graph 5.8 and Table 5.8:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Number of Family Members
Global Mean
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed from the above table that working professionals staying
alone, having a family of one more member or 6 and above showed a low mean
AQ® value of 134.62 to 139.94.

This may be because of less added

responsibilities owing to which number of adversities faced could be lesser.
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Also professionals living with 4 and 5 family members had a mean AQ® of 141.89
to 146.96, this shows that there could be a few adversities to tackle on a daily
basis.
The most interesting observation in the above table is that professionals living
with 3 family members (self, spouse + 1 kid) has shown the highest mean AQ®
value at 150.09 and being closer to the global mean AQ® at 154. We could
humorously call this as the “Gullu” factor. In the olden days, many-a-times owing
to perception differences whenever there was a need for a husband & wife to
interact, they would address one & another as “Gullu ke papa” or “Gullu ki amma”
and then continue in their discussion. So if there was no Gullu, it would have been
quite difficult for them to carry on.
It is a known fact that a kid brings stability to a marriage and strengthens the
bond between a husband & wife. Also after a long hard day at work, when the
professional returns back home, he/she is able to completely unwind and forget
office, owing to the child back home who has been anxiously waiting to narrate
the days events with complete passion. Hence over a period of time “Gullu”
became the stress buster for the daily adversities felt and the effect is seen in the
band of 3 in a family showing the highest mean AQ® value.
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Graph 5.9 and Table 5.9:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Marital Status
Global Mean
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

From the above table, it may be observed that the mean AQ® value of those in who
were married were higher and closer to the global mean AQ® value at 145.05,
followed by those who were single with a mean AQ® value of 138.08. We would not
comment on the “Divorced” category here since there was only 1 participant
belonging to this group in the study and we consider this as insignificant.
Married professionals experience significantly greater home stress than unmarried
employees. Since a women’s primary role is that of an home maker, even if she is a
successful career women, her first priority always remains her home, spouse and
children. There is a lot of adversity faced everyday as one moves from one work to
the other like paying up bills, picking up groceries, cooking, spending time with
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children, dropping them to school, taking up their studies, spending time with family
& friends etc.
There is a trend seen of more and more couples working to meet up the growing
expense, need to have a better standard of living, desire to enjoy some of the
luxuries, hence there is a growing support with the man also sharing equal
responsibilities at home. Owing to all the above factors, married professionals face
many more adversities on a daily basis and this helps them in coming out much more
resilient with each new experience felt. On the other hand, single professionals lead a
relatively simpler life outside of work than that of a married professional. They have
to tend & fend only for themselves, are masters for their own time and hence have
the liberties to plan accordingly. This makes them have a lower resilience levels.

Graph 5.10 and Table 5.10:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Spouse Role
Global M ean
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Of the 118 married professionals, 76 professionals spouse were working and 40
professionals spouse were home makers. From the above table, it can be
observed that the mean AQ® value of the professionals whose spouse were
working professionals was higher and closer at 148.81 to the global mean AQ®
value of 154 than the mean AQ® value of the professionals whose spouse were
home makers at 138.12.

It’s quite evident that since both the partners are working professionals though
they may have a financial cushioning, their everyday challenges increase
considerably having to manage all errands simultaneously and hence their mean
AQ® is seen to be higher.

On the other hand the professionals whose spouse is a homemaker has to
concentrate only on his official work at hand since all other work related to the
home front is being managed by his spouse with a very few things which the
professional has to look at. In this scenario, since there is a bifurcation of work,
the daily challenge’s one has to meet is much lesser and hence the lower mean
AQ® value is observed.
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Graph 5.11 and Table 5.11:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Number of Children
Global M ean
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It may be observed from the above table that the mean AQ® value of married
working professionals having no children or having 2 children is 143.50 and
142.52.

However the mean AQ® value of those married working professionals

having one kid is higher at 147.12.
The above table depicts that professionals having no children or more than 1 child
have lesser mean AQ® values at 143.50 and 142.52 than those having one kid
(147.12).
A study, headed by sociology professor Hans-Peter Kohler of the University of
Pennsylvania, found that people with children are, in fact, happier than those
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without children. Single child families are on the rise. Popular thinking often paints
an unflattering picture of only children, portraying them as self-centered,
attention-seeking,

dependent,

and

temperamental.

Despite

these

negative

stereotypes, smaller families in general and the one-child option are growing in
popularity.
Changing family patterns, economic concerns, and new roles for women may
contribute to parents' choosing the one-child option. Higher divorce rates and the
tendency for couples to marry later in life may also contribute to shorter
marriages and potentially fewer children. Inflation and high unemployment,
contributing to reduced family income, encourage parents to have smaller
families. Majority of women are now employed before they have children. The
benefits of this added income and involvement in careers lead women to postpone
childbearing and bear fewer children.
In fact, only children may have some advantages as a result of their special
status: more attention from parents, freedom from sibling rivalry and comparison,
and access to more family resources, to name a few. Reduced conflict in dividing
time and attention among children, greater financial flexibility, and a more closely
knit family unit encourage many parents to limit their families to one child. Hence
it may be observed that professionals with smaller families have a high mean AQ®
value.
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Graph 5.12 and Table 5.12:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Total Working Experience
Global Mean
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It has been observed from the above table that the mean AQ® value of
professionals who have worked for less than 9 years is the highest at 147.50.
From the above, it’s evident as one grows in their position to a lead role (9 years
of total working experience can be considered as an acceptable age for entry into
a leadership role), the challenges and risk taking abilities are higher and so is the
passion to perform & excel. Hence, the professional is much in control and willing
to tackle the daily adversities faced at work leading to a higher AQ®.
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Further it has been noted that as the professionals have moved in their career and
their number of years of experience have increased their mean AQ® value has
decreased. This is seen in the other two bands of work experiences. Professionals
in the experience band of more than 9 years but less than 14 years had mean
AQ® value of 146.52 while professionals in the experience band of more than 14
years but less than 19 years had mean AQ® value of 140.64. The reason for this
may be that the professionals in this experience band have seen it all and
experienced it themselves in the onset of their sunset era, hence their approach
to daily adversities vary accordingly.
Lastly, it was interesting to observe that professionals in the experience band of
more than 19 years had a rise in their mean AQ® value with 144.78. Leaders with
a total work experience of more than 19 years have many challenges to surpass
in order to deliver high performance viz. competing with a much younger & highly
educated techno savvy professionals in same grade, coping with the slack down in
mental frame owing to age, being consistent in their official travels managing
their health problems.
They also have to deal with mid-life crisis simultaneously, overcome the constant
fear

of

retirement/replacement/retrenchment

and

prove

their

capabilities,

accepting that their off-spring is earning much more, is more educated and more
worldly wise than them, at their own cost making everyone comfortable in the
office environment as well as back home in their family including their extended
family of their daughter-in-law, son-in-law etc. Hence owing to the higher
adversities they surmount every day, their mean AQ® value is high.
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Graph 5.13 and Table 5.13:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Total Working Experience
in Current Company
Global Mean
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

From the above table, it has been observed that the mean AQ® value of
professionals who have worked in their current company for more than 8 years
but less than 12 years is the highest at 150.92. The reason for this could be
many. Firstly, if it is assumed that the professional has started his/her career in
the current organization, in 8 – 9 years of time normally one would grow into a
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leadership role. Secondly, considering that the professional has been hired
externally and has additional work experience, being in this band, there are larger
number of complexities to handle increasing the daily adversities, hence the high
mean AQ® value.
Professionals with work experience of less than 4 years have shown a mean AQ®
value of 140.65. In this band, since the professionals being newer in the
company, even though in a lead role, face lesser adversities on daily basis. Also
such professionals always have multiple job opportunities in the pipeline, owing to
which they do not completely bond with the company nor with their role, hence
the low mean AQ® value.
Professionals with work experience of more than 4 years but less than 8 years
showed a mean AQ® value of 146.84. This brings out that as one stays longer in
an organization and moves up the ladder, the daily adversities faced increases,
hence the higher mean AQ® value.
Lastly it has been observed that professionals having work experience of more
than 12 years in their current organization have a low mean AQ® value of 141.00.
It is seen that as people stay longer in a company, their overall performances
starts dipping. There is a tendency of not taking their role seriously since they
have a false security owing to their seniority, having been in the company for a
longer time.
Such professionals over a period of time normally build a safety wall around them
and flock with such long tenured like minded people in the company. Hence,
many-a-times, even if they take wrong decisions, people around do not bring it to
the notice of the company. The daily adversities tackled by such professionals at
work is very less, hence the low mean AQ® value seen.
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Graph 5.14 and Table 5.14:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Roles Grown till date
Global M ean
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

From the above table, it may be observed that there is a direct relation between
the total number of roles performed by a leader in his/her entire career vis-à-vis
the mean AQ® value. As the number of roles increase so does the mean AQ®
value too. Professionals having performed 1 to 3 roles have shown a mean AQ®
value of 142.53 while those who have performed 4 to 6 roles have shown a mean
AQ® value of 143.58. Professionals who have performed 7 to 9 roles have shown
a mean AQ® value of 145.74 while those who have performed 10 to 12 roles have
shown a mean AQ® value of 152.14.
As a professional grow in position, the complexities of managing each new role
increases, so does the challenges of managing one’s new team, managing newer
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customers/clients/management expectations as well as family expectations. With
the increase in all these, there is an increase in stress levels, impact on diet, health
and work-life balance. The daily adversities too increases and so does the
opportunity to manage re-silently.
Graph 5.15 and Table 5.15:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Roles Grown in Current Company
Global M ean

Total

7 – 10

5–6

3–4

1–2

AQ Score
Endurance Score
Reach Score
Ownership Score
Control Score
0

Global Mean

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

41

45

32

36

154

Roles Grown

Total

Control

Ownership

Reach

Endurance

AQ®

in Current

No.

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

7 – 10

07

35.14

42.42

35.71

38.71

152.00

5–6

17

37.23

43.23

35.23

38.17

153.88

3–4

33

39.18

41.69

31.12

35.12

147.12

1–2

74

35.41

38.94

31.66

34.48

140.51

TOTAL

131

36.58

40.38

32.20

35.35

144.52

Company

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The above table depicts that professionals having worked in an organization of a
longer duration and having performed higher roles, the higher the number of roles
performed, the higher the value of the mean AQ®. However, it’s quite interesting
to note that professionals who have performed more than 7 – 10 roles in the
same company have shown a slight dip in the mean AQ® value at 152.00.
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The main reason for this may be that as professionals grow higher in their role,
there is a tendency of not taking their role seriously, since they have a false
security owing to their position. Owing to the comfort factor, the daily adversities
tackled by such professionals at work starts dipping, hence the dip in the mean
AQ® value seen.
Graph 5.16 and Table 5.16:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Duration of Role in Current Company
Global Mean

Total

>8

> 6 to < 8

> 4 to < 6

>2 to < 4

<2

AQ Score

Endurance Score

Reach Score

Ownership Score

Control Score
0

20

Global Mean

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

41

45

32

36

154

Average

Total

Control

Ownership

Reach

Endurance

AQ®

Duration

No.

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

> 8 years

05

28.40

41.00

35.20

37.20

141.80

> 6 < 8 years

07

33.28

34.57

30.57

34.00

132.42

> 4 < 6 years

16

36.56

41.25

29.37

33.25

140.43

>2 < 4 years

48

37.75

39.52

32.08

34.77

144.12

< 2 years

55

36.74

41.56

33.07

36.47

147.85

TOTAL

131

36.58

40.38

32.20

35.35

144.52

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

From the above table, it may be observed that there is a complete inverse relation
between the duration of roles performed by a leader in his/her current company
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vis-à-vis the mean AQ® value. As the duration of role increase, there is a decrease
in the mean AQ® value.
There may be only two main reasons for the above observation. That is as
professionals spend a longer time in on role, they get accustomed to the
complexities of the role and are able to manage it in a better stride. In hind side,
longer time duration put into a role makes the role uninteresting and drab. The
charm of accomplishing the same role gets lost. Hence with a longer duration put
into one role, the mean AQ® value starts diminishing.
Graph 5.17 and Table 5.17:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Role Travel
Global Mean

Total

Yes

No

AQ Score
Endurance Score
Reach Score
Ownership Score
Control Score
0

20

Global Mean

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

41

45

32

36

154

Travel in

Total

Control

Ownership

Reach

Endurance

AQ®

Role

No.

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

Yes

91

36.39

39.69

32.40

35.28

143.78

No

40

37.02

41.95

31.75

35.50

146.22

TOTAL

131

36.58

40.38

32.20

35.35

144.52

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It has been observed from the above table that professionals who travel
frequently in their role have shown a lower mean AQ® value (143.78) than those
who do not undertake official travel in their job role (146.22).
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Professionals who travel frequently as part of their job-role are able to break from
the monotony of working within the four confines of an office workplace. They are
able to concentrate in a much focused manner to the project in hand since they
are not restricted by the daily hassles of a workplace like long travel to reach the
office owing to traffic jams/infrastructure developments, are able to cut-off
completely from the regular office meetings and the time snagging operational
issues, delegate work efficiently and empower people in the team for deliveries
thus brining in them a sense of responsibility & accountability, connect with family
members remotely, freeing the professional from the daily duties at home.

These factors reduce the amount of daily adversities faced by a professional who
travels frequently hence the lower mean AQ® value seen. No doubt there is some
stress involved for all traveling professionals owing to frequent travels.

On the other hand a professional who does not travel as part of the job role is in
the office practically all round the year. Such a professional has to daily live the
distracting and stressful aspects of being confined within an office environment
including endless meetings and information overload, office politics, interruptions,
conflict management, investing huge time clearing operational issues etc. Since
he/she gets back home everyday, there are also the household chores needed to
be attended to. Hence there is are huge adversities such a professional
encounters on a daily basis, hence it is seen that their mean AQ® value is higher.
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Graph 5.18 and Table 5.18:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Team Size
Global Mean

Total

51 – 70

> 70

31 – 50

< 30

No Team

AQ Score

Endurance Score

Reach Score

Ownership Score

Control Score
0

20

Global Mean

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

41

45

32

36

154

Total

Control

Ownership

Reach

Endurance

AQ®

No.

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

> 70

12

34.75

43.58

33.75

39.33

151.41

51 – 70

08

34.87

42.12

32.37

35.25

144.62

31 – 50

06

33.50

40.16

34.66

36.16

144.50

< 30

93

37.49

39.11

31.44

34.62

142.67

No Team

12

34.08

45.91

35.25

36.66

151.91

TOTAL

131

36.58

40.38

32.20

35.35

144.52

Team Size

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It’s quite interesting to observe from the above table that professionals with no
team and with team strength of more than 70 members have shown the highest
mean AQ® value (151.91 and 151.41). It is quite obvious that professionals
having to work single handedly have larger volumes and types of work to
complete within restricted time.
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At the same time a professional who has to manage as many as seventy members
also goes through a lot of stress since motivating each team member (based
multi-location) becomes a challenge, managing expectations become complex,
team conflicts are higher, keeping the team totally engaged in fruitful deliveries
itself is a big challenge, delivering as per stakeholders needs, managing
excellence in all walks of work does bring about huge adversities on a daily basis.

Also it may be observed that as the team size increases, the mean AQ® value also
increases i.e. professionals with less than 30 members has shown a mean AQ®
value of 142.67, those with more than 30 but less than 50 members have shown
a mean AQ® value of 144.50 and those with more than 50 but less than 70
members have shown a mean AQ® value of 144.62.

The reasons are the same as mentioned above. With increase in the team size,
complexities of mentoring, managing and motivating the team becomes more
challenging, hence it’s only natural that the mean AQ® value would also increase.
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Graph 5.19 and Table 5.19:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Daily Work Duration
Global Mean

Total

12 – 13

14 & above

10 – 11

8–9

AQ Score
Endurance Score
Reach Score
Ownership Score
Control Score
0

Global Mean

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

41

45

32

36

154

Average

Total

Control

Ownership

Reach

Endurance

AQ®

hours

No.

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

14 & above

9

36.55

34.22

33.88

31.66

136.33

12 – 13

25

34.24

33.16

32.76

31.88

132.04

10 – 11

58

37.84

42.87

32.18

37.20

150.12

8–9

39

36.23

42.71

31.48

35.66

146.10

TOTAL

131

36.58

40.38

32.20

35.35

144.52

contribution

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

It has been observed from the above table that professionals who put in 10 to 11
hours daily on the job have shown a higher mean AQ® value (150.12), while those
who contribute 8 – 9 hours on the job daily have shown a mean AQ® value of
146.10. It is seen that there is a dip in the mean AQ® value of professionals who
have put in more than 12 hours daily on the job.
It is quite interesting to observe that professionals who work between 8 to 11
hours have higher AQ® meaning that they are more re-silent and hence are able
to spend equal time for themselves or with their families.

Since most of the
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organizations today promote a proper work-life balance, this finding is very
important to help professionals stay happy & healthy and it necessarily also has a
positive impact on one’s performances at home and work.
It is also quite a realization to note that employees who work beyond 12 hours on
a daily basis are unable to manage their stress aptly and hence it is seen that
there is a considerable dip in their mean AQ® value. This could be an indication of
an upcoming sure shot burnout in the long run, if the work schedule is not
corrected and if the professional do not shift to a decent working duration.
Graph 5.20 and Table 5.20:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Daily Travel comfort
Global M ean

Total

Comfortable

Uncomfortable

Just Okay

AQ Score
Endurance Score
Reach Score
Ownership Score
Control Score
0

20

Global Mean

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

41

45

32

36

154

Total

Control

Ownership

Reach

Endurance

AQ®

No.

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

Comfortable

102

36.55

40.64

32.07

35.19

144.48

Uncomfortable

27

36.40

38.85

32.40

35.62

143.29

Just Okay

02

40.50

47.50

36.00

39.50

163.50

TOTAL

131

36.58

40.38

32.20

35.35

144.52

Travel Comfort

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

In both the categories of professionals, those who were un-comfortable with mode
of and time taken to travel from home to work & vice versa and the others who
mentioned were comfortable have shown almost similar mean AQ® values of
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143.29 and 144.48. This implies that the daily adversities felt by professionals
opting for public means of transport or professionals who travel in a chauffeur
driven vehicle are almost similar. In a place like Mumbai, one would reach faster
traveling in a train rather than by road owing to the traffic jams at peak hours.
Hence many-a-times, the mode being comfortable, those who travel in a
chauffeur driven vehicle get more stressed having to wait for hours to cut across
massive traffic.
Another important reason for the traffic jams is the infrastructure developments
being undertaken across the whole city, owing to which there are huge traffic
blockages at various places. At the same time, those traveling by train are able to
reach their workplace & home much faster. In this mode of travel the travelers do
get very uncomfortable especially during the peak hours owing to the crowd in the
trains although the travel time is very quick. Hence it is observed that there is a
very insignificant difference in the mean AQ® value in the professional’s mode of
travel.
Graph 5.21 and Table 5.21:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Pursuing of Higher Studies
Global Mean

Total

No

Yes

AQ Score
Endurance Score
Reach Score
Ownership Score
Control Score
0

20

Global Mean

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

41

45

32

36

154

Pursuing

Total

Control

Ownership

Reach

Endurance

AQ®

Higher Studies

No.

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

No

107

36.70

39.46

31.71

34.59

142.47

Yes

24

36.08

44.45

34.41

38.70

153.66

TOTAL

131

36.58

40.38

32.20

35.35

144.52

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
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It has been observed from the above table that professionals who are pursuing
further studies along with their jobs have shown a higher mean AQ® value of
153.66 than those professionals who are inclined to take up further studies but
are currently not pursuing any further education, their mean AQ® value being as
low as 142.47.

Navigating the dual terrain of work and academics is not an easy task.
Competition in the corporate life has made it imperative for people to achieve an
extra edge over others. Be it during appraisals or job interviews, the qualifications
section of the CV receives more than just a cursory glance.

While an incumbent or an employee is judged on a host of other factors, one’s
academic exploits are given considerable importance. Additional degrees can also
boost one’s current standing in an organization. Realizing the need for this many
employees these days juggle academics with a full time job.

There are only a lucky few who can afford a sabbatical from work in order to do
justice to their scholastic inclinations. Acquiring additional qualifications can boost
prospects and are very advantageous in the long run. This increases their daily
adversities which they have to overcome which makes them more re-silent, hence
the higher mean AQ® value seen in the above table.
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Graph 5.22 and Table 5.22:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Performance Banding
Global Mean

Total

Platinum

Diamond

Gold

Silver

Bronze

AQ Score
Endurance Score
Reach Score
Ownership Score
Control Score
0

Global Mean
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Performance

Total

Control

Ownership

Reach

Endurance

AQ®

Banding

No.

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

Platinum

17

36.29

39.76

32.23

35.29

143.58

Diamond

65

36.12

38.75

32.07

34.70

141.66

Gold

39

37.12

42.58

32.33

35.97

148.02

Silver

09

38.33

43.55

31.77

36.55

150.22

Bronze

01

35.00

42.00

39.00

43.00

159.00

TOTAL

131

36.58

40.38

32.20

35.35

144.52

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

From the above table, it may be observed that leaders in area of On-JobPerformance rated in the banding of Diamond had the lowest AQ® score of 141.66.
The next lowest AQ® score were observed in 17 leaders scoring 143.58, another 39
leaders in the banding of Gold scored 148.02.
The highest AQ® score were seen in 9 leaders from the Silver band at 150.22. In the
On-Job-Performance too the highest scoring in all the bands were seen to be in the
Leader’s “Endurance” dimension of AQ® being closest to or higher than the global
mean scores, the next closest and highest being the mean scores of “Reach”
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dimension across the bands. This implies that Performances being high, leaders have
higher Reach and Endurance rather than Control and Ownership while tackling
adverse situations.
Graph 5.23 and Table 5.23:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Strengths Banding
Global Mean

Total
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AQ Score
Endurance Score
Reach Score
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Control Score
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Strengths

Total

Control

Ownership

Reach

Endurance

AQ®

Banding

No.

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

Platinum

16

36.31

36.25

34.75

34.25

141.56

Diamond

51

35.72

37.80

32.07

34.41

140.01

Gold

51

36.94

44.21

31.47

36.35

148.98

Silver

12

39.25

40.41

31.91

35.91

147.50

Bronze

01

35.00

42.00

39.00

43.00

159.00

TOTAL

131

36.58

40.38

32.20

35.35

144.52

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

From the above table, it may be observed that 51 leaders in area of their strengths
rated in the banding of Diamond had the lowest mean AQ® score of 140.01. The next
lowest AQ® score were observed in 16 leaders scoring 141.56, another 12 leaders in
the banding of Silver scored 147.50. The highest AQ® score were seen in 51 leaders
from the Gold band having a mean AQ® score of 148.98.
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In the Strengths banding, the highest scoring in all the bands were seen to be in the
Leader’s Control, Reach and Endurance dimensions of AQ® being closest to or higher
than the global mean scores across the bands. This implies that behavioural
disposition of leaders being high, leaders have higher Control, Reach and Endurance
rather Ownership while dealing with adverse situations in their organizations.
Graph 5.24 and Table 5.24:
Mean Value on CORE® and AQ® for Citizenship Category
Global Mean

Total
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AQ Score
Endurance Score
Reach Score
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Control Score
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Citizenship

Total

Control

Ownership

Reach

Endurance

AQ®

Category

No.

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

Climbers

95

36.02

39.45

32.51

35.16

143.15

Campers

35

38.17

42.85

31.17

35.62

147.82

Quitters

01

35.00

42.00

39.00

43.00

159.00

TOTAL

131

36.58

40.38

32.20

35.35

144.52

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

From the above table, it may be observed that the citizenship score of 35 leaders in
area of their On-Job-Performance & Strengths, being categorized as “Campers”, had
the highest mean AQ® score of 147.82 and was closer to the global mean AQ score.
The next highest mean AQ® score was observed in 95 leaders scoring 143.15. These
leaders were categorized as being “Climbers” in their respective organizations.
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A negligible number of a single respondent was seen in the citizenship category of
Quitters but had the highest mean AQ® score of 159 which was higher than the
global mean AQ® score. It is also observed that the respondents have scored very
high on their Endurance levels in both Campers and Climbers.

5.4 Use of Chi-square for Testing Hypothesis
The researcher also used chi-square (

2

) testing, the most commonly used

method for comparing frequencies or proportions with the use of nominal or
ordinal level data. Thus, instead of using means and variances, this test was done
using frequencies. The researcher used exploratory data analysis to respond to
the patterns revealed in the preliminary analysis of the data. This pattern in the
collected data guided the data analysis. Exploratory data analysis is the first step
in the search for evidence, without which confirmatory analysis has nothing to
evaluate.
Cooper, Donald & Schindler, (2002) expressed that Confirmatory data analysis is
an analytical process guided by classical statistical inference in it use of
significance testing and confidence. The researcher later used confirmatory data
analysis methods to analyze the data like average mean, standard deviation and
Chi-Square test, bar and graphical representations.

The Chi-square approach

consists of four steps, namely:
I. State the Hypotheses - The first step in applying Chi Square is to state the
null hypothesis and an alternative hypothesis.
II. Formulate an Analysis Plan - For the purpose of this study, the researcher
choose significance levels equal to 0.05 (*) and 0.01 (**)
III. Analyze Sample Data - To test the hypothesis in this case, the alternative
formula of calculating the value of X2 was used. Thus, the cell frequencies and
marginal totals in case of a (2 x 2) table were computed as:
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IV. Interpret Results - If the sample findings are unlikely, given the null
hypothesis, the researcher rejected null hypothesis. Typically, this involves
comparing the P-value to the significance level, and rejecting the null hypothesis
when the P-value is less than the significance level.
The researcher arranged the scores of variables AQ® and performance in
descending order and considered a median score of 147 for AQ® and 7 for
Performance of 131 senior professionals. Based on the median scores, individual
scores for AQ® & Performance of 131 professionals were plotted in a 2 x 2
quadrant as given below:
Quadrant 5.1: Chi Square test of variable AQ® upon Performance for all
Industries
Performance

High

High

21

47

68

Low

Adversity
Quotient®

Low

30

33

63

51

80

131

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)
Ha: There is a relationship between Adversity Quotient ® and Performance of senior
professionals studied in all industries and specific to each industry.
2=

3.853*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Adversity Quotient® and the Performance sample of 131 senior professionals from
five services industries.
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Quadrant 5.2: Chi Square test of variable AQ® upon Performance for
Information Technology Industry
Performance

High

High

6

17

23

Low

Adversity
Quotient®

Low

8

7

15

14

24

38

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ha: There is a relationship between Adversity Quotient® and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the IT industry.
2=

9.985**

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Adversity Quotient® and the Performance sample of 38 senior professionals from
Information Technology Industry.
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Quadrant 5.3: Chi Square test of variable AQ® upon Performance for Hotel
Industry
Performance

High

High

7

4

11

Low

Adversity
Quotient®

Low

3

14

17

10

18

28

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ha: There is a relationship between Adversity Quotient® and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the Hotel industry.
2=

28.784**

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Adversity Quotient® and the Performance sample of 28 senior professionals from
Hotel Industry.
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Quadrant 5.4: Chi Square test of variable AQ® upon Performance for
Hospital Industry
Performance

High

High

4

11

15

Low

Adversity
Quotient®

Low

1

10

11

5

21

26

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ha: There is a relationship between Adversity Quotient® and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the Hospital industry.
2=

6.359*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Adversity Quotient® and the Performance sample of 26 senior professionals from
Hospital Industry.
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Quadrant 5.5: Chi Square test of variable AQ® upon Performance for Retail
Industry
Performance

High

High

3

6

9

Low

Adversity
Quotient®

Low

0

16

16

3

22

25

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ha: There is a relationship between Adversity Quotient® and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the Retail industry.
2=

31.757**

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Adversity Quotient® and the Performance sample of 25 senior professionals from
Retail Industry.
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Quadrant 5.6: Chi Square test of variable AQ® upon Performance for ITES /
BPO Industry
Performance

High

High

2

9
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Low
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Quotient®

Low

0

3

3

2

12

14

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ha: There is a relationship between Adversity Quotient® and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the ITES / BPO industry.
2=

5.954*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Adversity Quotient® and the Performance sample of 14 senior professionals from
ITES/BPO Industry.
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Quadrant 5.7: Chi Square test of variable Control Dimension upon
Performance for all Industries
Performance

High
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73

131

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ha: There is a relationship between Control Dimension and Performance of senior
professionals studied in all industries and specific to each industry.
2=

7.273**

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Control Dimension and the Performance sample of 131 senior professionals from
five services industries.
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Quadrant 5.8: Chi Square test of variable Control Dimension upon
Performance for IT Industry
Performance
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24

38

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ha: There is a relationship between Control Dimension and Performance of senior
professionals studied in the IT industry.
2=

5.741*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Control Dimension and the Performance sample of 38 senior professionals from
Information Technology Industry.
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Quadrant 5.9: Chi Square test of variable Control Dimension upon
Performance for Hotel Industry
Performance
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18

28

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ho: There is no relationship between Control Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the Hotel industry.
2=

1.516*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is no relationship between the
Control Dimension and the Performance sample of 28 senior professionals from
Hotel Industry.
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Quadrant 5.10: Chi Square test of variable Control Dimension upon
Performance for Hospital Industry
Performance
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20

26

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ho: There is no relationship between Control Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the Hospital industry.
2=

0.028*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is no relationship between the
Control Dimension and the Performance sample of 26 senior professionals from
Hospital Industry.
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Quadrant 5.11: Chi Square test of variable Control Dimension upon
Performance for Retail Industry
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ho: There is no relationship between Control Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the Retail industry.
2=

3.638*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is no relationship between the
Control Dimension and the Performance sample of 25 senior professionals from
Retail Industry.
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Quadrant 5.12: Chi Square test of variable Control Dimension upon
Performance for ITES / BPO Industry
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ha: There is a relationship between Control Dimension and Performance of senior
professionals studied in the ITES / BPO industry.
2=

10.076**

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Control Dimension and the Performance sample of 14 senior professionals from
ITES/BPO Industry.
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Quadrant 5.13: Chi Square test of variable Ownership Dimension upon
Performance for all Industries
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ho: There is no relationship between Ownership Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in all industries.
2=

1.737*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is no relationship between the
Ownership Dimension and the Performance sample of 131 senior professionals
from five services industries.
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Quadrant 5.14: Chi Square test of variable Ownership Dimension upon
Performance for IT Industry
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ha: There is a relationship between Ownership Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the IT industry.
2=

4.757*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Ownership Dimension and the Performance sample of 38 senior professionals from
Information Technology Industry.
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Quadrant 5.15: Chi Square test of variable Ownership Dimension upon
Performance for Hotel Industry
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ha: There is a relationship between Ownership Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the Hotel industry.
2=

32.977**

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Ownership Dimension and the Performance sample of 28 senior professionals from
Hotel Industry.
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Quadrant 5.16: Chi Square test of variable Ownership Dimension upon
Performance for Hospital Industry
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ha: There is a relationship between Ownership Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the Hospital industry.
2=

13.862**

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Ownership Dimension and the Performance sample of 26 senior professionals from
Hospital Industry.
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Quadrant 5.17: Chi Square test of variable Ownership Dimension upon
Performance for Retail Industry
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Ha: There is a relationship between Ownership Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the Retail industry.
2=

35.581**

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Ownership Dimension and the Performance sample of 25 senior professionals from
Retail Industry.
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Quadrant 5.18: Chi Square test of variable Ownership Dimension upon
Performance for ITES / BPO Industry
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ha: There is a relationship between Ownership Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the ITES / BPO industry.
2=

12.129**

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Ownership Dimension and the Performance sample of 14 senior professionals from
ITES/BPO Industry.
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Quadrant 5.19: Chi Square test of variable Reach Dimension upon
Performance for all Industries
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ha: There is a relationship between Reach Dimension and Performance of senior
professionals studied in all industries and specific to each industry.
2=

16.930**

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Reach Dimension and the Performance sample of 131 senior professionals from
five services industries.
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Quadrant 5.20: Chi Square test of variable Reach Dimension upon
Performance for IT Industry
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ho: There is no relationship between Reach Dimension and Performance of senior
professionals studied in the IT industry.
2=

0.109*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is no a relationship between the
Reach Dimension and the Performance sample of 38 senior professionals from
Information Technology Industry.
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Quadrant 5.21: Chi Square test of variable Reach Dimension upon
Performance for Hotel Industry
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Ho: There is no relationship between Reach Dimension and Performance of senior
professionals studied in the Hotel industry.
2=

1.209*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there no is a relationship between the
Reach Dimension and the Performance sample of 28 senior professionals from
Hotel Industry.
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Quadrant 5.22: Chi Square test of variable Reach Dimension upon
Performance for Hospital Industry
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ho: There is no relationship between Reach Dimension and Performance of senior
professionals studied in the Hospital industry.
2=

1.247*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is no relationship between the
Reach Dimension and the Performance sample of 26 senior professionals from
Hospital Industry.
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Quadrant 5.23: Chi Square test of variable Reach Dimension upon
Performance for Retail Industry
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Ho: There is no relationship between Reach Dimension and Performance of senior
professionals studied in the Retail industry.
2=

1.039*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Reach Dimension and the Performance sample of 25 senior professionals from
Retail Industry.
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Quadrant 5.24: Chi Square test of variable Reach Dimension upon
Performance for ITES / BPO Industry
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Ha: There is a relationship between Reach Dimension and Performance of senior
professionals studied in the ITES / BPO industry.
2=

10.585**

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Reach Dimension and the Performance sample of 14 senior professionals from
ITES/BPO Industry.
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Quadrant 5.25: Chi Square test of variable Endurance Dimension upon
Performance for all Industries
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Ho: There is no relationship between Endurance Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in all industries and specific to each industry.
2=

2.569*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is no relationship between the
Endurance Dimension and the Performance sample of 131 senior professionals
from five services industries.
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Quadrant 5.26: Chi Square test of variable Endurance Dimension upon
Performance for IT Industry
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(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

Ho: There is no a relationship between Endurance Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the IT industry.
2=

3.543*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is no a relationship between the
Endurance Dimension and the Performance sample of 38 senior professionals from
Information Technology Industry.
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Quadrant 5.27: Chi Square test of variable Endurance Dimension upon
Performance for Hotel Industry
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Ha: There is a relationship between Endurance Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the Hotel industry.
2=

14.364**

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Endurance Dimension and the Performance sample of 28 senior professionals from
Hotel Industry.
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Quadrant 5.28: Chi Square test of variable Endurance Dimension upon
Performance for Hospital Industry
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Ho: There is no relationship between Endurance Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the Hospital industry.
2=

0.031*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is no relationship between the
Endurance Dimension and the Performance sample of 26 senior professionals from
Hospital Industry.
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Quadrant 5.29: Chi Square test of variable Endurance Dimension upon
Performance for Retail Industry
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Ho: There is no relationship between Endurance Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the Retail industry.
2=

0.011*

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is no relationship between the
Endurance Dimension and the Performance sample of 25 senior professionals from
Retail Industry.
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Quadrant 5.30: Chi Square test of variable Endurance Dimension upon
Performance for ITES / BPO Industry
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Ha: There is a relationship between Endurance Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals studied in the ITES / BPO industry.
2=

12.129**

Conclusion: The researcher concluded that there is a relationship between the
Endurance Dimension and the Performance sample of 14 senior professionals from
ITES/BPO Industry.
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The following table shows the results drawn from the Chi-square testing and its
interpretations are detailed below.

Table 5.25: Chi-Square Testing for AQ® and CORE® Scores
X2

Variables
Industry

Total

IT

Hotel

Hospital

Retail

ITES/BPO

Respondents (n)

131

38

28

26

25

14

Adversity
®
Quotient

3.853*

9.985**

28.78**

6.359*

31.76**

5.954*

Control Dimension

7.273**

5.741*

1.516*

0.028*

3.638*

10.08**

Ownership
Dimension

1.737*

4.757*

32.98**

13.86**

35.58**

12.13**

Reach Dimension

16.93**

0.109*

1.209*

1.247*

1.039*

10.59**

Endurance
Dimension

2.569*

3.543*

14.36**

0.031*

0.011*

12.13**

Testing done at significance levels: 0.05 (*) and 0.01 (**)

(Source: Compiled by the Researcher)

The researcher arranged the scores of variables AQ®, CORE® and performance of
131 senior professionals in the descending order and considered median score of
147 for AQ®, 37 for Control Dimension, 44 for Ownership Dimension, 33 for Reach
Dimension, 36 for Endurance Dimension and 7 for Performance. Based on the
median scores for AQ® / CORE® & Performance, 2 x 2 quadrant were drawn to
check the relationship of AQ® and CORE on Performance to test the hypothesis.
The overall chi-squared test of model fit was statistically significant (

2

= 3.853*)
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Hypothesis 1: There is a relationship between Adversity Quotient

®

and Performance

of senior professionals in all industries and specific to each industry

Based on the Chi square values arrived at shown in the above table, the researcher
concluded that there is a relationship between the Adversity Quotient® and the
Performance sample of senior professionals from five services industries (
2

=3.853*) and specific to IT (
=6.359*), Retail (

2

=9.985**), Hotel (

2

=31.76**) and ITES/BPO industries (

=28.78**), Hospital (
2

2

2

=5.954*).

Hypothesis 2: There is a relationship between Control Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals in all industries and specific to each industry

Based on the Chi square values arrived at shown in the above table, the researcher
concluded that there is a relationship between the Control Dimension and the
Performance sample of senior professionals from five services industries (
=7.273**) and specific to IT (

2

=5.741*) and ITES/BPO (

2

2

=10.08**) industries

and no relationship between Control Dimension and the Performance sample of
senior professionals from Hotel (

2

=1.516*), Hospital (

2

=0.028*) and Retail (

2

=3.638*) industries.

Hypothesis 3: There is a relationship between Ownership Dimension and Performance
of senior professionals in all industries and specific to each industry

Based on the Chi square values arrived at shown in the above table, the researcher
concluded that there is a relationship between the Ownership Dimension and the
=4.757*), Hotel (

2

=35.58**) and ITES/BPO (

2

Performance sample of senior professionals specific to IT (
=32.98**), Hospital (

2

=13.86**), Retail (

2

2
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=12.13**) industries and no relationship between Ownership Dimension and the
Performance sample senior professionals from five services industries (

2

=1.737*).

Hypothesis 4: There is a relationship between Reach Dimension and Performance of
senior professionals in all industries and specific to each industry

Based on the Chi square values arrived at shown in the above table, the researcher
concluded that there is a relationship between the Reach Dimension and the
Performance sample of senior professionals from five services industries (
=16.93**) and specific to Retail (

2

=1.039*) and ITES/BPO (

2

2

=10.59**)

industries and no relationship between Reach Dimension and the Performance sample
2

of senior professionals from IT (

=0.109*), Hotel (

2

=1.209*) and Hospital (

2

=1.247*) industries.

Hypothesis 5: There is a relationship between Endurance Dimension and Performance
of senior professionals in all industries and specific to each industry

Based on the Chi square values arrived at shown in the above table, the researcher
concluded that there is a relationship between the Endurance Dimension and the
Performance sample of senior professionals specific to Hotel (
ITES/BPO (

2

2

=14.36**) and

=12.13**) industries and no relationship between Endurance Dimension

and the Performance sample senior professionals from five services industries (
=2.569*) and specific to IT (

2

=3.543*), Hospital (

2

=0.031*) and Retail (

=0.011*) industries.
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Discussion
The preceding chapter presented, in detail, the results obtained with respect to
each of the hypotheses included in this research. The evidence and the overall
direction of the findings derived there from have been discussed in connection
with each hypothesis besides making several tabular presentations of numerical
data.
A re-cap of the entire journey of learning Leader’s Adversity Quotient® and its
impact to surge through in today’s turbulent times would be appropriate here.
Sustained high growth, continuous erosion in the ranks of the poor and
phenomenal increase in the size of the middle class has clearly put India on the
road to becoming a major global economic power. India faces significant
challenges - Leadership being the most important. India needs leaders, not
necessarily high profile people, but people who bring about change ground up and
who are able to face daily adversities with resilience.
A Leader’s vision and overall demeanor has to necessarily impact people and their
lives. Competition is the essence of today’s marketplace. People follow a person
who inspires them without any doubt. A person with vision and passion can
achieve great things. Therefore, the way to get things done is by injecting
Optimism, Enthusiasm and Energy.
Also a healthy regard for one’s competitors is an essential ingredient in a business
leader’s character. A business leader needs to develop the highest regard for his
people & the customer, who constitutes the only reason as to why his or her
business exits. Wealth creation cannot be an end in itself. Acts of Corporate Social
Responsibility need to form an integral part of a business leaders’ agenda. The
leader needs to develop a clear vision as to how his/her organization could draft
themselves into the task of nation building. (Mittal, 2008)
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Openness to new ideas, ability to learn from people who have performed better,
openness to admit problems and to accept that there is room for improvement are
the important attributes of an effective leader. (Murthy, 2008)
The phenomenon of diversity, challenges the skills of people while doing business
across cultures. Global companies are striving to create global vision by inducting
leaders with multiple backgrounds and knowledge. (Bhandarker & Singh, 2001)
Mileham & Space, (1998) emphasized that Leadership is about people. Therefore,
a leader understands people, their needs, what motivates them, how they think
and how they react.
Ambitious professionals often spend a substantial amount of time thinking about
strategies that will help them achieve greater levels of success. They strive for a
more impressive job title, higher compensation, and responsibility for more
sizable revenues, profits and numbers of employees. Their definitions of success
are often heavily influenced by family, friends and colleagues.
Kaplan, (2008) suggested that loving what one does gives the strength to
weather personal setbacks, overcome adversity, face and address weaknesses,
and work to reach one’s full potential.
Most of us respond to rising demands in the workplace by putting in longer hours,
which inevitably take a toll on us physically, mentally and emotionally. This leads
to declining levels of engagement, increasing levels of distraction, high turnover
rates, and soaring medical costs among employees. Greater capacity makes it
possible to get more done in less time at a higher level of engagement and with
more sustainability. A personal renewal for employees will lead to better and more
sustainable performance (Schwartz, 2007)
Anxiety at work may adversely affect ones personal relationships. If a person
leaves his workplace with unsteadiness, the family life is also altered. A work-life
balance is not achieved and all relationships may be spoilt in the bargain. Hence a
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leader has to necessarily have the required control, ownership, reach and
endurance to tackle all uncertainties.
Adversity provides the opportunity to develop extraordinary character. Character
inspires greatness which in turn helps to make greater contributions while
overcoming adversity of all kinds.

While employees use individual coping

strategies to deal with work / family adversities, organizations have also
attempted to help their employees deal with this issue. Goff & Jamison, (1990)
stated that the policies and programs that organizations have implemented
include on-site child care, paternity and maternity leave, child sick days and
flexible working schedule among many others. Family benefits provided by the
organizations are believed to assuage work / family adversities by enabling
employees to have greater control over the work and family domain. Martin &
Schmidt (2010) emphasized that True Leadership development takes place under
conditions of stress.
Professionals heading various functions, working in organizations across industries
in the city of Mumbai have to undergo huge challenges right from the time they
wake up in the morning till the time they go to sleep. An article titled “Spirit of
Mumbai triumphs over disasters…” appearing in TOI by Madhavi Rajadhyaksha
(2011) has highlighted the spirit of Mumbaikars in the wake of 2005 deluge which
saw the city go under but could not dampen the human spirit of all around.
Thus a senior professionals performance is linked to his/her resiliency (AQ®),
which in turn is linked to both internal and external factors and his/her perception
of those factors. The behaviour outcome of every event will depend on this
perception. Hence it would also depend upon the experiences of events occurred
in the senior professionals growth stages in life, the leadership style applied, traits
displayed, coping behaviour, stress management etc.
Although

there

are

multiple

facets

that

influence

a

senior

professionals

®

performance, this study has examined their AQ , being a very important aspect,
as well as some core variables such as gender, age, role, education, socio
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economic status, type of family, number of family members, marital status,
number of children, total working experience, experience in current company,
roles grown till date, on job travel, team size, total time spent at work, daily
travel effort, pursuing further studies. One way of achieving success is by having
a psychological characteristic, a coping mechanism that would help overcome
pressures felt in various aspects.
Virtually any positive and desirable psychological characteristic that has been
associated with success has been labeled as mental toughness. Researchers and
theorists have defined mental toughness in terms of coping effectively with
pressure and adversity so that performance remains little affected (Clough,
2002), recovering or rebounding from setbacks and failures as a result of
increased determination to succeed (Jones, 2002), persisting or refusing to quit
(Middleton, 2004), being competitive with self and with others (Bull, Shambrook,
James, & Brooks, 2005), being insensitive or resilient (Clough et al., 2002),
having unshakeable self-belief in controlling one's own destiny (Clough et al.,
2002; Jones et al., 2002; Middleton et al., 2004), thriving on pressure (Bull,
2005; Jones et al., 2002) and possessing superior mental skills (Bull &
Shambrook, 1996).
Coping Behaviors are thought to be more malleable than traits, thus they can be
taught to managers to increase their leadership abilities and effectiveness
(Wikipedia, 2010). Beyond these basic traits, leaders of today must also possess
traits which will help them motivate others and lead them in new directions like
High Energy, Intuitiveness, Maturity, Team Orientation, Empathy, Charisma and
should be high on Faith and Hope. They should also posses a high control over
their outcomes. A detailed study was undertaken on various variables to check
the impact it has on the senior professionals AQ®, which in turn may impact
performance. Several aspects of this study have revealed significant facts and will
hopefully provide a strong base for additional inquiry. The future investigations
will solidify the critical need for measuring and enhancing every professional’s
AQ®, from all fields, so that organizations can create and nurture resilient leaders,
much needed to manage in current uncertain times.
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Conclusion
Having reviewed the concept of Adversity Quotient® and the impact it has on
Leaders and their reach to other connections like their family, society, teams,
Organizations and the entire planet, the researcher has summarized and
synthesized the major findings in this chapter. Observations made after testing of
each hypothesis have already been reported and discussed in detail in the
preceding chapter.
An important objective set by the researcher was to study the relationship
between the respondent’s demographic profile/s and adversity quotient® (it’s four
dimension). The following conclusions were drawn:
1.

The AQ® value of 28% female top management professional’s were higher
and closer to the global mean of AQ® than the mean AQ® value of 72%
males who participated in this study. This confirms the reality that working
women have a lot of role interchange on a daily basis. They are expected to
perform and excel in all the roles that they perform simultaneously each
time. Due to the high expectations and emotions attached, they undergo a
lot of stress while performing multiple roles on a regular basis. Hence as
anticipated, their mean AQ® score is higher than that of males. Also the
mean value of Ownership dimension of both females and males were highest
among the 4 dimensions of AQ®. The high percentage in women employees
also show that in current times there is an acceptance of female employees
and encouragement for them to take up senior level leadership roles in most
industries in India.

2.

Almost 3/4th of the population i.e. 74% of Leaders from the 5 industries
belonged to the age group of 31 years to 44 years and as low as 4% Leaders
were 50 years and above.

This statistics confirms the welcome change

across industries in India where younger managers are being nurtured and
facilitated to take up senior level leadership roles. The Leaders in this age
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group of 40 – 44 years also had their mean AQ® scores (148.65) which was
closest to the global mean AQ® score (154). Leaders in the age group of 50
years & above, though have been performing in leadership role for years, are
unable to cope to daily adversities in a better way. The mean AQ® score in
this band shows 134.33. This low score may be owing to several factors such
as slack down in their mental frame owing to age, complacency of the role,
false sense of seniority, more apt to suffer from health problems, mid-life
crisis, constant fear of retirement/replacement/retrenchment, increased
family income owing to employment of their children etc. However, on the
global front it may be noted that many organizations in the US, UK, Europe
etc. are welcoming in hiring professionals who are above 50 years of age and
they do excel in their job role as well.

3.

Divisional Heads and Managers were more in number across all organizations
studied, as is the case prevalent in today’s times across industries in India.
As one goes higher in role or designation the numbers get shriveled. Hence
as is seen the number of Vice Presidents or CEO and Directors is less. Also it
was observed that the mean AQ® value of CEO’s & Directors at 152.86 is the
highest & closest to the global mean AQ® value of 154. The CEO engages in
corporate strategy building by consulting with senior management teams
about what directions the company should take, where it should put its
money and effort and how much risk it is willing to undergo in the pursuit of
future gain. The commitment is large, but so is the reward. CEOs face daily
pressure to make large decisions that can affect numerous employees and
the fate of the company.

4.

41%

leaders

in

organizations

were

post

graduates

and

21%

were

professionally qualified too. Hence, it supports the fact that across industries,
organizations

prefer

to

employ

incumbents

with

post

graduation

qualifications and also encourage their existing employees to upgrade
themselves. This directly brands the organization as being highly knowledge
centric with their human capital able to absorb and implement most difficult
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challenges. Thus they are able to experiment on highly analytical models
learnt in their academics to make a turn-around in their business. It may
also be observed that the mean AQ® value of graduates is highest at 147.18
since such employees

have

to put in extra efforts to prove

their

performances vis-à-vis an employee having a PG qualification and hence
undergo much more adversities.

5.

Inspite of year 2009-10 having a lot of salary freeze and salary cuts across
industries owing to the global slow down, it may be observed that 54%
leaders were drawing an annual cost to company of more than 20 Lakhs per
annum. Also the mean AQ® value of senior professionals in the upper middle
class bracket was higher and closer to the global mean AQ® value at 146.38.
This implies that one can improve the quality of one’s life by improving
financial stability. One of the most common causes of stress in life and in
relationships is money. With that being the case, finding a way to improve
financial stability, can decrease the level of stress.

6.

It may be observed that since more professionals are moving out of their
home towns and being employed in the cities or foreign countries, the joint
family composition is fast disappearing. Hence it was seen that while 56%
senior professionals were staying in a nuclear family, the other 44% were
staying in a joint family setup. It is quite amusing to observe that the mean
AQ® value of professionals staying either in a joint or a nuclear family
showed the same value of 144.52, vis-à-vis the global mean AQ® value of
154. In a joint family system, everyone contributes their part and the benefit
is enjoyed by all. Since children live with their grandparents and cousins,
working couples are at ease since they are comforted that their children are
safe with their families and are not at the mercies of a maid or the crèche
keeper. This feeling helps to them to focus on their job role and also work
longer hours (if need be) without much of a worry. Industrial revolution
brought with

it

increase

in job opportunities

in and

around major

industrialized and commercial cities and towns. This forced men and women
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to move out of their family home and away from the parents. Those who feel
the need for space and cannot disrupt their routine with clashes go with the
nuclear family system.

7.

One interesting observation is that professionals living with 3 family
members (self, spouse + 1 kid) has shown the highest mean AQ® value at
150.09 and being closer to the global mean AQ® at 154. We could
humorously call this as the “Gullu” factor. In the olden days, many-a-times
owing to perception differences whenever there was a need for a husband &
wife to interact, they would address one & another as “Gullu ke papa” or
“Gullu ki amma” and then continue in their discussion. So if there was no
Gullu, it would have been quite difficult for them to carry on. It is a known
fact that a kid brings stability to a marriage and strengthens the bond
between a husband & wife. Also after a long hard day at work, when the
professional returns back home, he/she is able to completely unwind and
forget office, owing to the child back home. Hence over a period of time
“Gullu” became the stress buster for the daily adversities felt and the effect is
seen in the band of “3 in a family” showing the highest mean AQ® value.

8.

The mean AQ® value of those in who were married were higher and closer to
the global mean AQ® value at 145.05, followed by those who were single
with a mean AQ® value of 138.08. Married professionals experience
significantly greater home stress than unmarried employees. Since a
women’s primary role is that of an home maker, even if she is a successful
career women, her first priority always remains her home, spouse and
children. There is a lot of adversity faced everyday as one moves from one
work to the other like paying up bills, picking up groceries, cooking, spending
time with children, dropping them to school, taking up their studies, spending
time with family & friends etc. There is a trend seen of more and more
couples working to meet up the growing expense, need to have a better
standard of living, desire to enjoy some of the luxuries, hence there is a
growing support with the man also sharing equal responsibilities at home.
Owing to all the above factors, married professionals face many more
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adversities on a daily basis and this helps them in coming out much more
resilient with each new experience felt.

9.

The mean AQ® value of the professionals whose spouse were working
professionals was higher and closer at 148.81 to the global mean AQ® value
of 154 than

the mean AQ® value of the professionals whose spouse were

home makers at 138.12. It’s quite evident that since both the partners are
working professionals though they may have a financial cushioning, their
everyday challenges increase considerably having to manage all errands
simultaneously and hence their mean AQ® is seen to be higher. On the other
hand the professionals whose spouse is a homemaker has to concentrate
only on his official work at hand since all other work related to the home
front is being managed by his spouse with a very few things which the
professional has to look at. In this scenario, since there is a bifurcation of
work, the daily challenge’s one has to meet is much lesser and hence the
lower mean AQ® value is observed.
10. Professionals having no children or more than 1 child have lesser mean AQ®
values at 143.50 and 142.52 than those having one kid (147.12). A study,
headed by sociology professor Hans-Peter Kohler of the University of
Pennsylvania, found that people with children are, in fact, happier than those
without children. Single child families are on the rise. Changing family
patterns, economic concerns, and new roles for women may contribute to
parents' choosing the one-child option. Higher divorce rates and the
tendency for couples to marry later in life may also contribute to shorter
marriages and potentially fewer children. Inflation and high unemployment,
contributing to reduced family income, encourage parents to have smaller
families. Majority of women are now employed before they have children.
The benefits of this added income and involvement in careers lead women to
postpone childbearing and bear fewer children.
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11. The mean AQ® value of professionals who have worked for less than 9 years
is the highest at 147.50. It shows that as one grows in their position to a
lead role (9 years of total working experience can be considered as an
acceptable age for entry into a leadership role), the challenges and risk
taking abilities are higher and so is the passion to perform & excel. Hence,
the professional is much in control and willing to tackle the daily adversities
faced at work leading to a higher AQ®. Professionals in the experience band
of more than 9 years but less than 14 years had mean AQ® value of 146.52
while professionals in the experience band of more than 14 years but less
than 19 years had mean AQ® value of 140.64. The reason for this may be
that the professionals in this experience band have seen it all and
experienced it themselves in the onset of their sunset era, hence their
approach to daily adversities vary accordingly. It was interesting to observe
that professionals in the experience band of more than 19 years had a rise in
their mean AQ® value with 144.78. Leaders with a total work experience of
more than 19 years have many challenges to surpass in order to deliver high
performance viz. competing with a much younger & highly educated, techno
savvy professionals in same grade, coping with the slack down in mental
frame owing to age, being consistent in their official travels managing their
health problems, mid-life crisis simultaneously, overcome the constant fear
of

retirement/replacement/retrenchment

and

prove

their

capabilities,

accepting that their off-spring is earning much more, is more educated and
more worldly wise than them, at their own cost making everyone comfortable
in the office environment as well as back home in their family including their
extended family of their daughter-in-law, son-in-law etc. Hence owing to the
higher adversities they surmount every day, their mean AQ® value is high.
12. The mean AQ® value of professionals who have worked in their current
company for more than 8 years but less than 12 years is the highest at
150.92. The reason for this could be many. Firstly, if it is assumed that the
professional has started his/her career in the current organization, in 8 – 9
years of time normally one would grow into a leadership role. Secondly,
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considering that the professional has been hired externally and has additional
work experience, being in this band, there are larger number of complexities
to handle increasing the daily adversities, hence the high mean AQ® value.

13. Professionals who have performed 10 to 12 roles have shown the highest
mean AQ® value of 152.14. As a professional grow in position, the
complexities of managing each new role increases, so does the challenges of
managing one’s new team, managing newer customers/clients/management
expectations as well as family expectations. With the increase in all these,
there is an increase in stress levels, impact on diet, health and work-life
balance. The daily adversities too increases and so does the opportunity to
manage re-silently.

14. It is interesting to note that that professionals who have performed more
than 7 – 10 roles in the same company have shown a slight dip in the mean
AQ® value at 152.00. The main reason for this may be that as professionals
grow higher in their role, there is a tendency of not taking their role
seriously, since they have a false security owing to their position. Owing to
the comfort factor, the daily adversities tackled by such professionals at work
starts dipping, hence the dip in the mean AQ® value seen.
15. It is observed that there is a complete inverse relation between the duration
of roles performed by a leader in his/her current company vis-à-vis the mean
AQ® value. As the duration of role increase, there is a decrease in the mean
AQ® value. There may be only two main reasons for this observation. That as
a professionals spend longer time in a role, they get accustomed to the
complexities of the role and are able to manage it in a better stride.
However, in the hind side, longer time duration put into a role makes the role
uninteresting and drab. The charm of accomplishing the same role gets lost.
Hence with a longer duration put into one role, the mean AQ® value starts
dipping.
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16. Professionals who travel frequently in their role have shown a lower mean
AQ® value (143.78) than those who do not undertake official travel in their
job role (146.22). Professionals who travel frequently as part of their job-role
are able to break from the monotony of working within the four confines of
an office workplace. They are able to concentrate in a much focused manner
to the project in hand since they are not restricted by the daily hassles of a
workplace

like

long

travel

to

reach

the

office

owing

to

traffic

jams/infrastructure developments, are able to cut-off completely from the
regular office meetings and the time snagging operational issues, delegate
work efficiently and empower people in the team for deliveries thus brining in
them a sense of responsibility & accountability, connect with family members
remotely, freeing the professional from the daily duties at home. These
factors reduce the amount of daily adversities faced by a professional who
travels frequently hence the lower mean AQ® value seen. No doubt there is
some stress involved for all traveling professionals owing to frequent travels.
17. It’s quite interesting to observe that professionals with no team and with
team strength of more than 70 members have shown the highest mean AQ®
value (151.91 and 151.41). It is quite obvious that professionals having to
work single handedly have larger volumes and types of work to complete
within restricted time. At the same time a professional who has to manage as
many as seventy members also goes through a lot of stress since motivating
each team member (based multi-location) becomes a challenge, managing
expectations become complex, team conflicts are higher, keeping the team
totally engaged in fruitful deliveries itself is a big challenge, delivering as per
stakeholders needs, managing excellence in all walks of work does bring
about huge adversities on a daily basis.
18. It has been observed from the above table that professionals who put in 10
to 11 hours daily on the job have shown a higher mean AQ ® value (150.12),
while those who contribute 8 – 9 hours on the job daily have shown a mean
AQ® value of 146.10. It is seen that there is a dip in the mean AQ® value of
professionals who have put in more than 12 hours daily on the job. It is quite
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interesting to observe that professionals who work between 8 to 11 hours
have higher AQ® meaning that they are more re-silent and hence are able to
spend equal time for themselves or with their families.

Since most of the

organizations today promote a proper work-life balance, this finding is very
important to help professionals stay happy & healthy and it necessarily also
has a positive impact on one’s performances at home and work. It is also
quite a realization to note that employees who work beyond 12 hours on a
daily basis are unable to manage their stress aptly and hence it is seen that
there is a considerable dip in their mean AQ® value. This could be an
indication of an upcoming sure shot burnout in the long run, if the work
schedule is not corrected and if the professional do not shift to a decent
working duration.
19. The daily adversities felt by professionals opting for public means of
transport or professionals who travel in a chauffeur driven vehicle are almost
similar. In a place like Mumbai, one would reach faster traveling in a train
rather than by road owing to the traffic jams at peak hours. Hence many-atimes, the mode being comfortable, those who travel in a chauffeur driven
vehicle get more stressed having to wait for hours to cut across massive
traffic. Another important reason for the traffic jams is the infrastructure
developments being undertaken across the whole city, owing to which there
are huge traffic blockages at various places. At the same time, those
traveling by train are able to reach their workplace & home much faster. In
this mode of travel the travelers do get very uncomfortable especially during
the peak hours owing to the crowd in the trains although the travel time is
very quick. Hence it is observed that there is a very insignificant difference in
the mean AQ® value in the professional’s mode of travel.
20. Professionals who are pursuing further studies along with their jobs have
shown a higher mean AQ® value of 153.66 than those professionals who are
inclined to take up further studies but are currently not pursuing any further
education, their mean AQ® value being as low as 142.47. Navigating the dual
terrain of work and academics is not an easy task. Competition in the
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corporate life has made it imperative for people to achieve an extra edge
over others. Be it during appraisals or job interviews, the qualifications
section of the CV receives more than just a cursory glance. While an
incumbent or an employee is judged on a host of other factors, one’s
academic exploits are given considerable importance. Additional degrees can
also boost one’s current standing in an organization. Realizing the need for
this many employees these days juggle academics with a full time job. There
are only a lucky few who can afford a sabbatical from work in order to do
justice to their scholastic inclinations. Acquiring additional qualifications can
boost prospects and are very advantageous in the long run. This increases
their daily adversities which they have to overcome which makes them more
re-silent.
21. Performances being high, leaders have higher Reach and Endurance rather
than

Control

and

Ownership

while

tackling

adverse

situations

while

performing their job role.
22. The behavioural disposition of leaders being high, leaders have higher
Control, Reach and Endurance rather Ownership while dealing with adverse
situations in their organizations.
23. It has been observed that the 26% leaders in area of their On-JobPerformance & Strengths, being categorized as “Campers”, had the highest
mean AQ® score of 147.82 and was closer to the global mean AQ® score.
Also such leaders showed a high scoring on Control, Reach and Endurance
dimensions of AQ®.

73% leaders showed an overall performance in the

Climbers category and scored 143.15 on their mean AQ®.
24. On the variable “Multi Skilling and Multi Tasking”, all the respondents in the
study informed that they had to multi skill and multi task in their job roles.
The proves the fact that across industries and organizations, employees are
multi tasking and multi skilling in current times and are not restricted to do a
single job at one time.
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In addition to the above, the researcher hypothesized that the Total Adversity
Quotient® scores (Resilience) and the four Adversity Quotient® dimensions scores
(Control, Ownership, Reach and Endurance) would create Sustainable Optimism
leading to strong business leaders of tomorrow. To establish the hypothesis, the
researcher measured the AQ® and CORE® scores of all 131 leaders from 5 service
industries and applied Chi-square test to check the relationship between AQ® and
its CORE® dimensions with their Performance to check the following:
®

/ CORE

®

/ CORE

H0: Adversity Quotient
Ha: Adversity Quotient

®

and Performance of senior professionals are dependent.

®

and Performance of senior professionals are not dependent.

The researcher could establish the following:
25. The frequency distribution for individual variables has thrown insightful findings.
It has also been observed that the mean AQ® for all biographic, work, AQ® and
Performance related variables have shown relatively lower values than that of
the global mean values on AQ® and CORE®, though there are variations across
different sub-groups in the variables.

26. The P-value (0.012) score of 131 leaders of AQ® and its dimensions vis-a-vis
Performance showed more than the significance level (0.05), hence the
researcher accepted the null hypothesis and concluded that there is a
relationship between the Adversity Quotient® and the Performance sample of
131 senior professionals from five services industries.
27. The AQ®, Control & Reach scores of 131 senior professionals from all the five
industries (IT, Hotel, Hospital, Retail & ITES/BPO) showed P-Values which is
more than the significance levels confirming significant relationship with
Performance, however the Ownership & Endurance scores of these senior
professionals have shown P-Values which is less than the significance levels
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confirming there is no significant relationship of these dimensions with
Performance.
28. The AQ®, Control & Ownership scores of 38 top management professionals
from the IT Industry have shown P-Values which is more than the
significance levels confirming significant relationship with Performance,
however

the

Reach &

Endurance

scores

of

these

top

management

professionals have shown P-Values which is less than the significance levels
confirming there is no significant relationship of these dimensions with
Performance.
29. The

AQ®,

Ownership

&

Endurance

scores

of

28

top

management

professionals from the Hotel Industry have shown P-Values which is more
than

the

significance

levels

confirming

significant

relationship

with

Performance, however the Control & Reach scores of these top management
professionals have shown P-Values which is less than the significance levels
confirming there is no significant relationship of these dimensions with
Performance.
30. The AQ® & Ownership scores of 26 top management professionals from the
Hospital Industry have shown P-Values which is more than the significance
levels confirming significant relationship with Performance, the Control,
Reach & Endurance scores of these top management professionals have
shown P-Values which is less than the significance levels confirming there is
no significant relationship of these dimensions with Performance.
31. The AQ® & Ownership scores of 25 top management professionals from the
Retail Industry have shown P-Values which is more than the significance
levels confirming significant relationship with Performance, the Control,
Reach & Endurance scores of these top management professionals have
shown P-Values which is less than the significance levels confirming there is
no significant relationship of these dimensions with Performance.
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32. The AQ®, Control, Ownership, Reach & Endurance scores of all 14 top
management professionals from the ITES / BPO Industry have shown PValues which is more than the significance levels confirming a significant
relationship with Performance.
The Performance scores of 131 senior professionals were bifurcated under 3
Citizenship categories of Quitters, Campers and Climbers, thus identifying the
three categories of Leaders. In this categorization it was observed that 26%
senior professionals scored in the bracket of Campers and scored an average
mean AQ® of 147.82 which is closer to the average mean of global AQ® of 154
while 73% leaders scored in the bracket of Climbers and scored an average mean
AQ® of 143.15.
Friedman (2008) suggested that by taking smart steps to integrate work, home,
community and self will make a Professional, not just a more productive leader
but also a more fulfilled person. He further emphasizes that Leadership today is
not jut about creating sustainable change to benefit just the self but more
importantly benefiting all the people around a Leader. This study shows that,
despite all obstacles and challenges, leaders whose AQ® is high are able to
manage their daily adversities aptly and hence are able to create sustainable
optimism leading to higher performances. This study also concludes that HR
managers can now introduce AQ® as a new parameter in recruitment, training and
performance management and many other such HR processes that provides
industry managers the ability to absorb & innovate constantly for business
continuity and expansion in the face of any adversity. This would help build a
strong work-force who’s AQ® is optimally matched for creating successful
organizations.
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CHAPTER – 7
AQ® AS AN EFFECTIVE TOOL…
A NEW DIMENSION FOR
EMPLOYERS...
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AQ® as an Effective Tool…
A New Dimension for Employers…
As the world’s major economies have matured, they have become dominated by
service-focused businesses. Companies often live or die on the quality of their
workforces, but because service businesses are typically people intensive, a
relative advantage in employee management has all the more impact there.
Employers must give very careful attention to all the facets of hiring and
grooming of their Leaders, who in turn will identify and develop the future leaders
for the company. They should groom leaders in such a manner that the service
attributes of the company should be reflected in their entire demeanor.
One important aspect of AQ® is that it can be measured and constantly upgraded
by making certain changes in one’s way of perceiving things. Hence AQ® can be
used by the employers for the following HR Processes:
1. Hiring Process: When there is Job Requisition to be filled in for a top
management role, the best way for the Human Resources team to close this
requisition would be to benchmark the new incumbent by measuring his / her
AQ® and selecting the incumbent whose AQ® score is closest to the person
who successfully last performed in that role. By doing this there is an
underlying assumption being made that all other factors remaining same, such
an incumbent too would excel in his/her job role.
2. Induction, Training and Development Process: The gap identified in the
existing capacity and the required capacity of an incumbent during the hiring
processes can be discussed in detail during the induction. The Human
resources team can help the new joinee in identifying the areas needed to be
worked upon to increase his/her achievement. This can then be undertaken on
a regular basis through the Employee Reach process.
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The current AQ® levels of employees can be measured and training sessions
could be undertaken for those employees whose AQ® needs to be re-wired and
increased.

Thus

by

implementing

various

work-life

balance

initiatives,

conducting various workshops and seminars on positive thinking and overall
development, employees would be aptly equipped to tackle the daily
adversities with more ease and come out as all time winners. This would slowly
start showing by the increase in productivity and ultimately result in the
revenues too.
3. Disaster Management Process: Over the last few years, across the globe,
individual and corporations have witnessed large scale tragedies like 9/11,
earthquakes, tsunami and Hurricane Katrina. All these disastrous events have
brought the realization of a bitter truth that no one escapes what a disaster
leaves behind… India too has had its share of massive disasters in the past.
The tsunami and the Mumbai floods, the harrowing ‘first time’ experiences for
many, have challenged the limits of human endurance and tested survival
skills of individuals, organizations and nations. Hence employers would need to
identify people having high AQ®, who can be trained to be in the Disaster
Management team responsible for all the health & safety measures of their cocolleagues and the organizations infrastructure and data.
4. Counseling Process: These have been very tough and challenging times not
only for organization’s growth and survival worldwide, but also it’s Leaders and
all the people associated with it. With the increase in disasters and unnatural
calamities, there has been a rise in cases of employees becoming very fearful
and not knowing how to respond to such events. It would help organizations to
nurture leaders with high AQ® who in turn may counsel their teams and
employees to view the effects of such disasters with calmness, patience and
hope. The HR team may design and implement such counseling workshops to
help build a more stable and happy employees around.
5. Performance Evaluation Process: AQ® would help employees to increase
their overall performances and thus help in the overall Performance of Self,
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Team and Organization. It can also help in reviewing the goals set for people
and their teams.
6. Succession Planning Process:

AQ® would help employees plan the

succession in their organizations. Hence while it is known that a person is
getting retired, when at work the AQ® of such person should me measured
(useful for benchmarking) and those employees / persons who scores closet to
such a retiring top management may be selected to succeed the retiring
person.
7. Employee Reach Process: Articles on AQ®, its importance, how it determines
one’s success and how it can be improved should be put up of the Intranet.
Regular reading of such articles would help building resilience in the entire
organization. Also personal interactions of HR team with employees and their
leaders should be encouraged to help bridge any gaps that are seen with an
aim to increase employee morale & organization’s productivity.
8. Identifying Successful Leader’s:

AQ®

measurement

and

subsequent

development processes will help in identifying successful leaders in Business
Administration and many other spheres of Society.
No matter what one’s AQ® is today, it can be permanently improved, and with
improvement, one can increase their overall effectiveness. AQ® would help
employees to either climb, camp or quit and also teach skills of the ascent.
Employees can improve their performance in multiple domains of their lives—
work, home, community and self.
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Limitations, Challenges, Suggestions
and Recommendations for Further
Research
Limitations
While a review of the findings of this research has helped integrate the different
integration modules, it is also important to acquaint oneself with the limitations
and constraints faced in order to view the research findings in total perspective.
Just as one cannot conjure a flawless piece of research that can apply to all
possible situations, so also it is necessary to be aware that this research may
apply to a restricted range of settings, with a specific type of population because
of certain inherent constraints within which it was conducted.
Some of the limiting factors that could have possible affected the findings of this
study are described here in detail:

1. Varied Industry Selection
As mentioned in Chapter 3 (Research Design and Methodology), the sample
organizations in the study are all from the service industry. One issue consistently
mentioned in the literature on this subject is that the service orientation of these
organizations is one of the determining factors for structure of the organization,
as well as behaviour of the people in organizations. Hence keeping in mind the
focus of being a high on service orientation, companies from IT, ITES, Retail,
Hotel and Hospitals have been considered for this study.
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2. Geographically Restricted Sample
As it was not possible to collect data periodically and follow-up with the numerous
branches of the companies located all over the country, the majority of the data
was collected from Mumbai. Although the study has great authencity since
Mumbai is the industrial and commercial capital of India, it would be wise to bear
in mind that every city has its own culture, tradition and work values, which may
have some bearing on creating and developing a Leadership pipeline having high
AQ®. In this sense, data from other towns and cities would have lent greater
generalization to the findings. This was however, not practically realizable.

3. Restricted Sample Size
The target population considered for this study was employees from the top
management of companies. Since most of the companies in India have a pyramid
structure, which gets leaner as one goes upwards, there are very few number of
employees working at the top management level.

Secondly even though the

researcher approached all the top management employees of the 13 companies
who participated in this study, owing to their busy schedules and continuous
travels, not all the employees were willing to participate in the study. Hence it
was only 131 individuals who finally participated in this study.

4. Restricted Sample Size at Higher Hierarchical Levels
The sample in this study comprised of top management employees from all the
functions of the organization. They were further classified into CEO and Director,
VP and AVP, Divisional Head, Manager, Executive Assistant and Medical
Professionals. However, as is commonly observed, the sample size was the
highest in Divisional Heads, followed by Senior Managers, Medical Professionals,
VP / AVP and CEO / Directors. Thus the majority of the study was from the mid
level of the top management band employees, restricting the study to be
extended to the highest level i.e. CEO and Directors, who primarily as the key
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Leaders are responsible to carry out the mission of the organization and be
example setters to other leaders and teams of the organization.

5. Technique of Gathering Data
The principal source of gathering data for measuring the participants Adversity
Quotient®, was an on-line AQ® tool designed & developed by Peak Learning under
the guidance of Dr. Paul Stoltz, founder of the AQ® studies. Though the validity
and reliability of the tool has been established (as brought out in the “Research
Design and Methodology” chapter), the response to the AQ® tool totally depended
on the respondent’s sincerity while answering the questions. Perhaps this can be
viewed as a limiting factor in the study.
Similarly, the source of data gathering for the Performance data from the sample
was undertaken by a questionnaire designed by the researcher. This form was
reviewed by three heads of organizations and they viewed it to be complete for
collecting the performance data of participating employees of companies.
However, the performance review being one sided (by the appraiser) and being
undertaken subjectively, it may have a restriction of perception of the appraiser
on the ratings provided in the areas of Performance banding and Strengths
banding.

Challenges
Some of the challenges that the researcher faced while pursuing this research
study are given below:

1. Unavailability of any reference material in India
The study on Adversity Quotient® was formerly founded in USA in 1997 by Dr.
Paul Stoltz and his team from the Peak Learning Organization Inc. Since then the
team have conducted many studies strengthening their convictions on AQ®,
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though all these studies have been undertaken in USA. Having embarked on the
journey of this research, in the initial days itself, the researcher tried to find
various sources through which information could be collected on the subject
Adversity Quotient®. The researcher had approached all the common libraries,
book stores and college libraries in Mumbai, however no books or materials could
be obtained on AQ®. The researcher then purchased the two books available then
through Amazon on-line bookstore from USA and received the delivery of these
two books only after two months. Thus the researcher initially referred the two
books written by Dr. Paul Stoltz namely, “Adversity Quotient®: Turning Obstacles
into Opportunities” and Adversity Quotient® @ Work: Make Everyday Challenges
the Key to your Success”. However, as the researcher progressed further in this
study, there were articles, dissertations, reports etc. which could be referred and
helped in giving shape this research.

2. Reluctance of Organizations to Participate in this Study
Most organizations

being

large

and

being

multi-nationals,

they

indicated

confidentiality as a prime reason for not being able to participate in the study.
Hence to secure the 12 organizations, the researcher had to approach 40
organizations. Some of the organizations agreed to participate in the study but
once questionnaires were revealed, the reluctance set in wasting lot of field level
time.

Once the study progressed, the researcher spent more than 3 times of the

usual effort planned to extract responses from the participating top managers
owing to apparent reluctance caused due to down sizing, compensation correction
etc. happening on account of recession that set in globally mid 2008 onwards and
had affected the participating companies too.

3. Reluctance of Organizations to Share Performance Data
Since the Performance data is highly confidential & critical information in all
organizations, it was a major challenge in obtaining this data from the
participating companies.
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4. Reluctance of Participants to Divulge Additional Information
Participants

were

reluctant

to

divulge

certain

additional

information

like

compensation, socio economic status, spouse status, total working experience etc.
It was only after several attempts of connect and comfort provided by the
researcher to the participants, assurances that the information being shared
would be strictly used only for the study and that it would not be shared or passed
on to anyone, that the participants were open to share their personal information.

5. Increased number of meetings and telecon’s to connect with the
participants
The researcher approached all the top management employees of the 13
companies. However, because of their busy schedules and continuous travels,
only 131 employees participated in the study. Since there was (a) an AQ® tool to
be responded, (b) a form to be filled giving details on certain additional
information and also (c) a performance evaluation form to be filled, the
researcher had to approach the participants twice for (a) and (b) and approach
the Head – HR for availing information on (c).

This became a mammoth task

following unending visits, calls, follow-ups which had to be done owing to the
unavailability of the participants (many-a-times they were traveling, in meetings,
on leave etc.)

Suggestions and Recommendations for Further
Research
As mentioned earlier, some of the directions for future research may emanate
from the limitations of the present study as listed above. One may accept the
view that research in behavioural sciences should be treated as an ongoing
process of updating information and verifying hypotheses again and again on
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different

samples

with

different

methodologies

and

experimental designs.

Research findings and their practical applications should also go hand in hand. The
present research is no exception. One future direction of research, therefore,
could be to plan fresh studies short of the limitations of this study. A few
suggestions for future research in this area are as below:

1. Study to be applied in Diverse Industrial Settings:
In this study it was demonstrated that the mean AQ® value of Hospital and ITES
industries were at the highest and closest to the global mean of AQ®, followed by
IT, Hospital and Retail industries. All these five sectors belong to the same
industry i.e. the service industry. This study, therefore, concentrated on
comparisons within one type of industry only, all 5 industries being highly service
oriented. Studies need to be conducted in respect of other industries too such as
manufacturing, processes, banking, academics, armed & allied forces, railways,
aviation etc.

2. Study to be applied Across Hierarchical Levels:
The target population considered for this study was restricted to the top
management professionals, limiting the number of participants for the reasons
mentioned above. Studies need to be conducted in respect to the other levels of
hierarchy. Further research can be undertaken by applying this study across all
the employees of one organization having global operations with multiple
locations in India and overseas. Further research can be undertaken by applying
this study across one or many functional employees across different industries.
Further research can be undertaken by applying this study across all the women
employees of organizations having global operations with multiple locations in
India and overseas.
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3. Study to be applied covering many Organizations:
In this research the AQ® and other variables of Leaders in organizations was
studied and how owing to their higher AQ®, it lead to creating sustainable
optimism for their companies. Further research can be undertaken by applying
this study across many Organizations to check the “Organizations AQ®” and its
bounce-back ability / sustainability in current turbulent times. This would be an
interesting subject owing to the large scale changes that is happening in the
economic, political, environmental scenario in which the organization has to
sustain & grow.

4. Study to be applied for strengthening Organization Culture in
Diversity:
Further research can be undertaken by applying this study to establish and further
strengthen the prevailing culture meshed across the diversity of the Organizations
operations. This can be undertaken either in one company or in multiple
companies across industries; one location or across multiple locations and
countries.

5. Study to be applied for enhancing Job Satisfaction:
Further research can be undertaken by applying this study to measure and
enhance the job satisfaction across the Organizations global operations. This can
be undertaken either in one company or in multiple companies across industries;
one location or across multiple locations and countries.

6. Study to be applied for implementing work-life balance:
Employees working across levels, cities in organizations in current times are very
stressed owing to lack of time and resources. Hence huge number of burn out
cases are being witnessed in organizations leading to compulsory breaks in career
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owing to health reasons, motivational reasons, depression etc. Further research
can be undertaken by applying this study to measure the well being of employees
and the findings may help in bringing out various initiatives for work-life balance
that be developed and implemented in the organization.

Concluding Comments
This research has been a serious endeavour on the part of the researcher to throw
some light on the emerging concept of Adversity Quotient®. As has been
consistently shown throughout this thesis, we are at a stage in our economy
where change is an all pervasive phenomenon. A Leader’s ability to absorb, adapt
and rise in these changes continuously creating sustainable optimism will be a key
factor of the Leader’s, teams and the organizations survival. In a liberalized and
globalized

Indian

economy,

there

is,

therefore

a

considerable

need

for

organizations to place emphasis on constantly creating & developing Leaders with
high Adversity Quotient®.
This research study has made a sincere effort to identify the correlates of
Adversity Quotient® and the impact it has on the individual’s performances
leading to the Organization’s sustainability and growth as well. By achieving this
objective one can concentrate on building those attributes that have been found
to have a positive link to the enhancement of one’s Adversity Quotient®.
Furthermore, this research has also shown that Adversity Quotient® plays an
important role not only in the field of developing and shaping leaders, but also in
improving the organization’s performances and profitability.
In conclusion, it can be said that knowing and trying to enhance one’s AQ® is a
journey and not a destination. We must all embark on it if we want to survive
today’s complex & uncertain challenges and come out as Climbers consistently.
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CHAPTER – 9
SUMMARY
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Summary
The thesis begins with Chapter 1 which explains how this study was conceived and
the need for such a research. It further looks into the aspects of evolution of human
personality, the daily adversities felt by people & their coping behaviour, all about
Leadership and process of directing human capital in creating wealth for self,
organizations and economy. It introduces the concept of Adversity Quotient® (AQ®),
its four dimensions (CORE®), the AQ® advantage to professionals and the need for
organizations to have more resilient leaders. Finally this chapter ends with details on
how this study progressed and got completed.
Chapter 2 outlines the literature review beginning with an introduction on the
importance of literature review. It further brings out details of various articles and
studies on the leadership challenge, re-examining human development emphasizing
on whether Leaders are born or made. It also gives details on how coping behaviour
can be understood emphasizing on whether leaders possess traits that are distinct
from others. It highlights on which style of leadership is the best style and throws
light on the visible differences between managers and leader-managers. It further
looks at previous studies on IQ, EQ and highlights importance of knowing one’s AQ®
as leaders face bigger and uncertain challenging in today’s era. It briefs on how
Sustainable Optimism can be created constantly and how a leader’s performance
impacts people and organizations. Finally it highlights several AQ® studies conducted
in India and abroad and brings out the significance of AQ® to the services industries.
An attempt of giving information about the five industries in which this study has
been conducted is also brought out in this chapter.
Chapter 3 describes the need and significance of this study. The statement of the
problem is highlighted along with the test hypothesis and the objectives of the study.
It discusses the research design and methods, describes and classifies the various
variables used in the study. The sampling technique, type of sample, selection
criteria, the tools used and the procedure followed for data collection and design have
been discussed and presented in detail in this chapter.
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In Chapter 4 the researcher has undertaken an in-depth study on the data collected.
Various graphs & tables of frequency distribution of sample characteristics have been
drawn. Following this, the researcher has made observations on the various
dependent and independent variables used in this study, linked with current systemic
applications based on literature review of various articles and studies. An attempt has
been made to analyze the frequency tables on each variable for the total sample
obtained from 5 industries and also individually for each specific industry. The
researcher also made an endeavor to study the mean value on AQ® and CORE® for all
the variables vis-à-vis the set global mean AQ® & CORE® scores.
Chapter 5 discusses the analysis and interpretation of results and their subsequent
significant values using various statistical formulas. The researcher applied Chi-square
to test the hypothesis and drawn the conclusions. This led to chapter 6 titled
“Discussion & Conclusion”, wherein the entire study has been discussed keeping in
view the literature review and the statistical analysis undertaken. Finally the
conclusions have been highlighted.
Chapter 7 describes that AQ® is an effective tool and how it can be used as a new
dimension for employers to strengthen their already existing HR processes of Hiring,
Induction & Training, Disaster Management, Counseling, Goal Setting, Performance
Evaluation, Employee Reach, Succession Planning and leadership development.
Chapter 8 brings out Limitations of the study and the challenges faced by the
researcher while undertaking this research study. It also brings out suggestions and
recommendations for further research. In conclusion, the researcher has mentioned
that knowing and trying to enhance one’s AQ® is a journey and not a destination. We
must all embark on it if we want to survive today’s complex & uncertain challenges
and come out as Climbers consistently.
Chapter 9 brings out a summary of all the chapters mentioned in this thesis
document, highlighting the main topics covered under each chapter.

Chapter 10 is

titled Bibliography and lists various sources of literature reviewed to help & make use
in this study. The listing brings out various references considered cited in the thesis
under the headings Books, Dissertations, Journals & Periodicals, Magazines &
Newspapers and Internet references.
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Appendix 2: Introduction & request mail to
Head-HR to participate in the AQ® study
From: Susan Tripathi [mailto:susan@simfrost.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 5:03 PM
To:
Subject: PhD Program: Request your support for Data Collection
Importance: High

Dear Mr. _______________,
Greetings!! It was a pleasure speaking with you yesterday and I thank you for your courtesies
extended in our call.
As shared with you, I am pursuing a doctorate program from Welingkar Institute of
Management Studies, Mumbai, through S.N.D.T. University. My PhD subject is “Use of
Adversity Quotient (AQ® in creating strong business leaders of tomorrow.” My
research
work
is
aimed
towards
understanding
AQ®
factors
of
Indian
leaders/managers/professionals and building methodologies & processes in Human Resources
management that will help in usage of AQ® in recruitment, training & organization
development. The research work is being undertaken across the Retail, Hotel, IT, ITES and
Hospital industries, primarily the services industry.
After completing the initial desk study, I am now approaching various organizations for
sample data collection. The method employed to collect data is a simple questionnaire that
does not seek confidential information of the professional or the organization. For data
collections/interviews, I am using the AQ® Profiler (a HR Model questionnaire based
responses) created by Dr. Paul Stoltz, a USA based expert on the subject. Dr. Paul Stoltz has
also blessed my PhD Program and granted me non-commercial license to use their content.
As discussed, I am forwarding a document detailing AQ ® & its significance and the AQ®
questionnaire. My sincere request is that I may be allowed to administer this questionnaire to
10 top tier/ Heads of functions from your organization (4 corporate heads - Head-HR,
Finance, Marketing & PR and Sales + 6 senior professionals from other main stream). There
are 14 real life situations given in the questionnaire which one has to respond to and the time
taken to complete each questionnaire would not be more than 10-12 minutes.
As committed, once I receive the AQ® and CORE® scores of your employees, would send the
same to you. I look forward to your help and support in this academic endeavor.
Best Regards
Susan D’souza
Ph.D Student
Welingkar Institute of Management Studies & Research
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Appendix 3: Introduction & request mail sent to
participants
From: Susan Tripathi [mailto:susan@simfrost.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2010 6:33 PM To: Respondent
Subject: PhD Program: Request your support for Data Collection
Importance: High

Dear __________________,
I have been in touch with your Head – HR, Mr. ___________ during the last 2 months in
reference to an AQ study being undertaken by me. Mr.___has referred your name as one of
the leaders of __________ whom I should approach to participate in the study. I look forward
to your help & support.
I am pursuing this doctorate program from Welingkar Institute of Management Studies,
Mumbai, through S.N.D.T. University. My PhD subject is “Use of Adversity Quotient (AQ®
in creating strong business leaders of tomorrow.” My research work is aimed towards
understanding AQ® factors of Indian leaders/managers/professionals and building
methodologies & processes in Human Resources management that will help in usage of AQ ®
in recruitment, training & organization development. The research work is being undertaken
across the BPO/ITES, Retail, Hotel, IT and Hospital industries, primarily the services industry.
After completing the initial desk study, I have approached various organizations for sample
data collection. The method employed to collect data is a simple questionnaire that does not
seek confidential information of the professional or the organization. For data
collections/interviews, I am using the AQ® Profiler (a HR Model questionnaire based
responses) created by Dr. Paul Stoltz, a USA based expert on the subject. Dr. Paul Stoltz has
also blessed my PhD Program and granted me non-commercial license to use their content.
I am attaching a brief document detailing AQ® & its significance and also the
questionnaire. There are 14 real life situations given in the questionnaire and you have to tick
your responses to each of the situation given. The time taken to complete the questionnaire
would not be more than 10-12 minutes.
I request you to kindly spare some time from your busy schedule as it would be a great help
to receive the completed questionnaire. Thank you very much for your participation &
support.
Warm Regards,

Susan D’souza
Research Student
Welingkar Institute of Management Studies & Research
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Appendix 4: Additional Variable Form
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Appendix 5: Mail requesting information on
variables sent to the respondents
From: Susan Tripathi [mailto:susan@simfrost.com]
Sent: Friday, June 11, 2010 7:39 PM
To: Respondent
Subject: Request your help for some additional information required as part of the AQ ® study
Importance: High

Dear __________________,
Thank you for sending me your response to the AQ® questionnaire. Your inputs will definitely
add value to my research. I have been able to complete the primary data collection through
the questionnaires applied on 130 top managers of 13 companies in 5 different industries.
As advised by my doctoral guide, Dr. A. K. Konar, I am now approaching all the 131
respondents to provide me with some additional variables that are required for the study. In
regards to this, I have tried calling you on the board numbers many-a-times, but have not
been able to reach you. Hence, I am sending the attached file named “Additional Variables”
which captures the additional information that is required to help in the AQ study.
Trust you would be able to send me the needed information.
Thank You & Warm Regards,
Susan D’souza
Research Student
Welingkar Institute of Management Studies & Research
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Appendix 6: Employee Evaluation Form
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Appendix 7: Mail requesting for Employee
Evaluation

From: Susan Tripathi [mailto:susan@simfrost.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 04, 2010 4:46 PM
To: Head - HR
®
Subject: Request your help for Employee Evaluation Details required as part of the AQ study
Importance: High

Dear _______________,
Further to our telecon today, I request you to kindly help in the following:
The attached file named “Employee Evaluation Form” listing your 10 employees have
participated in the AQ® study. They need to be associated in the description of Platinum,
Diamond, Gold, Silver or Bronze based on their performance. This association has to be
undertaken in the areas of their Role Performance and Strengths
As committed, once I have completed the data collection and have received the AQ® and
CORE® scores of your team, would send you a report on the scores of your team and its
interpretation.
Look forward to your support.
Best Regards
Susan
Susan D’souza
Research Student
Welingkar Institute of Management Studies & Research
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Appendix 8: Master Data sheet for capturing all relevant data on
Biographic, Work, Performance and AQ related variables
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Appendix 9: AQ Score list with brief interpretation

Brief Interpretation
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Appendix 10: Mail sent to Head–HR of Organizations
with employees AQ score & interpretation
From: Susan Tripathi [mailto:susan@simfrost.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2011 5:10 PM
To: Head - HR
Subject: Your Team's CORE & AQ Scores
Importance: High

Dear _________________,
Thank you very much for all the help you have always extended. As committed in our initial
discussions and spoken today, I am happy to send across your team’s CORE® and AQ®
scores. Please find attached the document giving your CORE® and AQ® scores along with the
interpretation. Request you to kindly let me know whether you would want me to send the
scores and interpretation to your employees who participated in this study or would your
team undertake this task.
I also request that in case it’s possible, a feedback on your employee’s scores and the AQ ®
interpretation may be sent to me.
Please feel free to mail back in case of any query. I will be happy to respond to them. Look
forward to your team’s feedback on the report too.
Thank You & Warm Regards,
Susan
Susan D’souza
Research Student
Welingkar Institute of Management Studies & Research
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Appendix 11.1: Appreciation letter - 1
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Appendix 11.2: Appreciation letter - 2
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Appendix 11.3: Appreciation letter - 3
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Appendix 11.4: Appreciation letter – 4
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Appendix 11.5: Appreciation letter - 5
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